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Abstract 

This thesis explores the planning and management of commercial 

wildlife viewing tourism. A conceptual framework was developed to aid the 

understanding of both the supply and demand perspectives of wildlife viewing. 

The characteristics and actions of the three parties involved in planning and 

management- the tourists, operators and administrators- were investigated in 

addition to the way the parties worked together to achieve the goals of tourism 

planning and management: stimulating economic rewards, satisfying the tourist~ 

and protecting the resources on which the tourism is based. In order to facilitate the 

identification of all the issues involved with this distinct type of nature based 

tourism eleven commercial wildlife viewing tourism operations in the South Island 

of New Zealand were examined which focussed on different species of both bird~ 

and marine mammals and provided a variety of viewing experiences. 

In terms of demand, the key point identified was the heterogeneity oJ 

wildlife viewing tourists. Variation m socio-demographic, attitudinal 

characteristics and the tourists' level of interest in wildlife were evident overall anc 

between the eleven operations examined. Further examination of the tourists' leve 

of interest in wildlife and, consequently, their socio-demographic and attitudina 

characteristics revealed that a continuum of tourist types existed, from generalist~ 

to 'expert specialist' viewers. On the supply side of commercial wildlife viewinf 

tourism, two key factors which govern the way in which the operations studied hen 

(and operations elsewhere in New Zealand) are planned and managed are: the type 

of wildlife viewed at the operation and, (for birds) the tenure of the land on whict 

the wildlife are located. The key conservation administrator in New Zealand- th{ 

Department of Conservation (DoC)- only has influence and authority over marim 

mammal based operations and bird based operations which are located on protecte, 

land. 

Varying levels of departmental involvement in commercial wildlif1 

viewing tourism has led to a lack of coherence in the planning and managemen 

strategies at the different operations. It is suggested that the key reasons for thi 

lack of coherence is that wildlife viewing tourism is yet to have been recognised ii 

New Zealand as a distinct form of nature based tourism and because there has bee1 

a lack of study which integrates the supply and demand components of the tourisn . 

system. The fragility of the resources upon which it depends, however, means th2 

commercial wildlife viewing tourism needs to be the subject of specificall 
focussed planning and management involving key government departments such a 

DoC in order that it continues to stimulate economic rewards and satisfies th 

tourists while protecting the unique birds and mammals of New Zealand. 
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Chapter One 
Wildlife Viewing: Research and Issues 

1.1 Introduction 

This study will address a distinct aspect of tourism today; that which 

focuses exclusively upon wildlife. More specifically this research will investigate 

commercial wildlife viewing tourism in the South Island of New Zealand. The aim 

is to provide an understanding of the nature of this type of tourism, and the way in 

which it is being ( or should be) planned and managed. A brief outline of the 

research problem and context in which it was formulated comprises the rest of this 

introduction. In the subsequent part of the chapter the literature which refers to 

nature based (particularly wildlife viewing) tourism is examined, followed by the 

development of the theoretical basis for this study and an outline of the structure of 

this thesis. 

According to Ziffer (1989: 9) there is a consensus among tourism 

experts that tourism based upon various aspects of the natural environment is " ... on 
tho Nc>a " '"' naAnl,,. "r"' h,,.,..Amtno- mr,rp intPrPCtPrl in thP n~tnr~I PnvirrinmPnt ~nrl I.LIV .1.J.~v, u~ pvvpJ..v L-Ll.V VVV'\.J.I...L.1..1..1...LE, .L..L.L'-J..L"-' ............ ...., .... -u .. ...., ...... ..L.L.A. ..... .&_ ...... _..,_..__,.. ...,. ................ .._.. .................. _,-..... __ .. __ 

are seeking tourism experiences focussed upon it. Worldwide, tourism is estimated 

to be increasing at an annual rate of 8%, while ecotourism is growing by 30% 

(Boeger 1991 in Dowling 1991: 237). The growing popularity of nature based 

pursuits, both active and passive, has prompted a great deal of study and given rise 

to a large number of recent contributions to the literature in which these forms of 

tourism are variously labelled 'green', 'eco-' or 'alternative' (most notably Ziffer 

1989, Boo 1991, Weiler and Hall 1992 and Nelson, Butler and Wall 1993). Ziffer 

(1989) identifies several distinct forms of this nature based tourism, including a 

specific type involving wildlife viewing. 

In places such as Africa and the Galapagos Islands wildlife has been 

the focus of tourism for a number of years. Kenya was attracting 100,000 'safari 

tourists' annually more than fifteen years ago (Henry 1982: 37), and tourism based 

on wildlife was officially recognised as a preferable alternative to other forms of 

development in the Galapagos Islands when they were accorded national park 

status in 1959 (Gerzon 1991: 512). Wildlife tourism based upon species less 

spectacular than the lions and elephants of Kenya's Masai Mara has also grown in 

popularity in recent years. Birds and marine mammals in particular have become 

the focus of tourists' interest. Whale watching, for example, now occurs not only 

on the east and west coasts of the United States (Beach and Weinrich 1989), but 
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also in Sri Lanka, the West Indies (Edington and Edington 1986), Japan (Valentine 

1992), Canada (Garner 1993), Hawaii (Forestall and Kaufman 1990) and Australia 

(Western Fisheries 1990). In addition, a multitude of bird species are now 

attracting tourists to destinations as diverse as Texas (whooping cranes), the 

Gambia (fish eagles), Yugoslavia (Dalmatian pelicans) and Sherwood Forest in 

England (nesting woodpeckers) (Davies 1990: 75-6). Watching wildlife is 

becoming a significant and popular segment of today's tourism market not only 

overseas but also in New Zealand. There are now several tourism operations in 

New Zealand (especially in the South Island) which cater to the demands of people 

interested in seeing our wildlife. Birds such as albatrosses, penguins, white herons, 

gannets and petrels are now the focus of commercial tourism enterprises in New 

Zealand, as are dolphins and whales. 

Despite the growth of wildlife viewing tourism and the extensive 

contributions to the literature which examine other forms of nature based tourism, 

commercial wildlife viewing tourism is yet to have been comprehensively studied 

in its own right. There has been relatively little research overseas and even less in 

New Zealand which examines wildlife viewing in isolation from other forms of 

nature based tourism. Some overseas literature has emerged recently, although it 

tends to be site specific (for example Hvenegaard and Butler 1990, Dann 1992), or 

often focuses upon one type of wildlife viewing tourism such as that associated 

with birds (Hume 1991) or marine mammals (Kovacs and Innes 1990, Forestell 

and Kaufman 1990). More general articles which examine the issues associated 

with wildlife viewing tourism or offer a biological perspective of wildlife viewing 

(such as Valentine 1984 and Davies 1990) are few and far between. In addition, 

while considerable effort was directed towards the examination of the 

environmental impacts of tourism during the 1980s, few studies focussed 

specifically on the effects of tourism upon wildlife (the notable exception being a 

section in Edington and Edington 1986). Given the growing popularity of this type 

of tourism, its relative neglect in the literature and its potential to harm wildlife, 

commercial wildlife viewing tourism requires comprehensive examination. There 

is a need for studies which examine a range of wildlife viewing operations and 

which address the issues associated with the planning and management of this type 

of tourism. 

Papers which examine and analyse wildlife viewing in New Zealand 

are also limited in number. There is an increasing number of articles which 

describe wildlife viewing tourism operations (Laybourn 1990, Brett 1992, Cassels 

1992, Doak 1992, Sharp 1992, Doyle 1993, Duggan 1993), and there are scientific 

articles which examine the species of wildlife sometimes the subject of tourism 

(Dawson and Slooten 1987, Reed 1987, Tennyson 1992). Despite this, there are 
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few articles which integrate these two perspectives and discuss the issues associated 

with wildlife and tourism in New Zealand. Notable exceptions are the recent 

articles by Stewart (c.1987), Dann (1992), Department of Conservation ( 1992), 

Gordon et al (1992), Reeves (1992), Robertson (1992) and Sanson (1992). 

The rest of this chapter aims to provide a more detailed examination 

of wildlife viewing tourism and more fully outline what the planning and 

management of wildlife viewing tourism entails. What follows, then, is a review of 

the tourism literature which refers to nature based and wildlife viewing tourism 

both overseas and in New Zealand, and a discussion of the planning and 

management process as it relates to wildlife viewing tourism. 

1.2 Nature Based Tourism 

In recent years the tourism market has undergone a significant change. 

Parallel to the increasing interest of people in the natural environment has come a 

growth in demand for travel that is based on this environment. According to 

Krippendorf (1987: 176), a growing emphasis on leisure activities, a growth in both 

young consumptive oriented singles and active young seniors and the increase in 

free time are the reasons behind the growth in demand for 11 ••• environmentally 

oriented and socially responsible tourism. 11 Tourism based upon the natural 

environment is far from new. In New Zealand visitors travelled for days by coach 

in order to witness the scenic grandeur of our highest mountain, Mt. Cook, as far 

back as the 1870s (Pearce 1972). Nature based tourism, however, has grown in 

popularity in recent years. Denise Goodfellow ( 1991: 224) points out that while 

there still exists a continuum of tourists ranging from those who enjoy mass, high 

impact tourism to those who prefer low impact, ecologically sensitive tourism, 

there 11 ••• is a shift along the continuum towards the end where people want to be 

part of the environment around them" (emphasis added). 

Developing countries are often the destination of tourists with a 

specific interest in nature because of factors such as the amount of undeveloped 

environment which remains there and the diversity of the ecosystems still intact in 

these countries. Kenya, Costa Rica and Ecuador, for example, are three countries 

which have well developed and growing ecotourism industries (Eagles 1992:3). 

Tourists are said to be increasingly interested in destinations which include 

attractions such as rainforests, coral reefs and tropical and desert ecosystems (Yee 

1992: 8), many of which occur in developing countries. Cater (1993: 86) gives 

examples of nature based activities which have recently become popular among 

tourists: hill trekking in Southeast Asia, scuba diving in the Indian Ocean and 
jungle trekking in Central America. Further, Cater (1993: 86) notes that evidence of 
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the increasing demand for such activities is provided by the proliferation of 
specialist tour operators offering such activities in recent years. 

Developed countries less noted for their biological diversity are also 

attracting both foreign and domestic travellers keen to take part in nature based 

activities. In Canada, for example, increasing numbers of tourists are participating 

in activities such as sea kayaking, wilderness sailing, tramping and white water 

rafting (Bottrill 1992: 115). Visitors in Australia can travel via four wheel drive 

vehicle through the western desert region on the Canning Stock Route (Dowling 

1991: 242), take a boat trip through Kakadu National Park in the Northern Territory 

(Goodfellow 1991: 226) or view and learn about the wildflowers, rugged ranges, 

wetlands and birds in Grampians National Park Victoria (Conservation and 

Environment Victoria, no date). 

In New Zealand too there are increasing opportunities for tourists to 

experience our natural environment by participating in activities such as heliskiing, 

white water rafting, canoeing, jet boating, bungy jumping, hot air ballooning, 

caving and farm stay holidays ( Green 1992: 17-18). Less adventurous pursuits 

such as nature photography, walking and sightseeing are also popular in 

undeveloped parts of New Zealand- especially in national parks (Shultis 1989: 

332). New Zealand has deveioped a reputation overseas as a destination rich in 

scenic beauty and opportunities for various types of nature based tourism- these and 

other attractions encourage over one million people a year to visit this country. 

Many authors believe that nature based tourism can be developed in 

such a way as to be environmentally sustainable and indeed of benefit to the 

environment. According to Fennell and Eagles (1990: 23) 
"Ecological tourism or nature oriented travel may be considered a viable 
means to stimulate an economy and at the same time establish and maintain a 
system of protected areas." 

Several other writers acknowledge that instead of harming the environment on 

which it depends, tourism can protect and even enhance natural resources (Ziffer 

1989, Boo 1990, Butler 1990 and 1991, Pigram 1990, Tourism Stream Action 

Strategy Committee 1990, Lindberg 1991 and Wight 1993). Unfortunately, 

ensuring that nature based tourism enhances rather than damages the environment 

on which it is based can be difficult. Several writers recognise the need for 

effective planning and management- according to Ziffer (1989: 3) ecotourism is by 

definition a planned approach which must carefully assess the impacts and benefits 

of tourism development before development begins. 

The recognition of planning and management as a critical component 
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of tourism development has been relatively recent. Gunn (1988: ix) notes that 

when the first edition of his book, Tourism Planning, was published in 1979, the 

planning of tourism was considered "an uncommon, an unpopular, and even an 

unwanted idea." Since then it has become widely accepted that planning and 

subsequent management are vital in order that the negative impacts of tourism are 

avoided (especially environmental impacts) and positive impacts encouraged. 

Farrell and Runyan ( 1991: 30) point out that 
"It is characteristic of most natural features that they are physically altered by 
use. Positive change should be the goal. Negative change, even in small 
amounts, can be critically damaging." 

Planning and management is therefore critical to tourism exclusively based upon 

the natural environment, as natural resources may be easily harmed by use. If 

damage is done to natural areas the results may be less appealing to tourists in 
search of untouched environments. 

Utilising natural resources in a way that will perpetuate rather than 

destroy the quality of the resource assets (Gunn 1988: 271) is not the only 

important aim of planning and management. Tourism development should be 

environmentally sustainable, but is unlikely to survive in the long term unless two 

additional aims are fulfilled. The tourism development must also stimulate 

economic iewards and satisfy the visitors ff"!11nn 1 OQQ• 'J71 '\ ThP 
\ '-J U.1.1..lJ. .L ./ V'-.J • A-JI .1.. J • &. -.a-

return of economic rewards to the operators is of course in part dependent upon 

visitor satisfaction- or at least the ability of the operation to attract visitors in the 

first place. The characteristics of tourists visiting wildlife viewing operations and 

their attitudes to the operation itself are therefore important factors to consider in 

planning and management. Resource managers and tourism operators play the 

major parts in planning and management, and canvassing their views may be 

relatively straight forward. The characteristics and attitudes of tourists are, 

however, more difficult to discover. Relatively few attempts have been made to 

examine the nature based tourists and their opinions (for example Ingram and Durst 

1989). 

A number of management tools can be utilised in order to achieve not 

only environmental sustainability, but also economic viability and visitor 

satisfaction. One such tool which helps to ensure that tourism development fulfils 

all three of these aims is the development of a set of guidelines or a code of practice 

which outline guidelines or key principles necessary in order to avoid 

environmental impacts: for example exhorting tourists to stay on established trails, 

and tourism managers to ensure that environmental assessments '1.fe an integral part 

of planning and management. There are several examples of such codes overseas 
which are intended for all three parties directly involved in tourism: resource 
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managers, operators and tourists (for example Dowling 1991, Tourism Industry 
Association Canada et al 1991, Yee 1992). 

As well as recognising the need to educate tourists about how to 

behave, much of the nature based tourism literature emphasizes the importance of 

limiting visitor numbers at particular sites. The notions of 'carrying capacities' or 

more recently 'limits of acceptable change' have been part of North American 

recreational literature since 1936 (Wall 1982: 190), and have been discussed by a 

number of authors with respect to both recreation and tourism (Lime and Stankey 

1974, Washburne 1982, Getz 1983, Peterson 1983 and Stankey et al 1985, Martin 

and Uysal 1990). Few operations can sustain continued growth and avoid 

environmental damage, let alone nature based operations- dependent as they are 

upon resources more easily damaged by crowds of people. Recognising the fact 

that a growth in visitor numbers may be economically profitable but may increase 

ecological damage at a site, is critical to planning and management. 

All kinds of nature based tourism require some planning and 

management which should help to ensure the environmental sustainability of the 

operation in addition to achieving economic viability and satisfying the visitors. 

These points are even more critical with respect to commercial wildlife viewing 

tourism. \Vhile the resources invoived in other nature based pursuits such as 

kayaking or nature trekking are undoubtedly susceptible to disturbance by large 

numbers of tourists, those utilised by wildlife viewing are often more delicate, for 

as Lubeck (1991: 118) points out, 11 ••• our mere presence inhibits and often prevents 

natural animal behaviour" (emphasis added). The effective planning and 

management of wildlife viewing is indeed critical to the survival of any such 

tourism operation. In addition, according to Coppock (1982: 273) "Disturbance of 

animals and birds is, by its very nature, difficult to detect except by careful 

monitoring. 11 Meticulous planning and management strategies which include 

specialist research on the wildlife; identifying factors which may disrupt them in 

both short and long term time frames is therefore vital. Duffas and Deardon (1990: 

221) assert that management know ledge about wildlife is usually based on opinion 

rather than scientific fact. The difficulties of identifying and mitigating the impacts 

of toµrism upon wildlife and the frequent failure to attempt to do so by 

management are two factors which emphasise the need for examination of wildlife 

viewing tourism as distinct from other forms of nature based tourism. Given this, 

and the fact that commercial wildlife viewing appears to have become a varied and 

popular part of today's tourism market, it is even more unfortunate that wildlife 

viewing tourism is yet to have been the subject of comprehensive and comparative 

examination. 
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1.3 Wildlife Viewing Tourism 

1.3.1 Birds 

Watching wildlife· in their natural habitat has been a popular pastime 

for many years, but like other forms of nature based tourism it is enjoying a surge 

in popularity in recent years even among people without a keen biological interest 

in a certain species. Bird watching in particular is a non consumptive form of 

wildlife tourism which people have enjoyed for decades. Bird watching has often 

been undertaken independently- people simply travel to the habitat of a species in 

order to observe it, and do not pay to see the species at a commercial operation. 
This kind of viewing still occurs, but is largely the preserve of experts who know 

where to go and what to look for. To capitalise on the interest of the growing 

number of less knowledgeable observers, commercial operations providing an 

educational interpretive service and often transportation or viewing facilities are 

beginning to appear. For example people who have no idea what an osprey looks 

like, let alone where to find one, and are ignorant as to its behaviour may now visit 

Loch Garten in Scotland where the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds has set 

up an osprey observation point. According to Davies (1990: 75), the ospreys at 

Loch Garten have since become one of the major tourist attractions in the north of 

Scotland. The example of the ospreys is far from unique. The Aransas Wildlife 

Refuge in Texas is now host to over 65,000 visitors each year- most of whom take 

the educational boat trip to see whooping cranes and other birds such as pelicans, 

cormorants, herons, terns and vultures (Hume 1991: 59). In Australia people have 

been visiting Summerland Beach on Victoria's Phillip Island in order to watch the 

nightly arrival of hundreds of little blue penguins (Eudyptula minor) since 1928 

(Newman 1991: 261). By the summer of 1990 annual tourist numbers had reached 

nearly five hundred thousand (Dann 1992: 1): making the 'penguin parade' one of 

Australia's most popular tourism attractions- second only to Uluru (Ayers Rock) 

(Tennyson 1992: 19). 

The disturbance of birds by tourists, however, may have serious 

consequences. In fact " .. .it is now generally agreed that even professional 

ornithologists have an adverse impact on the birds they study during the breeding 

season" (Graham 1979: 94). If parent birds are disturbed by people and fly away, 

their young may be left unfed, or worse still, vulnerable to predators (Graham 1979: 

94). At Point Pelee National Park in Canada researchers observed 412 instances of 

bird watchers 'in pursuit' of a bird- 25.5% of which resulted in flushing the bird 

from its nest or perch (Hvenegaard and Butler 1990: 8). Such instances obviously 

cause significant short term disturbance and may cause cumulative long term 
effects such as reduced rates of breeding productivity, philopatry (the return of 
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rds to their natal areas to breed), and adult survival (Dann 1992: 5). For these 

asons, special care must be taken with commercial bird watching tourism so that 

sitors are limited in numbers,· and restricted to a number of established trails, 

tths or fixed viewing points in order to minimize disturbance. Such a strategy has 

~en implemented at Point Pelee, where special viewing nodes were constructed on 

alkways and interpretive signage and pamphlets have been developed in order to 

lucate people as to appropriate (impact minimising) behaviour. 

.3.2 Marine Mammals 

Birds are not the only wildlife viewed by tourists. Iguanas and 

>rtoises are viewed in the Galapagos Islands (Mansfield 1992: 1 ), wildebeest and 

;bra in Tanzania (Davies 1990: 74) and even polar bears are in the icy areas of 

orthern Canada (Hillary 1993: 36). Some of the most popular wildlife viewing 

ttractions, however, are those based upon marine mammals. Harp seals (Phoca 

roenlandica) (Kovacs and Innes 1990: 15) and manatees (Trichechus manatus) 

Shackley 1992: 257) are popular tourism attractions in Canada and the United 

:tates respectively. Two other species of marine mammals have been attracting the 

,1ost attention of late: dolplrins and whales. For the last twenty years a group of 

,ottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) have made daily visits to the shallows at 

.1onkey Mia, Shark Bay, Western Australia in order to be fed fish by iocais and 

·isitors. By 1988 over 100,000 people were visiting the site each year (Nelson 

990: 20). Today's emphasis upon natural, participatory experiences has spawned 

m increase in dolphin encounters different to those occurring at Monkey Mia and 

n oceanariums throughout the world- ones that take place between dolphins and 

;wimmers in the wild. Such encounters occur (albeit irregularly) at places such as 

3unbury and Melbourne in Australia, Key West in Florida, Fernando de Noronha 

.n Brazil, and in the Bahamas (Doak 1992: 102). 

Whales are also an international attraction. Humpback whales 

(Megaptera novaeangliae) are viewed in both hemispheres as they migrate in 

spring and early winter. Boat trips to view the humpbacks are now run at Glacier 

Bay Alaska (Edington and Edington 1986: 49-50), New England, New Hampshire 

and Massachusetts (Beach and Weinrich 1989: 85), along the Western Australian 

coast from Exrnouth to Albany and at Hervey Bay, Queensland (Figure 1.1) 

(Western Fisheries 1990: 23-4). Both grey whales (Eschrichtius robustus) and 

killer whales may be viewed by boat from Tofino, British Columbia Canada 

(Garner 1993: 127). The grey whales are also viewed at their birthing sites at Baja 

Lagoon Mexico, and indeed all along the Californian coast (Figure 1.2) (Edington 

and Edington 1986: 44). Both humpbacks and Southern Right Whales 

(Lissodelphis peronii) can be viewed from various cliff sites in Australia (Figure 
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1.1). In Hawaii whale watching has now become a major commercial industry, 

which catered to 130,000 people during 1990 (Forestell and Kaufman 1990: 401). 

In addition, plane and helicopter trips allow tourists to gain an aerial view of the 

whales (Reeves 1992: 9). 
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Figure 1.1 Opportunities for Watching Whales in Australia (adapted from Tucker 1989 
and Western Fisheries 1990). 
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on the west coast of the United States (Edington and Edington 1986). 
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While viewing whales from cliffs can not disturb the mammals, boats 

and aircraft may affect the whales' natural behaviour. Beach and Weinrich (1989: 

84) recognise this point in addition to the more positive impacts of whale 

watching: 

"For most [people], the [ whale watching] trips are a rare ... experience as well 
as an environmental consciousness- raising, but as thrilling as whale watching 
may be for humans, ... what is its effect on whales, some of them only now 
recovering from years of uncontrolled hunting?" 

Unfortunately the answer to this question is far from definitive due to the 

complexity of issues involved in identifying impacts. As Swartz and Atkins (1989: 

18) point out: 

"Whales' responses to whale watching will vary depending on the whales' 
species, sex, age, particular behaviour during the specific time of the year 
[breeding season, feeding or migrating]." 

Acoustically sophisticated toothed cetaceans (odontocetes) such as dolphins and 

sperm whales are probably more likely to be affected by whale watching then 

baleen whales (mysticetes) such as humpbacks and greys. This is because the 

underwater noise produced by boats may interrupt or mask the noises which these 

dolphins and whales produce in order to communicate, detect prey and orient 

themselves (Reeves 1992: 1). 

Conclusions regarding the effects of whale watching boats upon the 

whales are difficult to identify, not least because it is even difficult to identify 

'normal' aspects of whales' behaviour. Respiration rates, dive times and surface and 

acoustic behaviour vary between whales and whale species, so it is difficult to link 

variations in these to the source of the response, such as the presence of a whale 

watching boat (Garner 1993: 127). It has been concluded that humpback, bowhead 

and grey whales (all of which are mysticetes); 

"... show obvious and universal reactions to certain human intrusions. 
Investigations in the Arctic Ocean and off Hawaii, California and 
Massachusetts [such as Baker and Herman 1989] found that whales generally 
avoid approaching boats and low flying aircraft by increasing their swimming 
speed, orienting away from the disturbance, and decreasing the amount of time 
spent at the surface between dives. Yet to determine if a whale is responding 
to a specific vessel, one must identify other environmental stimuli that may 
also influence the whales behaviour. This has turned out to be very difficult, if 
not impossible, to do" (Beach and Weinrich 1989: 88). 

The need for effective planning and management in order to minimise 

the disturbance of whales and dolphins is therefore acute despite the difficulties of 

accurately determining the effects of boat and air traffic. Once again, carrying 

capacity or 'limits of acceptable change' calculations, guidelines and codes of 

conduct are valuable means by which impacts may be lessened. In several whale 
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watching and dolphin swimming areas guidelines which govern the direction, speed 

and distance to which boats should approach the mammals have been implemented 

and in some places the number of boats or boat trips have been limited. 

1.3.3 Tourism and Wildlife Viewing Tourism in New Zealand 

The tourism industry contributes a great deal to the economy of New 

Zealand. In 1988 international tourism earned $2266m (13.82% of our total export 

earnings), and employment associated with tourism amounted to 84 810 jobs

almost half of which were due to domestic tourism (Pearce 1990: 34). In the year 

to December 1992, 1,055,717 international tourists visited New Zealand. Many of 

them would have been attracted here by New Zealands beautiful scenery, for as 

Fyson ( 1991: 22) points out, " ... New Zealand's competitive advantage in the 

international tourism market is its clean green image." Further, Shultis (1989: 329) 

argues that "for both domestic and international markets, the major raison d'etre of 

New Zealand as a tourist destination is its landscape." Shultis (1989: 333-4) also 

says that New Zealand's tourism industry relies heavily on the beauty of its 

protected areas, with about 50% of domestic travellers and 60% of international 

tourists visiting national parks. Approximately 30% of New Zealands total land 

area is protected, and a number of significant wildlife habitats are found within 

these areas. In many respects, New Zealand is an ideal destination for tourists 

seeking unspoilt natural areas and a range of wildlife species distinct from those in 

other continents and countries. In its natural state New Zealand had neither 

mammalian predators or herbivores, although species of these were later introduced 

(often to the detriment of our environment and native wildlife). New Zealand's 

only native land mammals are three species of bat (Veitch 1992: 1), whereas many 

other countries have a number of land mammals which are often the focus of 

wildlife viewing tourism: for example lions and giraffes in Kenya (Lubeck 1991), 

and bears, moose and caribou in Canada (Ethos Consulting et al 1991). Despite 

this, there are a number of bird species that are endemic to New Zealand- a large 

proportion of which are flightless or semi flightless. New Zealand also has 505 

species classified as 'threatened,' many of which may be of particular interest to 

international and domestic tourists. For these reasons New Zealand is an ideal 

destination for tourists seeking nature based and wildlife viewing tourism 

expenences. 

Several commercial wildlife viewing ventures are operating in New 

Zealand at present, particularly in the South Island (Figure 1.3). Some have existed 
for a number of years but many have been established comparatively recently. 

They are based mostly upon birds, and more recently marine mammals. Whale 

watching is based upon the largest of the odontocetes- sperm whales (Physeter 
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macrocephalus). These whales do not perform aerial antics like their baleen 
relatives (Figure 1.1), but still provide awesome viewing for the 30,000 tourists that 

currently visit each year (Brett 1992: 63). Whale watching has attracted a 

considerable amount of media attention (Hutching 1990, Laybourn 1990, Ansley 

1991, Brett 1992, Sharp 1992), and has also been the subject of biological study 

(MacGibbon 1991, Chessum 1992, Childerhouse 1992, Gordon et al 1992, Marrett 

1992 and Reeves 1992). 
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Figure 1.3 Wildlife Viewing Opportunities in New Zealand. 

Dolphins are also the subject of tourism enterprises at Kaikoura. 
Boatloads of tourists are taken out by two companies to swim with the dusky 

dolphins (Lagenorhynchus obscurus) which inhabit the area during the summer 

months (Cassels 1992, Doak 1992). Smaller and less numerous Hectors' dolphins 

( Cephalorhynchus hectori) are the subject of swimming and viewing operations in 

Akaroa Harbour, Banks Peninsula, although the relevant literature is biologically 

oriented and rarely mentions tourism (for example Slooten and Dawson 1987). 

There are also dolphin swimming operations in the Bay of Islands, and operations 

are said to be starting up in Nelson, the Marlborough Sounds and Whakatane. 

New Zealand fur seals (Arctocephalus forsteri) are popular and easily 
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accessible wildlife which inhabit the New Zealand coastline (Figure 1.4). There are 

several places where seal colonies can be viewed from observation points. It is 

estimated that the seal colony at Kaikoura attracts 260,000 visitors a year, 15% of 

whom are from overseas (NZTB and DoC 1993: 9). Some tour operators also take 

tourists to seal colonies in addition to other wildlife viewing operations. The 

aquatic skill of the seals and the demand for natural, participatory experiences has 

also prompted the establishment of several enterprises which let tourists swim with 

the creatures. Such operations exist at Kaikoura and in the Marlborough Sounds 

(Gill 1993). 
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Figure 1.4 Sites at which seals may be viewed in New Zealand. 

While there are still opportunities for viewing birds independently in 

New Zealand, the number of commercial viewing operations has risen significantly 

in recent years. Gannets are the focus of tourists' attention at three places in New 

Zealand: Cape Kidnappers in the Hawkes Bay, Farewell Spit in the Nelson area and 

at Muriwai Beach near Auckland (Bennet and Braithwaite 1991) One of the 

longest established and most popular of the commercial attractions focussed on 

birds is the albatross colony at Taiaroa Head on the Otago Peninsula near Dunedin. 

The site is the only place in the world where a species of great albatross nest close 

to civilisation (Higham 1992: 4), proximity to a major city ensuring that a large 

number of tourists visit the colony. The colony and the tourism associated with it 

have been well documented and, like whale watching at Kaikoura, the literature 
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provides both biological and tourism perspectives (Stewart c.1987, Robertson 1992. 
The Department of Conservation article 'Royals keeping out of limelight,' Otago 

Daily Times 26 September 1992 summarises numerous departmental reports on the 

colony). The Otago Peninsula is also home to the yellow-eyed penguin 

(Megadyptes antipodes). An endemic species, the yellow-eyed penguin is the sole 

member of its genus, the rarest and possibly the most endangered of the penguin 

species (Department of Conservation 1991b: 1). The viewing of penguins by 

tourists is relatively recent and as yet has not been the subject of study from the 

tourism perspective (with the exception of a discussion paper written by Tisdell 

1988 before tourism enterprises were actually initiated). Despite this, several 

accounts regarding the conservation of the penguins do exist (St George 1990, 

Department of Conservation 1991b, Vernon 1991). In addition to the commercial 

operations at which the penguins are seen, there are several sites at which 

independent viewing is possible: for example Sandy Bay on the Otago Peninsula, 

Stony Bay on Banks Peninsula, Moeraki south of Oamaru, and at Bushy Beach in 

Oamaru itself. It is at Oamaru that little blue penguins (Eudyptula minor) are also 

the subject of visitor attention at an operation developed by the local authorities in 

conjunction with the Department of Conservation and a grant from the Ministry of 

Tourism, although at which no admissior. fee is charged. The penguins at Oamaru 

are the subjects of one of the few New Zealand studies that integrate both 

bioiogicai and tourism perspectives (uann 1992). 

Other birds which are the focus of commercial viewing operations in 

New Zealand are white herons or kotuku (Egretta alba modesta) at Whataroa and 

Okarito on the West Coast (Department of Conservation 1988). A colony of 

Westland black petrels (Procellaria westlandica) are also the subject of a 

commercial viewing operation and are similarly located on the West Coast, at 

Barrytown. In addition, black stilts (Himantopus novaezealandiae ), an endangered 

species, can be seen at viewing hides at Twizel, South Canterbury. As with the 

albatrosses at Taiaroa Head and the herons at Whataroa, the Department of 

Conservation is involved with the protection and management of this species. The 

tourism associated with the stilts has therefore been the subject of several articles 

(for example Hensley 1989, Murray 1990, Blackstock 1992). 

There are three other prominent wildlife viewing tourism attractions 

in New Zealand which have yet to be mentioned, at which visitor management has 

been comprehensive and successful. Tiri Tiri Matangi Island is an open Wildlife 
Sanctuary in the Hauraki Gulf, and Kapiti Island a Nature Reserve off the 

Wairarapa Coast. Both are home to a number of native bird species and may be 

visited by the public. Visitation is controlled by the Department of Conservation. 

Both islands have been carefully planned and managed so as to enable both tourism 
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and conservation without endangering species protection (as noted in Department 

of Conservation 1987, Lee 1987, Galbraith 1990, Sutton et al 1992). A similar 

commitment to tourism and conservation exists on New Zealand's SubAntarctic 

Islands: the Snares, Campbell, Auckland, Bounty and Antipodes Islands, all of 

which are Nature Reserves. Tourism has been permitted on Auckland and 

Campbell Island Reserves since 1969, and 
"... since 1984 [ visitation] has been formalised in the respective management 
plans on the condition it is strictly controlled and does not compromise in any 
way the primary management objective of the preservation and maintenance of 
the natural values of the islands" (Sanson 1992:2). 

1.4 Theoretical Considerations 

Although a considerable amount of literature exists which examines 

aspects of wildlife viewing tourism, the research is fragmented and presents no 

comprehensive examination of the issues involved in the planning and management 

of wildlife viewing tourism. Studies which examine wildlife viewing tourism 

operations tend to be site specific: restricted to only one operation (Hvenegaard and 

Butler 1990, Nelson 1990, Higham 1992), or a number of operations located in a 

similar region (Tisdell 1988, Forestell and Kaufman 1990). In addition, few 

upon either the biological needs of the wildlife (Slooten and Dawson 1987, 

Tennyson 1992), or the tourism operation itself (Forestell and Kaufman 1990, 

Ansley 1991, Scott 1991), with few attempts to integrate both of these important 

aspects (notable exceptions include Dann 1992, Department of Conservation 1992). 

Even within the literature which examines the management of nature based tourism 

operations the majority of studies focus upon only one aspect; examining 

government policies and legislation which affect management (Green 1992), the 

people who run the operations (Ingram and Durst 1989, Yee 1992) or the tourists 

(Hvenegaard and Butler 1990, Eagles 1992). Relatively few have examined more 

than one of these aspects at a time- the notable exception being a study by the 

Tourism Industry Association and the National Round Table on the Environment 

and Economy in Canada (1991). This study details the roles of all three of these 

groups with respect to sustainable tourism, and is one of the only examples of 

research which focuses upon both the demand and supply sides of tourism. 

One reason for the paucity of comprehensive wildlife viewing tourism 

research, has been the lack of a conceptual framework within which both biological 

and social information can be integrated and interpreted. Several works have gone 

some way towards providing a .basis for such integration, primarily Duffas and 

Deardon (1990) and Fennell and Eagles (1990). 
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Fennell and Eagles ( 1990:23) see the visitors, the resource itself, and 

1e service industry which provides visitors with access to the resource as the 

rimary components of ecotourism. They illustrate the aspects which make up 

1ese components and the links between them in their conceptual framework 

Figure 1.5). The framework was developed with respect to ecotourism in Costa 

~ica but is general enough to be applicable to other types of tourism in different 

estinations. According to Fennell and Eagles (1990: 26) tour companies, 

overnment agencies, communities and the visitors "... can all prosper through 

ooperation and suitable planning [of tourism]." Fennell and Eagles (1990:26) 

lentify the resource as the primary element of ecotourism- the attraction which 

mrists want to see and experience. Tour operators comprise one aspect of the next 

)mponent: the service industry. They function within the guidelines established 

y the government and the expectations of the visitors and provide immediate 

:cess to the resource. Fennell and Eagles see the protection and management of 

1e natural resource base by the service industry as critical: "The resource must be of 

sufficient quality to satisfy both the needs of the visitors and the ecological 
needs of the environment. It is the responsibility of the government, 
specifically the tourism and parks agencies, and the private sector, specifically 
the tour operators and the local communities, to cooperate in developing 
suitable resource management policies" (1990: 27). 
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Figure 1.5 Conceptual framework for ecotourism (Fennell and Eagles 1990: 27). 

Visitors are the other major facet of ecotourism identified by Fennell 

1d Eagles (1990: 27). Visitor management policies are responsible for controlling 

.sitor activities and, ultimately, visitors' attitudes. Marketing is also a key element 

~ the visitors' perspective of ecotourism as it not only attracts people to a certain 

·ea but also conveys an image of the destination to tourists. Tourists therefore 
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visit that area expecting a certain experience there. The images conveyed to 

tourists through marketing are likely to vary according to how tourists heard about 

the operations: from travel agents, brochures, or from friends or other tourists. 

Marketing has an important influence upon tourists' attitudes and, as a result, their 

satisfaction with the tourism operation. 

Duff as and Deardon ( 1990: 217) focus their study upon the growth of 

non. consumptive uses of wildlife and point out that nonconsumptive wildlife 

management lies at the juncture of biological and social research. More 

specifically, they see nonconsumptive wildlife oriented recreation (such as wildlife 

viewing) as comprising three initial elements; the focal species or species groups, 

the human user and the history of the relationship between the two (Figure 1.6). 

According to Duffas and Deardon (1990: 220), two particular aspects of knowledge 

about the wildlife are essential to effective management. Firstly, " ... the priority for 

analysis and management is developing a working knowledge of the relationship 

between the wildlife and a particular site" (whether it is a breeding, feeding or 

resting area for example, and why). In addition, managers must know about the 

normal behaviour and reproductive rates of the wildlife in order to be able to 

recognize when disturbance of the wildlife by tourists is occurring and may be 

detrimental. This reinforces the need for examination of resource management in 

planning and management, although rather than forming a discrete component of 

the planning and management process, resource management is a function usually 

carried out by tour operators or administrators such as governmental park or 

wildlife management agencies. 

MANAGEMENT 

~--..NON-CONSUMPTIVE ---~ 
WILDLIFE USE 

MANAGEMENT 

Figure 1.6 The core components of non-consumptive wildlife use 

(Duffas and Deardon 1990: 28). 
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Duffas and Deardon ( 1990: 222) also advance an important theory 

regarding the social aspect of wildlife viewing tourism- that wildlife viewing 

tourists (rather than exhibiting similar characteristics) are characterised by varying 

levels of interest and expertise. They assert that 'expert specialists', who often have 

pre-knowledge about the wildlife and require little infrastructure and interpretation, 

will be the dominant visitor group when the wildlife attraction is first visited 

(Figure 1.7). This will probably change as awareness of the site and its wildlife 

grow, and visitors with less specific interest and knowledge about the site and its 

wildlife will begin to visit. These people usually require more infrastructure and 

interpretation, which must be provided by operators or managers. This idea is 

presented in visual form as the 'growth curve' in their conceptual framework. 
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Figure I .7 The relationship of user specialization and site evolution. 

(Duffas and Deardon 1990). 

The works of Fennell and Eagles (1990) and Duffas and Deardon 

(1990) recognise implicitly the different parties who would be involved in the 

planning and management of wildlife viewing tourism: the operators, the resource 

managers, the government and the tourists themselves, and go some way towards 

identifying the links which do (and should) exist between these groups. The 

prominence of these groups is more explicitly recognised by Gunn (1988: 271) with 

regard to the general goals of tourism planning: the stimulation of economic 

rewards, the assurance of high quality visitor satisfactions, the utilization of 

resources in such a way that will perpetuate rather than destroy their quality, and 
the enhancement of the community quality of life. These goals imply the 
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involvement of four major groups in tourism and highlight the two sides to the 

tourism system: de~and and supply. There are the tourists themselves, the 

administrators and tour operators who manage the attractions which tourists visit, 

and the communities in which these operations are located. The tourists represent 

the demand side of the functioning to~rist system, while the local community, 

operators and administrators comprise the supply side. 

Some researchers argue that tourism planning and management 

requires more integration at the local and regional scale with the ideas and ideals of 

the local community. Murphy (1985: 154) advocates that " .. .future planning and 

development be undertaken from the perspective of a community industry- one that 

is responsible to the community it is selling." While it is accepted that the 

community plays an important part in the overall tourism system, local operators 

and administrators are usually the only representatives of the community who are 

directly involved with the planning and management of wildlife viewing tourism 

operations. The host community will therefore be excluded from this analysis, 

leaving three major groups involved in tourism planning and management; the 

administrators, the operators and the tourists. 

1.5 Thesis aims, framework and structure 

At present research on wildlife viewing tourism is deficient in several 

respects; it is. fragmented, usually site specific and tends to focus upon either the 

demand or supply side of the tourism system. Several writers advocate a more 

integrated approach to research, arguing that a knowledge of both the tourism 

industry and the tourists themselves is critical to an understanding of the whole 

tourism system (Gunn 1988, Duffas and Deardon 1990, Fennell and Eagles 1990). 

The examination of both of these perspectives will undoubtedly facilitate a more in 

depth analysis of the situation at any one tourism destination or operation. Rather 

than seeking an explanation of just one particular wildlife viewing operation, this 

study aims to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the way in which 

commercial wildlife viewing tourism operations are planned and managed. It will 

therefore examine a number of case studies of commercial wildlife viewing 

operations which focus upon different species of both marine mammals and birds, 

provide different facilities and information and, as a result, offer different 

experiences for tourists. The situations at these different operations will be 

compared, enabling the identification of general principles involved in the planning 

and management of commercial wildlife viewing tourism. By examining both 

supply and demand perspectives and the situations at a number of different 

operations, this thesis will attempt to build on current research and theory and 

hence overcome the previous fragmented approach so as to provide an integrated 
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investigation of commercial wildlife viewing operations in the South Island of New 

Zealand. A more detailed conceptual framework which outlines the basis upon 

which the operations will be compared is presented in Figure 1.8. 

I. characteristics 
II. attitudes 

I 
Planning and management 

of commercial wildlife 

/ 
viewing tourism ~ 

-stir:r1u.lates_ e_conomic rewards 
-sat1sf1es v1s1tors 

Operators 

I. characteristics 

II. goals: 
-make money! 
-protect resource assets 
-provide a good quality, 
satisfying experience for 
tourists 

-protects resources 

Resource 
management 

I. characteristics 
II. monitor the resource 

Administrators 

I. characteristics 

II. functions: 
-promotion 
-education 
-cooperation 
-regulation 
-protection 
-planning 

Figure 1.8. Comprehensive conceptual framework for the examination of 
wildlife viewing tourism in the South Island, New Zealand. 

As previously noted, three major groups are involved in tourism; the 

1dministrators and the operators (who comprise the supply side of the tourism 

)ystem) and the tourists (the demand side). It is the interrelationships between 

hese groups th~t eventually produce planning and management strategies for 

.vildlife viewing tourism operations (represented in Figure 1.8 by the arrows 

inking the three parties). In some cases the links which affect planning and 

nanagement strategies are formal, for example where an aspect of an operation is 

~overned by administrative regulations. In New Zealand, for example, people who 

:eek to run a commercial operation within a publically owned protected area are 

·equired to have gained a licence from the governmental conservation administrator 

:the Department of Conservation)in order to do so. On the other hand, operators in 

mprotected areas do not require permission from administrators to undertake 

:ourism activities. In these situations the link between operators and administrators 

:and therefore the influence of administrators upon planning and management) is 
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comparatively weak. Some links are more informal and may only comprise a flov 

of information. Examples of this are the recording of tourists' comments in ai 

operator's visitor book, or operators informing administrators about the wildlif, 

inhabiting their private property. It is the effectiveness of these kinds o 

interactions which help to form planning and management strategies and govern th, 

extent to which each party is involved in the planning and management of ; 

commercial wildlife viewing operation. At some operations, the links betwee1 

tourists, operators and administrators may be well established, and each party ma: 

be well aware of the actions and attitudes of the others. At others governmen 

administrators may be notably less familiar with the way in which an operation i 

being run. This situation sometimes occurs with respect to the management of th, 

resources upon which wildlife viewing operations are based. On publically owne< 

protected land, government administrators control (and indeed, are responsible for) 

the way in which resources such as wildlife are managed. On private land, owner 

have more control over the management of the natural resources such as wildlife 

although they are still governed by the Resource Management Act 1991. 

The interactions between the three parties, all of whom ar, 

characterised by different roles and responsibilities, are critical to the planning an< 

management of any tourism operation. In this study they will be examined at ; 

number of wildlife viewing operations in order to provide insights into the ways ii 

which tourists, operators and administrators work together to achieve the goals o 

tourism planning and management. The extent to which the parties interact 

however, is dependent upon their characteristics and actions with respect to eacl 

particular operation. In order to understand the nature of the linkages between th, 

parties which generate planning and management strategies it is necessary t< 

understand the parties themselves. What follows is a more comprehensive outlin 

of the important aspects of each party as depicted in Figure 1.8. 

In several of the papers which examine nature based tourists, notabl 

Ziffer (1989), Duffas and Deardon (1990) and Lindberg (1991), the social an 

demographic characteristics of tourists are said to be an important factor whic. 

affects their motivations, expectations and satisfaction. This profile informatio 

comprises the first part of the tourist perspective of the conceptual framework; th 

tourists' characteristics in terms of both demographics and level of expertise. I 

addition, Eagles (1992) argues that visitor attitudes are a critical component of th 

tourism conceptual framework; particularly what the visitors expect from thei 

experience, and whether these expectations are being fulfilled. As Eagles ( 1992: ~ 

points out, both the visitors and the experience must be managed, and further, 
"Visitor management is the central factor that helps match the desires of the ... 
tourist with the reality of the situation that occurs in nature." 
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One important aspect of visitor management is the use of behavioural guidelines 

developed by operators in order to reduce impacts (Tourism Stream Action Strategy 

Committee 1990, and Butler 1991). If tourists are made aware of and encouraged 

to adhere to such guidelines, disturbance of wildlife could be avoided or reduced. 

If, however, tourists resent the guidelines (which may for example restrict their 

movements or suggest modification of their behaviour), they may be unsatisfied 

with their experience at a particular attraction. Operators must recognize this and 

inform tourists of the reasoning behind the restrictions; thereby increasing tourists' 

adherence to the suggestions, teaching tourists more about the wildlife and 

encouraging them to feel as if they are contributing to its protection (Pearce 1993b ). 

For the majority of the operators, their most important goal in 

planning and management is ensuring that the operation makes money. Operations 

that are not economically viable will probably close down eventually; a move 

which may not always be beneficial to the wildlife. While an operation is 

financially profitable, operators have a very good incentive to ensure the 

conservation of the wildlife (Davies 1990: 76)- 'wildlife pays so wildlife stays.' If 

an operation on private land is closed the operator may find a more profitable use 

for the wildlife habitat- one that may not necessarily be conducive to wildlife 

conservation. In other circumstances, the halting of visitation may actually benefit 

the wildlife. A second and related goal of operators is the protection of the resource 

(assets) through management. This may include channelling profits from the 

operation back into breeding programmes, monitoring or wildlife research (New 

Zealand Tourism Industry Federation 1992, Veitch 1992, Yee 1992), developing 

appropriate facilities {Tourism Stream Action Strategy Committee 1990), educating 

tourists in order to reduce impacts (Butler 1991, Yee 1992), and developing general 

codes of practice with operators running similar ventures. Following Gunn (1988: 

271 ), the third major goal of operators is to provide a good quality, satisfying 

experience for tourists. In order to accomplish this, some monitoring of tourist 

characteristics and motivations by operators is probably required. 

Operators may also be responsible for some aspects of resource 

management. This depends largely upon the tenure of the land on which the 

operation is situated. If the land is publically owned then the administrators in 

government are responsible for resource management, but on private land 

management decisions may be made by the owners or operators with little 

administrative influence. A major aspect of resource management is the 

monitoring of the resource on which the tourism operation is based (Yee 1992). 

This involves developing a working knowledge of the relationship between the 

wildlife and the site and establishing behavioural and reproductive benchmarks in 

order that disturbance may be recognised (Duffas and Deardon 1990: 220). The 
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overall aim of resource management is the maintenance or enhancement of 

environmental quality (Pigram 1990, Tourism Stream Action Strategy Committee 

1990, Yee 1992), which may necessarily involve the establishment of some limit to 

visitation. Numerous researchers recognize that sites (and wildlife) have a capacity 

to withstand visitation beyond which tourists may become dissatisfied, the site 

degraded, or the wildlife disturbed (Getz 1983, Inskeep 1987, Ziffer 1989, Butler 

1990, Duffas and Deardon 1990, Tourism Stream Action Strategy Committee 1990. 

Dowling 1991, Farrell and Runyan 1991, East West Center Association et al 1992). 

The key to the determination of capacities or limits of acceptable change is that the 

limits to numbers must prevent degradation and also be acceptable to tourists. The 

extent to which operators seek to achieve the goals of tourism planning and 

management is greatly dependent upon their characteristics and motivations. Some 

tourism operations have been established in order to provide the owners with an 

income whereas others were established in order to aid the protection of a certain 

species of wildlife. Characteristics such as these must be examined before the 

operators' success in achieving the general goals of tourism planning and 

management is assessed. 

Similarly, the extent to which administrators fulfil any of the 

functions depicted in Figure 1.8 depends upon their characteristics and aims. Af 

with operators, the purpose and characteristics of administrators must be examinec 

before any assessment of their success in fulfilling the functions can be made. The 

protection of resources (through effective resource management and the initiation 

of legislative protection) is one of the six major functions of administrators in the 

planning and management of wildlife viewing. In addition, administrators may be 

responsible for promoting tourism internationally, educating those involved in 

tourism as to their roles in managing tourism sustainably, cooperating with othe1 

administrators, regulating tourism operations and planning tourism development. 

A comparative methodology was employed in this study in order t< 

facilitate identification of the general principles associated with the planning arn 

management of commercial wildlife viewing tourism, from the large amount o 

information that was gathered from the operations studied. According to severa 

writers (Lijphart 1971, Feldman 1978, Hayne and Harrop 1987, Pearce 1993a 

comparative research is the most effective way to identify important genera 

propositions about information: to separate what Feldman (1978: 287) calls, "th( 

essential from the trivial." Comparative research, says Pearce (1993: 9) offer 
tourism researchers a way forward in a field still largely dominated by descriptive 

ideographic work. In view of this it was concluded that the comparison of : 

number of different operations would facilitate a greater understanding of th 
phenomenon of commercial wildlife viewing tourism by not only describing bu 
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also explaining the critical issues associated with its planning and management. As 

Pearce (1993: 26) points out: 

"Comparative studies can serve a very useful purpose in the search for 
generalisations in this field by providing a sounder basis for comparing like 
with like and by establishing more clearly the role of contextual and causal 
factors." 

A number of commercial wildlife viewing operations were included in the study, 

some of which focussed exclusively on birds, and some on marine mammals. 

Several operations viewed both birds and marine mammals. At each of the 

operations the characteristics a~~ actions of the three parties involved in 

commercial wildlife viewing tourism and the interrelationships between them were 

examined. At a more detailed level, aspects of each element were compared with a 

view to identifying more specific similarities (and hence differences). For tourists 

this meant comparing various demographic and attitudinal variables, while for 

operators it entailed comparison of the way they worked towards satisfying the 

visitors, ensuring the economic success of the operation, and the protection of its 

resources. Similarly, more specific details about the functions of administrators (as 

depicted in Figure 1.8) were also compared. 

This comprehensive examination of commercial wildlife v1ewmg 

tourism is intended to overcome the deficiencies evident in the existing literature. 

By examining a number of operations that are based upon different species of 

wildlife and provide different facilities and information, a more accurate impression 

of the issues critical to the planning and management of all commercial wildlife 

viewing operations will be gained. In addition, by focussing on all three parties 

involved, both supply and demand aspects of planning and management are able to 

be examined. On the whole the enlarged scope and content of this study should 

facilitate a clearer understanding of commercial wildlife viewing tourism. 

The means and methods by which information about the 

administrators, operators and tourists at wildlife viewing tourism attractions was 

gathered are explained in Chapter Two. This chapter also outlines in more detail 

the comparative method which was employed in order to analyse this information. 

As the three critical parties involved in wildlife viewing tourism have been 

identified as operators, tourists and administrators, the next three chapters focus on 

each party in turn. In Chapter Three the characteristics of wildlife viewing 

operations and the people who run them are described, and the goals of the 

operators (making money, satisfying visitors and protecting the resources) are 

examined. In Chapter Four the results of a visitor survey which was conducted are 

presented and discussed. Examination of the characteristics and functions of 

administrators follows in Chapter Five. The operator, tourist and administrative 
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perspectives will then be integrated via the comparative method described earlier. 

In this chapter (Chapter Six) the links between the three parties will be examined as 

will the way in which each party has worked (or not worked) in conjunction with 

the others in order to achieve the goals of tourism planning and management. 

Conclusions about the critical issues associated with wildlife viewing tourism, the 

characteristics and actions of tourists, operators and administrators and the planning 

and management of this tourism are made in Chapter Seven. 
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Chapter Two 
Researching Commercial 
Wildlife Viewing Tourism 

2.1 Introduction 

In order to achieve the stated aim of providing a comprehensive 

examination of commercial wildlife viewing tourism, this study must identify and 

account for similarities (and differences) in the way these operations are planned 

and managed. It was therefore resolved to include a number of different operations 

at which the roles of, and interrelationships between, the three parties outlined in 

Section 1.5 would be compared. Fennell and Eagles (1990:33) point out that (as 

well as the local community), the three parties involved in tourism are the 

government (administrators), private industry (operators), and the tourists 

themselves. In addition to this they say that interrelationships between these groups 

will produce tourism planning and management strategies, but that 
"Unfortunately the data available to explore many of these relationships fully is 
scattered and less than comprehensive." 

As previously noted, this study wiii examine the characteristics and roles of, and 

relationships between these three parties, with a view to providing a more 

comprehensive understanding of commercial wildlife viewing tourism. A 

comparative approach will _facilitate the identification of the general characteristics 

and roles of, and interrelationships between the three parties in addition to 

providing a basis for examining the contextual and causal factors which contributed 

to situations which diverge from these general principles. The identification of ke) 

themes will be facilitated by the number of operations which will be examined. 

In order to gain information about the role of all three parties 11 

commercial wildlife viewing tourism, a threefold approach to informatim 

collection was undertaken. A small amount of literature existed which referred t< 

the administrative level of planning and management. With the exception of this 

primary research was necessary in order to be able to identify and analyse th< 

characteristics and actions of tourists and operators with respect to wildlife viewini 

tourism. Personal interviews and questionnaire surveys were the major methods o 

information collection. Interviews were held with governmental tourism an< 
conservation administrators, other parties involved with resource managemen 

(such as non- governmental conservation organisations), the operators of th 

wildlife viewing ventures and the tourists who visited them. 
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2 Selection of comparative case studies 

Having decided on the use of a comparative methodology to examine 

mmercial wildlife viewing tourism in the South Island, it was then necessary to 

cide upon the case studies that would be examined and the basis upon which they 

Juld be compared. In order to gain an understanding of the issues involved in the 

ewing of all wildlife on a commercial basis, operations which focussed upon both 

rds and marine mammals were studied. These operations were to be examined in 

~cordance with the conceptual framework of this thesis as depicted in Figure 1.8; 

>cussing on the characteristics and roles of the three parties primarily involved in 

Jmmercial wildlife viewing tourism as well as the interrelationships between 

1em. The basis upon which the operations will be compared has already been 

utlined in some detail in Section 1.5. It now remains to describe the selection of 

1e case studies and the means by which the relevant information was collected. 

As there had been little comparative research which examined wildlife 

riewing operations it was resolved to study as many operations as possible in order 

.o examine this distinct form of nature based tourism comprehensively. A total of 

3leven operations were examined in depth and several more are briefly examined 

where relevant. 

The ventures studied allowed paying visitors to see wildlife in their 

natural habitat. To be successful they have to be located in an area in which the 

wildlife are frequently visible. As a result, the operations which focus solely on 

birds are associated with breeding colonies, and those which focus upon marine 

mammals (or birds and marine mammals) are located in areas which the mammals 

have been known to inhabit for a number of years- or centuries in the case of the 

whales at Kaikoura. The operations examined in depth here focus upon a variety of 

wildlife species; five primarily upon birds: White Heron Sanctuary Tours, Okarito 

Nature Tours, Penguin Place/ Conservation, the Black Stilt Visitor Hide, and a 

black petrel colony visit run by Paparoa Nature Tours. Three focus upon marine 
mammals: Kaikoura Tours views whales, and two operators take tourists to swim 

with dolphins: Dolphin Encounters, and Banks Peninsula Coastal Tours. Three 

operations usually view both birds a11:d mammals; Catlins Wildlife Trackers, 

Canterbury Cat Cruises and Monarch Ota go Harbour Cruises (Figure 2.1). 

To be selected the operations included had to focus exclusively, or at 

least primarily, upon wildlife and be located (where possible) in the natural 

environment of the birds or mammals. Wildlife 'parks' and other sites where the 

wildlife were held in captivity were not included. The only exception to these 

criteria is the Black Stilt Visitor Hide at Twizel which is run by the Department of 
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Conservation and is associated with a captive breeding programme. The only majo 

commercial operation at which permission for study was not forthcoming was th 

albatross colony at Taiaroa Head near Dunedin, although it is a nature reserve an, 

wildlife refuge so the management of the colony and associated tourism i 

relatively well documented in Department of Conservation reports. The plannin; 

and management of the operation can therefore still be examined here, althougl 

there exists little information about the tourists who visit the colony. Othe 

commercial operations not included in this study are the marine mamm2 

enterprises at Kaikoura that are run from helicopters and fixed wing aircraft, whicl 

do a great deal of business particularly when the sea is too rough for the boats ti 

operate. The snorkeling with seals enterprises at Kaikoura and in the Marlborougl 

Sounds were also excluded, as their existence was not known until some time afte 

research commenced. 

Barrytown 
-Paparoa Nature Tours 

Hokitik 

-White Heron Sanctuary Tours h 
Okarit • ataroa 

-Okarito Nature Tours __ _ 

aikoura 
-Kaikoura Tours 
-Dolphin Encounters 

karoa 
-Canterbury Cat Cruises 
-Banks Peninsula Coastal Tours 

tago Peninsula 
-Monarch Otago Harbour Cruises 
-Penguin Place/ Conservation ® 

Catlins Coast 
-Catlins Wildlife Trackers 50 0 50 100 

Kilometres 

Figure 2.1 Commercial wildlife viewing operations included in this study. 

Using the methods outlined above, information about the roles am 

responsibilities of all three parties was collected and compared in order to identif; 

the general principles of the planning and management of commercial wildlif1 

viewing tourism. Factors which resulted in variations in the roles of administrators 

operators and tourists and the links between them could then be identified an1 

explained. This research could therefore extend the body of knowledge about botl 

the planning and management of tourism, and the tourism phenomenon that i 

wildlife viewing. 
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:.3 Operators 

In order to gain information about the chosen case studies identified 

bove and the people who managed them, an operator survey was conducted. The 

aajor aims of the operator survey were: 

i) to obtain basic information about the operations: their resources, land ownership, 

.cale, marketing, prices, the history of the operation and, the kind of experience 
hey offered to tourists, and 

ii) to obtain information about and operators' attitudes towards, the management of 

he operation: aspects such as monitoring of wildlife, the nature of any possible 

mpacts and attempts to mitigate or avoid them, limits to tourist numbers, and the 

·elationship to the Department of Conservation. 

The operators were questioned by way of structured interview 
:Appendix A), if additional issues were mentioned by operators during the course 

Jf the interview there were also discussed. Several days were usually spent in the 

vicinity of the operation, during which time the operators, tourists and local 

administrators and resource managers were questioned. In some cases it was 

possible to build up a brief history or description of the operation from printed 

sources: mostly magazine or newspaper articles. For others, however, the only 

information available was that printed on their brochures. Interviews and literature 

reviews were not the only sources of information at the operations; much of the 

information crucial to the satisfaction of tourists was gathered by observation. This 

included the proximity of the visitors to the wildlife, the number of tourists on trips, 

the natural setting of the operations, the interpretation offered and the facilities 

available. Where necessary this information was verified by operators. 

2.4 Administrators 

Administrators have a prominent role in the planning and 

management of commercial wildlife viewing tourism as they are responsible for the 

development and implementation of all the legislation and policies which govern 
both tourism operations and the use of natural resources. In New Zealand, a range 

of administrators have an influence on wildlife viewing tourism- both tourism and 

conservation administrators. Representatives from these bodies at national, 

regional and local levels were interviewed in addition to local representatives from 

non governmental conservation organisations. The most prominent administrator 

and resource manager in the context of wildlife viewing in New Zealand is the 

Department of Conservation. Numerous departmental officials with roles varying 

from protected species management to the negotiation and management of 
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recreation and tourism concessions, were interviewed during the course of this 
study. The major objective of the Department of Conservation interviews was to 

investigate the department's involvement in the management of the wildlife viewing 

operations, for example the relevant legislation and policies, conditions of permit~ 

or concessions (where applicable), the level of involvement the department had in 

the management of the operation. 

The interviews were structured, with a list of set questions being 

asked (Appendix B) but, as with the operator interviews, . additional issues or case 

studies were also discussed if they arose. A list of questions was similarly asked of 

local tourism board representatives in order to examine the role of each board 

regarding the promotion of local wildlife viewing tourism operations. In addition, 

national representatives of the Department of Conservation, the New Zealand 

Tourism Board and the New Zealand Tourist Industry Federation were interviewed 

in order to determine national policies and perceived directions for New Zealand 

tourism and resource management, particularly with respect to wildlife viewing. 

Other resource managers were also interviewed; representatives of non 

governmental conservation organisations such as the Royal Forest and Bird 

Protection Society, the Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust and Seacare New Zealand 

Limited. These interviews were for the most part informal and provided an insight 

into what the conservationists saw as salient issues associated with wildlife viewing 

tourism. Such contextual information was important in aiding the interpretation of 

present policies and suggesting future directions for the development of 

commercial wildlife viewing in New Zealand. 

2.5 Tourists 

2.5.1 Introduction 

An examination of wildlife viewing from the perspective of the 

tourists is a necessary and integral part of effective tourism planning and 

management. Information about tourist characteristics, motivations, expectations 

and satisfaction is crucial in order to ensure that tourists are satisfied with their 

wildlife viewing experience at an operation. Basic socio- demographic information 

tells operators a great deal about tourists; age gives some indication of the level of 

physical activity they may enjoy; income indicates the type of holidays they may be 
used to, and education may show the amount of specialised or more general 

interpretation they expect. In addition to this it is important to know what 

motivates tourists to visit a particular operation and what they expect from their 
visit, as these factors contribute directly to the tourists' eventual level of 

satisfaction. It is possible to gain some of this information from participant 
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;ervation, personal interviews or operator interviews. In this study a relatively 

ge amount of information had to be collected at a number of different sites. In 

ier to facilitate the rapid (and where possible, simultaneous) collection of this 

:ormation from the different operations, a printed questionnaire used. 

The questionnaire was developed with three major objectives in mind; 

1 to obtain profile data on wildlife viewing tourists; their socio demographic 

taracteristics, travel experience and involvement in conservation issues; 

,) to investigate the attitudes and opinions of tourists regarding wildlife viewing in 

~neral and in particular the operation which they were visiting, and; 

ii) to determine whether the characteristics of the visitors and their attitudes varied 

1erall, and between different operations (and if so, why). 

The target population was wildlife viewing tourists in the South Island 

isiting commercial operations. The survey was undertaken at the eleven sites 

oted above. The sample population was tourists who visited a wildlife viewing 

peration when it was being surveyed, and who could understand English 

ufficiently well to be able to fill in the questionnaire. A total of 478 questionnaires 

1as collected from the eleven operations. 

:.5.2 Questionnaire design and pretest. 

Although the questionnaire is divided into four sections, these were 

ntended to lend structure to the questionnaire and did not always correspond to the 

:hree types of information being gathered. The first set of information collected 

related to the characteristics of the tourists, their previous travel experience and the 

:haracter of their present holiday. Their age, income, place of residence and other 

socio demographic characteristics were examined in addition to questions about the 

length of their holiday and the number of trips they had taken overseas during the 

past two years. Although some studies examining nature based tourists are based 

only upon operators' estimations (for example Ingram and Durst 1987, Ziffer 1989, 

Bottrill 1992), it was decided to examine these characteristics directly as the former 

method may be inaccurate. It has been noted by other researchers (Applegate and 

Clark 1987, Krippendorf 1987, Fennell and Eagles 1990, Hvenegaard and Baker 

1990, Lindberg 1991) that more experienced travellers are often more demanding 

and critical of tourism operations. This may be even more evident at wildlife 

viewing operations where tourists who have expert knowledge about the wildlife 

and their habitat may recognise the impacts of visitation, notice inaccurate 

interpretation and be less tolerant of the insensitive activities of others (who speak 

too loudly or stray from marked tracks, for example). As a result, information was 

collected which helped to indicate the tourists' interest in wildlife and other natural 
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factors, and the character of their holidays in terms of their interest in nature based 

tourism. This included their previous wildlife viewing experience, their 

membership of conservation or wildlife oriented organisations, the importance of 

wildlife and other natural factors to their holiday, the other activities in which they 

planned to participate, how they heard about the operation, and how far in advance 

they had booked their visit to the wildlife viewing operation. There were then four 

questions which examined the attitudes of tourists to wildlife viewing in general, 

and to the operation at which they were surveyed. This information was intended 

to highlight aspects of the wildlife viewing experience of particular importance to 

tourists, and their satisfaction with these aspects. Finally the rules which tourists 

felt should govern their behaviour at a wildlife viewing operation, and their 

perception of the impacts that might be caused to the wildlife and their habitat by 

their visits, were examined. 

Two forms of the questionnaire were developed and pretested at one 

operation in early February 1993 in order to ensure that tourists could understand 

and answer the survey. In one set of questionnaires (Appendix C), the third section 

which examined the behaviour of and impacts caused by tourists was excluded. It 

was thought that this section may have taken quite a long time to read and answer, 

but in fact this version of the questionnaire took only slightly longer to complete. 

In addition, this section yieided some interesting resuits, and it was decided that the 

responses to these questions could be of great interest to operators. As a result it 

was concluded that the longer version of the survey would be used. There was only 

one minor difficulty with tourists' comprehension of the survey. Some respondents 

did not agree with the structure of the question which referred to their satisfaction 

with various aspects of the wildlife viewing experience. On a scale from five to 

one, three was intended to signify satisfaction. In the previous question on the 

importance of these aspects, five was intended to signify the most favourable 

response (for when the tourists found this aspect to be very important). Some 

tourists felt that five should have signified the most favourable response in both 

questions. It was decided that depending on the tourist, dissatisfaction could result 

from either too much or not enough of a particular factor (such as information). 

Differences in responses to this question could help to identify any tourist 

typologies. Both questions were therefore included, unaltered, in the final version 

of the survey. 

A couple of minor adjustments (primarily the re-ordering of two 

questions in order to avoid leading the tourists' responses) were made to this 

questionnaire before the survey to be used at the rest of the operations was finalised 

(Appendix D). As the alterations were minimal and the general character of the 

survey remained unchanged the data from the test site (White Heron Sanctuary 
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fours) was included in the final analysis. 

tS.3 Questionnaire distribution and collection 

The sample population of the survey was constrained by the fact that 

10t all of the tourists visiting wildlife viewing operations spoke English well 

~nough to read and answer the survey. In addition, the length of the survey (four 

pages, taking approximately twenty minutes to complete) meant that some tourists 

were unwilling to fill out questionnaires. It was hoped that the personal distribution 

,md collection of surveys would facilitate the highest possible response rate as 

tourists could be made aware of how valuable their responses were. Survey 

jistribution therefore occurred primarily when the operations were visited in order 

to maximise the response rate and minimise inconvenience to the operators. At 

some operations the low volume of tourists meant that personal distribution would 

take too long- specifically in those cases operators had to be relied on to distribute 

and collect surveys. This proved to be particularly effective at most sites as 

operators were particularly cooperative. The disparity between tourist volumes and 

the response rates were for the most part fairly comparable. The one exception was 

Penguin Place, where a large number of tourists visited and left rapidly in tour 

buses, and had no time in which to complete the questionnaire. It would have been 

preferable to distribute all surveys personally, but time and financial constraints 

were prohibitive. Surveys were therefore distributed at different times. This was 

partly due to the reasons outlined above, and partly because the viewing seasons at 

operations did not always coincide; for example while the season for viewing white 

herons finished in mid February, it was not possible to view black petrels until 
March. 

In order to be able to compare tourists and their attitudes at different 

operations, a relatively large number of questionnaires had to be returned from each 

operation. It was initially intended to survey 70-100 visitors at each operation, but 

as a result of the low tourist flows at some operations several of the smaller 

operations yielded only between 14 and 35 completed questionnaires (Table 2.1). 

These small subgroup totals prohibit comprehensive comparisons between 

operations. At four operations questionnaire totals of 71, 74, 79 and 91 were 

achieved, enabling more comprehensive comparative analysis to be conducted. The 

results from those operations at which smaller samples were gathered have limited 

applicability. Despite this, the results will still be included in the overall analysis, 

as will the operator and administrative perspectives at those operations. The four 

operations where larger visitor samples were gathered are quite different in terms of 

the wildlife seen, the facilities available, the information offered, and location and 

the origin of tourists present, and this provide a good range of wildlife viewing 
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experiences, and a valuable basis for comparison. 

Operation Dates surveyed Number Method of 
Collected Distribution 

White Heron Sanctuary Tours 7-17 February 79 Personally and 

by operator 

Okarito Nature Tours 14 April- 31 May 19 By operator 

Penguin Place/ Conservation 6-7 March 35 Personally 

Monarch Otago Harbour Cruises 10-20 March 74 Personally and 

by operator 

Catlins Wildlife Trackers 6 March- 31 May 16 By operators 

Canterbury Cat Cruises 25-26 February 71 Personally and 

by operator 

Banks Peninsula Coastal Tours 26 February- 14 March 19 By operator 

Kaikoura Tours 30 March- 1 April 91 Personally 

Dolphin Encounters 30 March- 31 May 34 Personally and 

by operator 

Black Stilt Visitor Hide 8 March- 31 May 24 By operator 

Paparoa Nature Tours 14 April- 31 May 14 By operator 

Table 2.1 Questionnaire distribution and collection by site. 

In order to check the representativeness of the sample surveyed 

operator visitor statistics were examined where available. As a double check, all 

operators were asked (during the operator survey) to estimate the characteristics of 

the tourists visiting their operations in terms of age, place of residence and gender. 

The samples and populations were similar for the most part, although at some 

operations a higher than expected proportion of foreign visitors was surveyed. This 

was probably because surveys were mostly conducted after the traditional New 

Zealand summer holidays had concluded, which also explained the low number of 

family groups surveyed. Ideally the surveys would have been conducted both 
during and after the holiday period in order to canvas a greater range of tourists, but 

time constraints restricted the major survey period to late February onwards. In 
addition, a small proportion of visitors (notably Asians and some Europeans) were 
unable to speak English well enough to answer the questionnaire. The translation 

of the questionnaire, however, would have proven time consuming and difficult, 

especially since all survey responses would also require translation. In addition to 

this it was noted that a large proportion of the tourists visiting the wildlife viewing 

operations were travelling independently and spoke relatively good English, so the 
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.rvey was not translated. 

All 478 questionnaires returned were included in the analysis, 

lcluding those which had not been fully completed, as they still contributed to the 

verall database on wildlife viewing tourists. The questionnaires were manually 

)ded, with numeric codes being assigned to all responses, including those from 

pen ended questions (where similar responses were grouped). Interesting 

~sponses (which were unique or summarised popular attitudes) were noted. The 

atabase was loaded onto the University of Canterbury's Vax computer and all 

uantitative analysis was undertaken using Tabgen: a programme for the tabulation 

nd analysis of data developed by Dr. Doug Johnson of the Geography Department, 

Jniversity of Canterbury. 

~.6 Summary 

A comparative method was used to enable the identification of 

seneral issues involved in the planning and management of commercial wildlife 

viewing tourism. The basic elements of comparison were the characteristics and 

mles of the three parties involved in wildlife viewing tourism, namely the 

0perators, administrators and tourists. As limited literature existed the majority of 

the information \Vas collected through personal interviews and a visitor survey at 

eleven specific wildlife viewing operations in the South Island. At four operations, 

a relatively large number of visitor questionnaires were returned enabling 

comprehensive comparative analysis. At the other operations responses were 

lower. The results from these sites were still included in some parts of the analysis, 

and were discussed individually where relevant. 
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· Chapter Three 
The Operators and Operations 

3.1 Introduction 

The diverse nature of the commercial wildlife viewing operations 

studied here is due to a number of factors such as the attitudes and expertise of the 

operators, the number and behaviour of the wildlife, and the ownership and 

characteristics of the land on which the operations are sited. Such contextual factors 

will have a vast influence upon the characteristics and actions of tourists, operators 

and administrators, and the extent to which they cooperate to produce coherent 

management strategies. In addition, these circumstances will affect the 

commitment to and success of operators in attaining any of their three goals of 

planning: making money, satisfying visitors and protecting the resource assets. 

In order to be able to identify and understand the key issues relating to 

the goals of operators it is important that the context within which operators seek to 

attain these goals is set. For this reason the characteristics of the operations and the 

people who run wildlife viewing operations may have a subtle yet important effect 

upon the ultimate success of the operator in achieving all three goals of planning 

and management. Some tourism operators may be committed to achieving 

financial success, while others are prepared to forego this in favour of conserving 

the environment. These details, which outline the value position of the operators 

must be borne in mind when the operators' achievement of one, all or none of the 

goals of tourism planning and management are discussed in Section 3.2. 

Factors other than operator characteristics may also affect the degree 

of success with which the operators can stimulate rewards, satisfy visitors or protect 

the resources upon which the operation is based. The stimulation of economic 

rewards and the generation of profits by operations is a direct function of the 

number of tourists who visit, and the price which they pay in order to view the 

wildlife, in addition to the costs of running the operation. The tourist numbers may 

in tum be affected by the location and capacity of the operation, the appeal of the 

wildlife and the marketing strategies employed by the operator. The provision of a 

satisfying visitor experience is also dependent upon a number of factors, primarily 

the nature of wildlife viewing, such as the proximity to the wildlife and the nature 

of the surroundings in which viewing takes places. In addition, factors such as the 

quality of the facilities and the information also have an affect upon tourists' 
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;atisfaction and the degree to which they can learn from their experience. 

The last goal of tourism planning and management, and the one that is 

1rguably the most critical with respect to wildlife viewing, is the protection of the 

resources upon which the operations are based. The presence of the wildlife are the 

prima..ry attraction for visitors, and the disappearance of some or all of the wildlife 

would critically affect the viability of any commercial viewing operation- a point 

explicitly recognised by most of the operators in this study. The protection of the 

wildlife and their habitat from negative affects associated with visitation is 

therefore of critical importance, and is related to the nature of viewing allowed, and 

the fragility of the wildlife to disturbance. Ensuring that the tourists behave 

appropriately and monitoring the wildlife are vital management priorities for 

operators. Protection of the species as a whole is related not only to the 

environmentally appropriate management of the tourism operation but also to more 

fundamental factors such as the status and total population of the species of 

wildlife. These and other aspects will be examined here with a view to identifying 

the present roles of operators in the planning and management of commercial 

wildlife viewing operations in the South Island. 

3.2 The Characteristics of Operators and Operations 

3.2.1 Operations focussed on birds 

Paparoa Nature Tours 1s a small family enterprise run by Bruce 

Stuart-Menteath and Denise Saunders at Barrytown near Punak:aiki, and is situated 

on State Highway 6 which traverses the length of the West Coast. The operators 

run guided walks and canoe trips interpreting the natural history, rainforest ecology 

and birdlife in nearby Paparoa National Park, and have also developed special 

birdwatching facilities that provide access to part of the world's only mainland 

breeding colony of Westland black petrels (Procellaria Westlandica). It is this part 

of the operator's activities which will be examined here. Increasing demand for 

opportunities to view the petrels was one reason behind the establishment of the 

colony tour. The other factor which prompted the operators to encourage tourism 

based on the birds was the opportunity such an enterprise would present for 

educating people: not only about the birds, but also the threats to their survival

principally the proposal by Fletcher Titanium to mine for ilmenite (a valuable 

titanium ore) on the adjacent Barrytown Flats. The company is already engaged in 

some mining in the area but the proposed scheme would require buildings eight to 

ten times bigger than the present facilities. Not only would the noise and lights of 

the mining disorient the petrels, but airstrikes associated with the present facilities 

kill between 6 and 12 birds each year. This number would undoubtedly increase if 
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the proposal went ahead, for the· most preferred sites for the buildings are in the 

flight paths of the birds returning from sea. The operation therefore serves a dual 

purpose: it meets the demand for viewing, and helps protect the birds both directly 

(the operators trap for predators and monitor the birds) and indirectly (by educating 

people about the threats to the survival of the birds). 

There are approximately 20,000 birds in the colony, which covers 

some 627,000 hectares. The Wildlife Service (which became part of the 

Department of Conservation in 1987) noted of the colony that " ... it [was] 

exceptional to find a large and healthy population of burrowing petrels on a 

mainland site anywhere ... in the world" (Morse 1981: 67). Seventy percent of the 

colony is located within the national park boundary, and 20% of the remaining sub 

colonies have been gifted to the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society by 

Fletcher Titanium (Murdoch pers. comm.). The colony tour run by the operators is 

based on some of the 50 breeding pairs located on freehold land which they own. 

The birds arrive in the area in late March and are resident until December. Nesting 

in burrows on the ground, the birds leave before dawn in order to feed at sea during 

the day, returning to their nests in the last hour before dark. In order to view the 

birds visitors must therefore visit the colony either at night or early in the morning. 

Visitors are guided along a two hundred metre walkway, half of which is comprised 

of tree fems recycled after being felled by a neighbouring farmer. The visitors 

climb 200 wooden steps to reach the viewing platform which is surrounded by 

petrel burrows, and overlooks one of the major take-off and landing sites for the 

birds. The black petrel colony trip has been operating for three seasons, and the 

environmental sensitivity of this and other trips run by the operators was nationally 

acknowledged recently when Paparoa Nature Tours was co-winner of the 1993 

New Zealand Ecotourism Awards presented by the Tourism Board. 

Ken and Shirley Arnold, third generation West Coasters, run White 

Heron Sanctuary Tours at Whataroa, also on State Highway 6 (Figure 3.1). The 

operation was set up in 1988 primarily as a means of providing employment for the 

operators and (in future years) their children. The white herons or kotuku (Eg retta 

alba modesta) are an endangered species and breed at this- their sole New Zealand 
colony- between November and February each year. The colony has been afforded 

the special protected status of a nature reserve under Section 20 of the Reserves Act 

1977. Under Section 57 of the act, people may visit this Waitangiroto Nature 

Reserve only if they have gained a permit from the Department of Conservation. 

After communicating with the department for a number of years with a view to 
gaining access to the colony on a commercial basis the Arnolds were awarded the 

right to transport people into the reserve when the entry permits were tendered (see 

Department of Conservation 1988). 
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In accordance with the pnmary aims of the Department of 
Conservation (" .. .the protection and preservation of the nature reserve"), the 
department currently limits the number of people who may visit the area with 
White Heron Sanctuary Tours to seventy-two per day. In addition, each party must 
be accompanied by a Department of Conservation ranger. The present warden, 
Gary Abum, has been at the colony for thirteen years and Ken Arnold and his 
brother are both honorary rangers. The colony tours take two hours and begin with 

a ride by minivan from Whataroa to a jetty. This is followed by a forty minute 
jetboat ride along the Waitangi-toana River and the Waitangiroto Stream into the 
reserve. Visitors walk along a boardwalk to a hide from which the herons and 
Royal spoonbills ( Platalea leucorodia regia) may be viewed. The hide is separated 
from the trees in which the birds nest by the Waitangiroto Stream, but the birds are 
close enough to be viewed without binoculars. A small telescope is available to 
facilitate detailed viewing. Access to the colony may also be gained on foot, but at 
present this means a relatively long walk down a muddy track. The Arnolds were 
renegotiating their license with the Department of Conservation during the winter 
of 1993, and were considering options such as improving the track, and reducing 
use of the (relatively loud) jetboat. 

The herons may also be viewed with Okarito Nature Tours in their 
primary feeding area- the Okarito Lagoon- to the south of the colony itself and 
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thirteen kilometres off State Highway 6 (Figure 3.1). At this operation, run by Ian 

James and Debbie McLachlan, visitors may either take a guided boat trip or kayak 

independently around the lagoon. Larger canoes with storage facilities are 

available so people can camp overnight at the end of the lagoon if they wish. The 

operation was set up in 1991 in order to 'provide employment for one the operators 

and is open all year. The Okarito Lagoon is New Zealand's largest unmodified 

wetland (3240 hectares) and is home to over 70 species of waterbirds. 

Unfortunately, the lagoon has no legalised protection. Under the Resource 

Management Act 1991, the management of the lagoon came under the jurisdiction 

of the regional council, so a resource consent from the council was required in 

order to run the operation. The Department of Conservation is presently working 

on a national wetlands policy which would facilitate the protection of areas such as 

Okarito, but by 1993 the policy had not been released, so management decisions 

remain under the control of the council. The lagoon is bordered to the north by the 

Waitangiroto Nature Reserve· and to the south by Westland National Park. 

Occasionally people venture from their kayaks onto these protected areas, for which 

Okarito Nature Tours are required to have permission from the Department of 

Conservation. 

At Penguin Place on the Otago Peninsula (Figure 3.2), people may 

hire a key (for $4 and a $4 deposit). This will open a gate guarding the end of a 

road starting near the albatross colony at Taiaroa Head, approximately forty 

minutes drive along a narrow, winding road from Dunedin. At the end of the 

former (unsealed) road is the world's largest breeding colony of yellow-eyed 

penguins (Megadyptes Antipodes), in addition to colonies of New Zealand fur seals 

and shags. People stand on a walkway located on a cliff high above the sand dunes 

in which the penguins nest (Plate 3.1). Like the black petrels the penguins are best 

observed in the morning as they leave to feed at sea or when they return in the 

evening (although unlike the petrels they leave and return while it is light). Visitors 

can see the penguins walking up ( or down) the beach, and climbing the fifty metre 

sand dunes to reach their nests. The key is available from a house on a sheep farm 

owned by Ken and Elizabeth McGrouther, although the land on which Penguin 

Place is located belongs to another member of the operator's family. Also available 

from the McGrouther's house is the Penguin Conservation tour which visits the 

world's second largest colony of the birds and is located on their farm. Trenches 

have been dug there so that visitors can move through the colony relatively 

unnoticed by penguins, and penguin nests are observed at close range from within 

camouflaged viewing hides. The tours are run by Scott Clarke's Wild South 

Limited and run for most of the year except for August and September when the 

penguins are mating (at Penguin Place tours run all year because the tourists are 

relatively far away from the penguins and cause them no disturbance). At only 
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200 hectares in size, the farm on which Penguin Conservation is situated is barely 

economic. The tourism based on the penguins provides the operators with 

supplementary income and has enabled them to develop their own conservation 

strategy, which involves trapping for predators, revegetating the penguin colonies 

and building nesting sites. Due to their endangered status the penguins are also the 

subject of a species' conservation strategy developed by the Department of 

Conservation, in addition to the World Wide Fund for Wildlife and the Yellow

Eyed Penguin Trust. 

Figure 3.2 Dunedin and the Otago Peninsula 

The last operation which focuses solely on birds concentrates upon 

the subject of another Department of Conservation species conservation strategy

the black stilt (Himantopus novaezealandiae). The stilts reside on the small shingle 

islands beside braided streams and have been adversely affected by predation, the 

growth of exotic weeds on river beds, and the modification of water flows 
associated with hydroelectric power generation. Department of Conservation 

management of the silts began in 1981, and they have been the subject of a captive 

breeding programme run by the department near the Ohau River at Twizel in the 

MacKenzie Basin since 1987 (Figure 3.3), on the major route to one of New 

Zealand's most popular tourism attractions- Mount Cook. Visitors have been able 

to view the stilts in aviaries (and any nearby wild stilts and other birds) through 

binoculars and telescopes from a hide opened in 1990 which is located fifty metres 

above the aviaries. The primary objective of the programme was to conserve this 
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endangered species. The visitor hide was subsequently opened by the Departrnen 
of Conservation in order to educate people about the stilts (and the work of tht 

department), and in response to increased demand to view the birds. Visitors ma) 

also view non breeding stilts at close hand in enclosures near the viewing hide. Tot 

land on which the programme is located is leased by the department from a local 

farmer and from Electricorp (ECNZ), which also provided funds for the building of 

one of the aviaries. Despite this, if the amount of water stored in the hydroelectric 

lakes becomes too high, ECNZ will give the Department of Conservation on1) 

twelve hours notice before water is released, and the Ohau River is flooded- in 

which case the stilts have to be moved from the aviaries (High Country Herala 

1990). 

Figure 3.3. Twizel 

3.2.2 Operations focussed on birds and marine mammals 

The first operation of this kind is land based and situated in the 

Catlins area of Southeast Otago- an 'off the beaten track' destination infrequently 

yisited by tourists. Mary and Fergus Sutherland have run their two day Catlins 

Wildlife Trackers trips from Dunedin since 1990. They take a maximum of eight 

people down the Otago coast by minivan and stay the. night in a private home at 

Papatowai, overlooking Tahakopa Bay (Figure 3.4). Visitors can participate in a 

variety of activities such as bird watching, boating, snorkeling, visits to sea caves, 

scenic and historic sites and in1and beech forests. Yellow-eyed penguins may be 
viewed, along with the rare yellowhead and a variety of other birds. In addition, a 
highlight of the first day is an encounter with a number of endangered Hookers' 
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Plate 3.1 The ·walkway at Penguin Place, Otago Peninsula. 

Plate 3.2 The Black Stilt Visitor Hide at Twizel (note the small aviaries near the hide 
and.the larger ones on the river terraces below). 
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sealions (Neophoca hookeri) (see frontispiece). Trips can be customised to suit the 
interests of the tourists, and elephant seals, fur seals and dolphins may also be 

viewed if desired. Both of the operators grew up in the Catlins area and are 

committed to conservation. The operation was established in order to utilise. the 

talents of the operators and provide them with employment, and was seen by them 

as a favourable alternative to the traditionally consumptive use of the area's natural 

resources. Both the operators have been active in the local section of the Royal 

Forest and Bird Protection Society, and Fergus still works for the Department of 

Conservation occasionally. Visitors are encouraged to be environmentally sensitive 

and may participate in conservation activities if they wish. Catlins Wildlife 

Trackers has authorization from the Department of Conservation to guide people 

onto a number of areas administered by the department, although access to the areas 

is frequently gained on private land. The operation runs all year on demand, and 

was (along with Paparoa Nature Tours) a co-winner of the 1993 Ecotourism 

Awards, in addition to receiving a special mention in the inaugural 1992 awards. 
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Figure 3.4. The Catlins area 
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Another operation that was mentioned in the 1993 Ecotourism 

A wards was Monarch Otago Harbour Cruises of Dunedin. The cruises are run by 

Colleen and Fiona Black, who both have degrees in biology, and have forty years 
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of sea going experience between them. The operation was initially run using the 

Akaron, a research vessel built by Fiona's father, but in 1985 they bought M. V. 

Mon~rch. It is a 55 foot wooden ship which can carry 75 passengers, and takes 

passengers on a 3½ hour cruise from Dunedin to Taiaroa Head, or a V2 hour cruise 

to Taiaroa Head from Wellers Rock (Figure 3.2.). A variety of birds including the 

Northern Royal albatross, little blue penguins, godwits, terns and the spotted, 

Stewart Island and little shags. In addition, New Zealand fur seals may be seen 

swimming or resting on the rocks at Pilots Beach, near Taiaroa Head. The cruises 

require no Department of Conservation permit, just an authorisation from the 

Ministry of Transport to operate a passenger vessel. 

Shags may also be observed from the M. V. Canterbury Cat: a 52 foot 

wooden catamaran that carries 90 people on a cruise around Akaroa Harbour on 

Banks Peninsula. Akaroa is a small town one hours' drive away from Christchurch 

which attracts a number of day trippers from that city. Little blue penguins, other 

birds and a salmon farm are viewed along with the scenery of the harbour, but the 

highlight of the trip for many is the schools of the endangered Hectors' dolphins 

(Cephaloryhnchus hectori), the world's smallest oceanic dolphin (Dawson and 

Slooten 1987: 32). The dolphins usually travel in groups of between two and eight 

individuals, and while they jump rarely, they do swim around the ship, even when it 

begins to move away. The cruises have been run by Ron and Durelle Bingham 

since 1985, initially on a different boat, but they only required a permit from the 

Department of Conservation after the Marine Mammals Protection Regulations 

1990 were passed. 

3.2.3 Operations focussed on marine mammals 

The Binghams, along with Johnny McKellar and his father, own 

another operation authorised by the department to interact with the Hectors' 

dolphins- Banks Peninsular Coastal Tours. The tours were established in 1991 as 

the operators believed there was a market for the trips, which are run in a 26 foot 

Naiad (rigid hull inflatable), and a 23 foot boat purpose built for allowing people to 

watch and swim with the dolphins .. Usually about ten people take swimming with 

dolphin trips at one time; the visitors are provided with wetsuits and snorkels and 

are instructed to enter the water and wait until the dolphins' curioslty prompts the 

mammals to approach them (in accordance with the Marine Mammals Protection 
Regulations 1992). 

Swimming with dolphins is a popular attraction in another part of the 
South Island: at Kaikoura, mid way between Christchurch and Picton (where the 
interisland ferries dock). The mammals here are the bigger common and dusky 
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dolphins (Lagenorhynchus obscurus), who perform a variety of acrobatic activitie1 

such as jumping and lobtailing (smacking their tails on the surface of the water) 

The duskies usually congregate in groups of several hundred, although these arE 

made up of a number of identifiable pods of about ten individuals (Wiirsig et al 

1989: 73). Like the Hectors', dusky dolphins are 'boat-positive,' and will ride the 

bow wave of a moving boat. The tourists are taken to South Bay from the facilities 

of the operation in Kaikoura by bus (Figure 3.5). Because of the roughness of the 

coast and harshness of the weather Kaikoura has no safe harbour in which boat~ 

may be moored, so people must board the boat before it is launched from the trailer. 

The operation, Dolphin Encounters, is owned by Dennis and Ric Buurman and Ian 

Bradshaw. Dennis Buurman is an active member of Forest and Bird, and tourists 

visiting the operation are encouraged to support dolphin conservation organisations 

upon their return home. The Buurmans were previously crayfishermen until the 

summer of 1989-90, when Rick Buurman and Ian Bradshaw first set up the 

operation. Dolphin Encounters hold two permits for swimming with dolphins; one 

for their 10 metre catamaran which seats 20 people, and one which was acquired 

when another operator sold them a glass bottomed boat with an existing permit. 

Figure 3.5. Kaikoura 

The company that was first to gain a permit for whale watching in 

Kaikoura was Nature Watch Limited, in 1988. It was sold (complete with boats 

and permit) to Kaikoura Tours Limited in 1990, a company initially developed as a 
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job creation scheme, which is owned and operated by the local Takahanga marae. 

Forty seven percent of the company is owned by the Ngai Tahu Trust Board, 52% 

by the local runanga, and 1 % by the head of the runanga; Bill Solomon. As at 

Dolphin Encounters, tourists are transported to boats from the operation's base (the 

old railway station) by courtesy bus, and the boats are boarded and subsequently 

launched from trailers. The company uses three 5.9 metre Naiad (rigid hulled 

inflatable) boats which seat twelve and are powered by twin 140hp outboard 

motors. A 12.6 metre Naiad which seats 30 people, Uruao, was bought in March 

1992 and was initially powered by twin 250hp outboard motors. In March 1993 

another motor was installed, making the boat capable of travelling speeds of 55 

knots, although it usually cruises at 38 knots (The Press, 24 April 1993: 5). The 

whales viewed at Kaikoura are both young adult and mature sperm whales 

(Physeter macrocephalus) measuring between 12 and 16 metres in length. They 

are typically solitary, but are occasionally found in small groups. 

Plate 3.3 Detail from a Kaikoura Tours pamphlet showing the largest.boat, Uruao. 

Until early 1993, the Ngai Tahu-owned Kaikoura Tours was the only 

operation in Kaikoura authorised by the Department of Conservation to view 

whales on a coITu11ercial basis. By 1992 (two years after Kaikoura Tours bought 

Nature Watch, and all whale watching permits), 25 other companies or individuals 

had applied for similar permits. Under the Treaty of Waitangi, the Ngai Tahu is 

seen to have a beneficial interest in the whales, and is in fact the sole proprietor of 

that beneficial interest (Tipene O'Regan pers. comm.). On the basis of this (and 

various other areas of common law), the Ngai Tahu gained a court injunction 

preventing the Department of Conservation from authorizing other parties to view 

the Kaikoura whales. As a result, in 1993 whale watching is run by only one 
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company and is likely to remain so. Possible alterations to this situation and othe 
administrative matters relating to whale watching will be discussed in more dept] 

in Chapter Five. 

3.2.4 General characteristics of the operations 

These wildlife viewing operations, while characterised by differen 

factors- primarily different species, behaviour and numbers of wildlife, anc 
different land tenure- exhibit a number of similar characteristics which art 

summarised in Table 3.1. The majority are owned and operated by family group~ 

or partnerships, and are small scale; a characteristic true of many other NeV, 

Zealand tourism operations (Pearce and Cant 1981, Lydon 1987). Most wen 

established by locals in the last five years, often as a means of providing the 

operators with employment. Operators were questioned about why they established 

their operation, but most mentioned just one reason, which was usually economic. 

Other motivations, however, can be inferred from their responses. For example in 

many cases this economic necessity was tempered by the fact that operators were 

unwilling to leave these often naturally beautiful and relatively unpopulated areas 

to go elsewhere in search of employment. The characteristics and aims of the 

operators in conjunction with variables such as land tenure,all affect the eventual 

character and management of wildlife viewing operations. Having set the context 

for examining the management of wildlife viewing operations, each of the 

operators1 goals will now be examined in turn. As depicted in Figure 1.8, the goals 

are; making money, ensuring visitor satisfaction, and protecting the resources of the 

operation. 
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Vii 
0 

Operation Ownership 

White Heron Ken and Shirley 

Sanctuary Tours Arnold 

Okarito Nature Ian James and 

Tours Debbie Mclachlan 

Penguin -Place _ Ken&Eliz,Sandy McGrouther ___ ----------------
-Conservation Ken&Eliz McGrouther, Scott Clarke 

Monarch Otago Colleen Black 

Harbour Cruises 

Catlins Wildlife Mary and Fergus Sutherland 

Trackers 

Banks Peninsula Ptnrship: Ron & Durelle Bingham 

Coastal Tours Johnny McKellar & father 

Canterbury Cat Ron and Durelle Bingham 

Cruises 

Kaikoura Tours 47% Ngai Tahu Trust Board 

52% local runanga, 1 % Bill Solomon 

Dolphin Ptnrships: fan Bradshaw 

Encounters Dennis&Ric Buurman 

Black Stilt Department of Conservation 

Visitor Hide 

Black petrel Bruce Stuart-Menteath 

colony tour and Denise Saunders 

Source: Operator interviews 

Table 3.1 Characteristics of Operations 

Employment 

Partners and 3 part 

time (during season) 

Partners 

Partners (Ken&Eliz) ---------------
Ptnrs &6 mides (seasonal) 

Ptnrs & 3 others 

(in height of season) 

Partners 

Johnny McKellar & 

one part time worker 

Partners & 3 

other workers 

32 employees 

(sometimes seasonal) 

Ptners & 7 others 

(seasonal) 

3 full time tour 

guides 

Partners 

Year Esµ.blished Reason Established Land tenure and legislation 
1988 Create employment Nature reserve 

Administered by DoC 
End of 1991 Create employment Lagoon admin'd by regional council 

Surroundings admin'd by Doc 

Protect species, in response to deman3 Private -·--------- ---------------------
Protect soecies, earn a livin,g Private 

1985 (with Earn a living ____ ,.._ 

present boat) Fill a perceived niche 

End of 1990 Earn a living, alternative Some admin'd by Doc 

to consumptive resource use Most access is private 

End of 1991 Fill a perceived niche Governed by MMP A 1978 etc. 

1985 Fill a perceived niche Governed by MMP A 1978 etc. 

1988 Create empl()yment for locals Governed by MMP A 1978 etc. 

(especially local Maori) ·, Ngai Tahu hold ' .. beneficial rights . .' 

End of 1989 Create employment Governed by MMPA-1978 etc. 

1990 In response to demand Leased from ECNZ and 

Advocacy opportunity local farmer 

End of 1991 Advocacy, expand Private land (colony) 

business 



3. 3 Goals of Operators 

3.3.1 Making Money 

As Gunn (1988: 202) points out, 
"successful private enterprise must make profits," and must also provide 
" ... positive rewards to those who identify, design, develop and manage areas 
for tourism." 

Given that several operators examined here saw the operation as a means of 

providing them with income, they clearly seek to derive some kind of financial 

reward from their operation. Even those operators for whom economic gain is not 

as imperative would probably still like their operation to be financially self 

sufficient. Making money is therefore the first goal of operators. 

Despite this, several operators were motivated -m some cases, 

primarily- by the desire to contribute to the conservation of the wildlife. For 

example, at the Black Stilt Visitor Hide, which is run by the Department of 

Conservation, protecting the species is a primary aim; generating financial rewards 

is secondary to this. The degree to which operators achieve success in running 

attractions which stimulate economic rewards is therefore greatly affected by the 

commitment of the operators to this goal. This must be borne in mind when 

examining the profitability (or otherwise) of operations. 

The financial success of an operation is related primarily to the number of tourists 

visiting the operation and the amount they pay, in addition to the costs associated 

with the operation (Table 3.2). Some operations generate considerable income for 

the operators (and indirectly, for the local communities), although figures referring 

to financial matters other than admission fees were not examined here. By contrast, 

some operations involve relatively small amounts of money and are unlikely to be 

economically self sufficient. The situation is complicated in many cases by the fact 

that operations are not open all year or receive the bulk of their visitors in the 

summer season, so some operators are forced to seek additional means of making a 

living. In some cases it is actually the wildlife viewing operation which provides 

a means of secondary income to the operations. When examining these figures, the 

costs of running the operations I?-Ust also be taken into account. Kaikoura Tours, 

for example, was not expected to produce its first dividend until five years after its 

establishment, due to the high costs involved. In 1993 it would have cost $75,000 

to replace one of the smaller whale watching boats and the big boat, Uruao, cost 

$400,000 when it was purchased in 1992. In addition to this the boats consume 

large amounts of fuel, and both boats and equipment depreciate in value rapidly due 

to the harsh conditions encountered at sea. By contrast, at Penguin Place the 
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viewing of penguins requires no additional financial· outlay other than that already 

spent and that which is spent on maintaining the viewing area. Penguin Place and 

Kaikoura Tours are extreme situations; at many operations some means of transport 

are required which are financed by the operators. These matters are balanced to 

some extent by the fact that money from admission fees often comprise only part of 

the operators' income. At some sites the operators also sell souvenirs and even 

offer accommodation to tourists, thereby supplementing their income from 

commercial wildlife viewing. 

Operations Cost of *Annual Costx 
Admission 

Visitors Visitors 

White Heron Sanctuary Tours $60 3,000 $180,000 

Okarito Nature Tours $20 850 $17,000 

Penguin Place, Conservation $4 (1) 32,500 $130,000 (3) 

Monarch Otago Harbour Cruises $37 (2) 10,000 $260,000 (4) 

Catlins Wildlife Trackers $170 60 $10,200 

Banks Peninsula Coastal Tours $55 1,200 $66,000 

Canterbury Cat Cruises $23 - -

Kaikoura Tours $85 40,000 $3,400,000 

Dolphin Encounter $75 5,000 $375,000 

Black petrel colony tour $10 400 $4,000 

Black Stilt Visitor Hide $10 1,270 $12,700 

Totals 94,280 $4,454,900 

(1) $15 for Penguin Conservation (3) calculated using Penguin Place costs only 

(2) for 4 hour trip: only $15 for l ½ hours ( 4) calculated with half visitors taking 3½ hour trip, 

half taking 1 ½ hour trip 

* some figures are estimates 

Table 3.2 Significance of Wildlife Viewing Tourism 

The figures above show something of the economics associated with 

the individual operations, and with commercial wildlife viewing as a whole. These 

eleven operations earned over NZ$4.5m during the 1992'3 season, and catered to 

over 90,000 visitors, although some multiple visitation occurs (Section 4.2.2). 

These figures become even more significant if other operations are included: the 

albatross colony at Taiaroa Head and the aerial whale watching operations at 

Kaikoura for which estimates were available (Whale Watch Air, Helitours 

Kaikoura and Scenicland Helicopters). With 40,000 people visiting the albatross 

colony alone, the total figure is nearly 140,000 visits to view wildlife, generating an 

income of more than NZ$5.5m. While these volumes are small when viewed in 
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comparison with New Zealand's total visitors and the money generated in this 

country by tourism (Section 1.3.3), they do demonstrate the significance of wildlife 

viewing tourism. The contribution of wildlife viewing tourism to South Island 

communities is further evidenced by the fact that at some of the sites people other 

than the operators and their families are employed (Table 3.1). Several operations 

are solely family based (Paparoa Nature Tours, Okarito Nature Tours and Catlins 

Wildlife Trackers), but the remainder employ at least one other person (only part 

time in some cases). Several employ between two and five people, and Kaikoura 

Tours employs 32 people- down from a high of 46 in March 1991 (Howse pers. 

comm.). In addition, these figures refer only to the operations themselves. Tourists 

are also likely to spend money on accommodation, transport, food and other 

attractions in the vicinity of the operation. In fact, according to the research of 

Hvenegaard and Butler (1990: 9), bird watchers visiting Pt. Pelee National Park in 

Canada generated over Can$5.4m during 1987, 76% of which was spent on travel, 

food and accommodation. If the entrance fees, souvenir sales and associated 

spending of the tourists were all taken into account, commercial wildlife viewing 

tourism would undoubtedly be of considerable economic _importance, not only to 

the operators, but also to local communities. 

The volume of visitors to the operations 1s m turn influenced by 

several factors such as the seasonality of the operations associated with birds or 

marine mammals. It has already been noted that a number of the operations are 

able to run only at certain times of the year when the wildlife are present. For one 

in particular (Paparoa Nature Tours' black petrel colony tour) this means missing 

the peak tourist volumes of the summer months. This unavoidable difficulty limits 

the numbers of tourists visiting the colony, which is otherwise situated on a popular 

tourist route and is near another major attraction- the Pancake Rocks at Punakaiki. 

The location of the operations is another crucial factor which affects the volume oJ 

visitors at operations. Several are located on popular tourist routes, though no: 

necessarily at popular tourist destinations such as Queenstown~ Even Dunedin 

while it is a comparatively large centre, is not usually on the traditional route 01 

many international tourists, and most the other locations are accessible tc 

international tourists only by public transport, hire car or campervan. Thf 

operators therefore miss out on a large potential market- international tourists whc 

are interested in New Zealand's scenery and natural beauty but are travelling mostl) 

by air and do not have the time to visit secondary tourist destinations such a: 

Otago, Akaroa, Southland and the West Coast. Another factor which affects th1 

volume of tourists at wildlife viewing operations is the capacity of the _operation 

which will be discussed with reference to the functions of administrators in Secti01 

5.3.5. 
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A factor that may affect the popularity of the attractions is the appeal 

of the wildlife themselves. While some species are little known and attract limited 

(if any) media attention, others are more publically recognised. Both the hoiho 

(yellow-eyed penguins) and kotuku (white herons) are depicted on New Zealand's 

currency: the heron on the $2 coin, and the penguin on the $5 note. The herons 

were in fact the symbol of New Zealand's sesquicentennial year (1990) and as such 

featured prominently on television and some government publications throughout 

the year. Yellow-eyed penguins have also received a considerable amount of 

attention as they are the subject of a conservation programme publicised by a 

national television campaign. The Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust, sponsored by 

Mainland Cheese Products, initiated a major conservation strategy and television 

advertisements encouraged people to send in cheese wrappers in order to 'help save 

the yellow-eyed penguins.' The penguins have therefore enjoyed a lot of media 

interest, and have attracted a considerable amount of public attention and sympathy. 

Penguin Place in particular attracts large numbers of visitors, and while White 

Heron Sanctuary Tours attracts considerably less, a larger proportion are New 

Zealanders (especially compared to the other specialists bird operations). Both of 

these aspects may be a reflection of the recent publicity afforded these species of 
wildlife. 

The other wildlife which have been the focus of media interest are the 

dolphins and particularly the whales, at Kaikoura. The development and 

management of whale watching has been well documented in the media; the 

subject of numerous promotional articles (for example Laybourn 1990 and Sharp 

1992), and a number which investigate the issues involved in the ownership and 

management of the operations (Hutching 1990, Ansley 1991, Scott 1991). The 

dolphin swimming operations have also appeared in a number of promotional 

articles, especially in popular magazines (Cassells 1992, Doak 1992, Szabo and 

Grace 1992). These operations have experienced considerable growth in visitor 

numbers in the last few years. Part of this growth may be due to the media 

attention they have received both in New Zealand and overseas. The other wildlife, 

particularly the bird species, have by contrast received little media attention. While 

the albatross colony attracts very large numbers of visitors, it is a well established 

operation and has been open since 1972. The more recently opened operations, 

which are, based upon less well known species such as petrels and stilts, attract 
fewer tourists. 

A number of the operations studied here have generated economic · 

rewards for operators and the local communities. The success of operators in 

achieving this goal was dependent upon their motivations, the tourist numbers and 

the costs associated with the operation. The location of the operation, time and 
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length of the viewing season and the · appeal of the wildlife may in turn have 
affected tourist numbers. 

3.3.2 Providing a Satisfying Viewing Experience 

The planning and management of tourism 
" ... should ... make sure the participant's desires, habits, wishes and needs are 
satisfied insofar as physical development and management can do so" (Gunn 
1988: 201). 

As a great deal of planning and management is often done on a site specific basis 

by the operators themselves, it is up to them to ensure that visitors are satisfied with 

their experience. This is important from the point of view of visitors who would 

like assurance that they will enjoy their experience. It is also important for 

operators, who may lose custom if tourists are dissatisfied and fail to recommend 

the operation to others or, worse still, dissuade other tourists from visiting. Once 

again, the success of the operators in achieving this goal depends upon their 

commitment to it for as we have seen, visitor enjoyment is considered less 

important than other factors at some operations such as visitor education or making 
a living (Table 3.1). 

Two asoects of the viewing experience have been identified in other 
L ~ ~ 

research as crucial with respect to the management of the operation because they 

neeq to be appropriate for the type of tourists present. According to Duffas and 

Deardon (1990: 224), the facilities and information must be adjusted to cater to the 

needs of viewers with speci~list knowledge or casual viewers, depending on which 

of these groups is predominant at the operation. Other aspects such as the 

surroundings of the operation, the proximity of the visitors to the wildlife and the 

number of wildlife observed are likely to remain static regardless of the expertise 01 

interest of visitors. Facilities and information, however, may be altered b) 

management in order to suit the needs of the visitors. 

The eleven operations studied here provide their visitors with facilitie~ 

of varying sizes and quality (Table 3.3) which vary according to the nature of the 
operation and the intentions of the operators. Some of the facilities were required 

for environmental protection purposes and in order to ensure visitors were onl) 

present in areas where they would not disturb the wildlife and their habitat (f01 

example walkways and viewing hides). Others were developed in order to helf 

ensure that visitors were comfortable (for example toilets, showers and food) or tc 
maximise economic returns (souvenir shops). 
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Operation Facilities 

White Heron -shop, wooden walkway 

Sanctuary Tours -viewing hide 

Okarito Nature -kayaks, wetsuits 

Tours -showers etc. 

Penguin -Place -none -------------- ----------------
-Conservation -viewing hides 

Monarch Otago -boat has toilet, food 

Harbour Cruises and drink are available 

Catlins Wildlife -private guesthouse 

Trackers -outdoor equipment 

Banks Peninsula -office 

Coastal Tours -showers, wetsuits etc. 

Canterbury Cat office, boat has 

Cruises -toilets, food and drink 

Kaikoura --shop and cafe, toilets 

Tours -courtesy bus, lifejackets 

Dolphin -showers at shop, on boat 

Encounter -courtesy bus, wetsuits etc. 

Black petrel -wooden walkway 

colony tour -viewing platform 

Black Stilt -information centre, shop 

Visitor Hide -viewing hide 

Table 3.3. Aspects of the Viewing Experience 

Information Surroundings Proximity 

tapes in bus, display -nature reserve ~50 metres 

panels and DoC guide -native bush -birds may fly closer 

talk before trip, on guided trip -wetlands with nature res. ~Sm is possible 

-some printed material to north, natl pk to south (depends on birds) 

-one small sign -beach in natural state ~50m (Penguin Place) ~----------------- ----------------1----------------
-display panels and guide -some bush (replanted) ~Sm (Conservation) 

-guide (captain) -harbour environment ~50 m from Taiaroa H. 

-land cleared, urb. centre (wildlife may approach) 

-guides -some native bush ~Sm is poss. (sealions) 

-books at house -some cleared areas -pengs usually -30m 

-guide (captain) -marine mammal sanctuary <5metres is possible 

-land mostly cleared (depends on dolphins) 

-guide (captain) -marine mammal sanctuary -dolphins may swim 

-booklets of photos etc. -land mostly cleared with the boat 

-guide -mountain backdrop -50 metres minimum 

-open sea (whales may appraoch) 

-guide, follow-up info -mountain backdrop <5metres is possible 

-booklets of photos etc. (depends on dolphins) 

·-guide -native bush ~5metres is possible 

-adjacent to national park (bi1:ds sometimes closer) 

-DoC guide -birds in aviaries ~5metres to nonbreeders 

-display panels -land cleared of bush ~50m to breeding birds 



expanded facilities have catered to an increasing number of tourists, and are now 

open every day of the year except Christmas Day (Higham 1992: 15), the 

observatory from which tourists observe the albatrosses has remained the same 

size, and is now subject to occasional crowding (O'Neil and Kearsley, in press). 

The example of the albatross colony illustrates an important point with respect to 

facilities at commercial wildlife viewing operations. Upgraded facilities will 

probably mean that the operation is able to cope with (and may in fact attract) 

increased numbers of visitors. Conversely, growth (while financially beneficial) 

may exceed the capacity of the operation either socially ( crowding) or ecologically 

(depending upon the ability of the wildlife to cope with increased visitation). 

The operators also provide varying amounts of information (Table 

3.3), but one feature common to all but one of the operations was the presence of an 

operator or employee as a tour guide (at Okarito Nature Tours guided tours are 

offered but many tourists kayak independently). At both the Black Stilt Visitor 

Hide and White Heron Sanctuary Tours the tour guide was a Department of 

Conservation staff member. At other operations tour guides were either employed 

by the operators (Penguin Conservation, Kaikoura Tours), or were the operators 

themselves (Monarch Cruises, Catlins Wildlife Trackers, Banks Peninsula Coastal 

Tours, Canterbury Cat Cruises and Paparoa Nature Tours' black petrel colony tour). 

At a number of the operations infom1ation was also displayed in printed form, 

either on display panels, pamphlets or signs. 

The next aspect of the viewing experience is the surroundings in 

which viewing took place (Table 3.3). Some sites are representative of the 

traditional natural habitat of the wildlife (the marine operations, also White Heron 

Sanctuary Tours, the black petrel colony, Okarito Nature Tours and some areas 

visited by Catlins Wildlife Trackers). At Akaroa, the harbour (with the exclusion 

of the inner reaches) is part of the Banks Peninsula Marine Mammal Sanctuary. 

The sanctuary was put in place in 1990, and a set net ban is imposed between 

November and February. Unfortunately during 1993 the sanctuary was under 

review, and the lack of information which proved an evidential link between set 

nets and deaths of dolphins meant that its future was not assured. The other 

operations are sited in environments that have been modified to a greater or lesser 

extent by humans. This modification is usually unrelated to the operation itself, 

and is associated with the clearing of native bush last century in order to facilitate 

sheep or dairy farming. At two sites, however, the modification has been specific 

to the operation. At Penguin Conservation, trenches have been dug through the 

penguin colonies for visitors to walk through so that they are less visible to the 
birds, and at the Black Stilt Visitor Hide the stilts viewed have been captured and 

live in aviaries (for reasons other than to facilitate viewing). 
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In order to satisfy tourists at wildlife viewing operations, it is logical 

that tourists must be provided with a good view of the wildlife. This is dependent 

partly upon the size and behaviour of the wildlife, but also the proximity with 

which visitors can approach the wildlife. In some cases visitors can approach as 

close as the wildlife will allow, but in other situations they are prevented from 

doing so by the nature of the commercial operation (Table 3.3). When swimming 

with dolphins, visitors can go as close as the mammals will allow. The same 

applies to sealions viewed with Catlins Wildlife Trackers and birds observed from 

canoes on Okarito Lagoon. At the Black Stilt Visitor Hide, a number of 

nonbreeding birds are housed in aviaries right next to the major viewing hide and 

can be viewed closely (see Plate 3.2). At the black petrel colony, birds are 

spotlighted by the operators close by with a torch. In addition, birds have been 

known to land on unsuspecting tourists, having overshot their burrows coming into 

land at night, and occasionally take off from the back row of the viewing platform. 

Wildlife viewed at these operations appeared to tolerate such close contact, and in 

some cases would even approach either tourists or boats. At White Heron 

Sanctuary Tours and Penguin Place and Conservation, visitors can only go as close 

as the viewing hides or walkways allow. 

At Kaikoura Tours the distance between visitors and wildlife is set out 

m government regulations because it is thought that whales are particularly 

susceptible to disturbance. Boats here are only allowed to approach the whales to 

fifty metres, although the whale may subsequently move closer. This regulation, in 

addition, to a number of others, is part of the Marine Mammal Protection 

Regulations 1990 which will be discussed in further detail in chapter five. If whale 

watch skippers are found to have broken the regulation and moved within 50 metres 

of the whale, they are warned by the Department of Conservation and may not be 

allowed to drive the boats again. 

This marine mammal based operation was the only one at which the 

proximity of tourists to wildlife was governed by regulations. While the 

regulations are also applicable to the swimming with dolphin operations, they 

specify no minimum distance, because dolphins frequently approach both boats and 

swimmers of their own volition. The birds viewed at these operations appeared 

tolerant of visitors, but in some cases the people were kept a certain distance away 

from wildlife by the operators. 

3.3.3 Protecting the Resource Assets- Wildlife and Habitat 

Commercial wildlife viewing operations are, by definition, dependent 
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upon the frequent (or at least predictable) presence of wildlife: In order that the 

operation may remain viable the operators must therefore make efforts to protect 

the wildlife from disturbance and harm. Some species of wildlife (and individuals 

within a species) may be more easily disturbed by the close approach of visitors 

than others. Operators must . ensure that wildlife can tolerate visitation, and 

investigate ways in which disturbance can be avoided or mitigated. 

The operators examined here have responded differently to the 

challenge of balancing visitor demands with the needs of the wildlife (Table 3.4). 

Those operations which focus upon marine mammals can do little to aid the 

conservation of the species directly other than note the animals' numbers and 

behaviour. The same is true of the other marine based operations and at a number 

of other sites where operators just observe the wildlife on a regular basis without 

taking direct action to benefit the wildlife, although they do make efforts to avoid 

disturbing them. At Monarch Otago Harbour Cruises, for example, on days when 

the weather is particularly hot and the albatrosses may be heat stressed the boat is 

kept further away from Taiaroa Head and visitors on board are instructed to remain 

quiet. At other operations owners are more interventionist in their conservation 

efforts. At some sites conserving the species is a major goal of the operation, while 

at others it has developed along with the operation and is now as important as 
• •. • ro • 11 r>4 • 11 r, 'I ro .11 , 1• ~ r _ .J_ v1s1tor sat1stact10n ana rmanctal success. ~evera1 or me operators mrecc wnus 

raised by tourism back into the conservation of the species (Table 3.4). At Penguin 

Conservation on the Otago Peninsula, Howard McGrouther and his business partner 

Scott Clarke have initiated their own conservation strategy that revolves around the 

habitat of the yellow-eyed penguins. Traditionally penguins have built their nests 

in sites sheltered by native bush, but much of this was cleared during the last 

century in order to allow for farming. To overcome this McGrouther and Clarke 

have started to replant the colonies in native bush, and have built small wooden 

shelters in which the penguins make their nests. At only 200 hectares the farm is 

only just large enough to be economically viable, so setting aside large tracts of 

revegetated land for habitation by penguins was not considered practical. This 

interventionist approach to habitat management and the coexistence of penguin 

colonies and sheep farming has drawn criticism from the Yellow-Eyed Penguin 

Trust and other conservationists as only a · short term solution to the lack of 

traditional breeding habitat for the penguins. They advocate the complete 

revegetation of areas rather than allowing farming to proceed within the colonies, 

and oppose providing artificial shelters. This has meant that despite owning the 

land on which the world's two largest colonies of yellow eyed penguins reside, the 

McGrouthers receive no funds raised by the Trust in association with Mainland 

Cheese Products. While not allowed at other key penguin nesting sites, tourism is 

actually funding the conservation efforts of McGrouther and Clarke. On the other 
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Operation Focal species 

White Heron White herons 

Sanctuary Tours (Egretta alba modesta) 

Okarito White herons 

Nature Tours 

Penguin -Place Yellow eyed penguins 

-Conservation (Megadyptes antipodes) 

Monarch Otago Northern Royal Albatrosses 

Harbour Cruises (Diomedea epomorphora sanfordi) 

Catlins Wildlife Hooker's sealions 

Trackers (Neophoca hookeri) 

Canterbury Cat Hector's dolphins 

Cruises (Cephalorhynchus hectori) 

Banks Peninsula Hector's dolphins 

Coastal Tours 

Kaikoura Sperm Whales 

Tours (Physeter macrocephalus) 

Dolphin Dusky dolphins 

Encounter (Lagenorhynchus obscurus) 

Black petrel Westland black petrels 

colony tour (Procellaria Westlandica) 

Black Stilt · Black stilts 

Visitor Hide (Himantopus novaezealandiae) 

(1) Bell (1986) 

(2) Slooten and Dawson (1987) 

(3) Operator and administrator interviews, observation 

( 4) Department of Conservation (1992) 

Table 3.4 Protecting Resource Assets 

Status 

(1 )-regionally distributed 

-rare, endemic species 

(1)-regionally distributed 

-rare, endemic species 

(1)-ltd distribution 

-endang'd endemic spp 

(1)-ltd. dist'n, mainland 

colony dep't on mgmt 

(8)-total popn -4000 

-not threatened 

(2)-tot. popn -4000 

-not classified as endag. 

(2)-limited distribution 

--4000 popn, not endagd 

(8)-world popn -570,000 

-endangd by hunting 

(8)-in all oceans south 

of Tropic of Capricorn 

-limited distribution 

-endemIC species 

(1 )-limited distribution 

-endang'd endemic spp 

(5) McLean (1990) 

(6) Wiirsig et al (1989) 

(7) Gordon et al (1992) 

(8) Parker (1990) 

Numbers Growth? 

(3) 53 breeding pairs (3) increasing 

(+38 prs ryl spoonbills) 

(3) 53 breeding pairs (3) increasing 

(3) 35 breeding pairs (3) increasing 

27 breeding pairs 

( 4) total col. popn - 100 ( 4) increasing 

- 70 present in one year 

(3)-6-10 usually seen unknown 

on a trip 

(2) tot. world popn unknown 

-3000-4000 

(2) total world popn unknown 

-3000-4000 

(7) several 'residents' unknown 

and many migrants 

(6) 200-300 individuals unknown 

se.asonally present 

(3) -50 breeding pairs (3) increasing 

and non breeding pairs 

(3) -49 in captivity (3) increasing 

Operator Actions 

(3 )-statistical monitoring 

-trapping for predators 

none 

(3)-trapping for predators 

-habitat manipulation 

none 

(3)-picking up rubbish 

from beaches 

none 

none 

none 

none 

(3 )-statistical monitoring 

-trapping predators 

(3)-breeding intervention 

-statistical monitoring 
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At the Black Stilt Visitor Hide, intervention has proceeded as part of 

the captive breeding programme and relates not only to the birds' habitat but their 

breeding as well. The birds are housed in aviaries over braided river channels 

which have been cleared of introduced plants such as lupin, which encourage 

aggradation of islands in the river chairnels and reduce the amount of shallow 

waters in which the stilts feed. In addition, the stilts' eggs are incubated artificially

a method which has raised the rate of successful hatchings from 1-2% of all eggs 

laid (in the wild) to 35% (Murray 1990). The birds are carefully monitored here in 

terms of both behaviour and breeding; not only via constant observation but also 

the collection and analysis of statistics which detail nesting behaviour. Such 
detailed monitoring is also carried out at the other operation where the Department 

of Conservation is involved in management- White Heron Sanctuary Tours. Here 

too, the numbers of birds, chicks and nests are carefully monitored, and these 

statistics show that the number of birds in the sanctuary continues to grow steadily. 

Statistical monitoring is also carried out by the operator of the black petrel colony 

tour and one of the marine mammal watching operations ( an aerial operation not 

included in this study). At all of the operations the regularity of contact between 

operators and wildlife has facilitated a degree of understanding and operators are 

often aware of how much visitation the species (and indeed certain individuals) will 

tolerate before being disturbed. At a few sites operators have gone one step beyond 
.1..1• .1 1 11 ••'" 1,1 .• r •111•r. ••• ,• uus casua1 approacn ana nave quammea me reacnons or wuaure IO v1snanon as 

evidenced in their breeding rates. This kind of research can be invaluable in 

identifying impacts associated with the presence of visitors. 

The only operation studied in depth here at which research has been 

completed focussing explicitly upon the effect of tourism upon the behaviour of 

the wildlife is Kaikoura Tours. Four research projects ( commissioned by the 

Department of Conservation) have focussed upon the underwater noise produced by 

the tourist boats (Marrett 1992) and the responses of whales to anthropogenic 

sounds in terms of both surface and underwater acoustic behaviour (MacGibbon 

1991, Gordon et al 1992, Reeves 1992). They concluded that some whales were 

tolerant of the whale watching boats, but that others tended to spend a shorter time 

at the surface when boats were present, during which time they breathed at a 

reduced rate (Gordon et al 1992: 51). Unfortunately, like overseas researchers, they 

were forced to admit that it was difficult (if not impossible) to be _certain that 

variations in behaviour were caused by the boats, and were not simply a result of 

individual or locational variations (Section 1.3.2). The most comprehensive stud) 

pointed out that control for these effects was 11 
... not achieved satisfactorily with the 

complete data set... 11 because identification of individual whales was not alway~ 

possible (Gordon et al 1992: 50). Further, they advised that continued monitorinf 
would be advisable in order to determine if the short term behavioural change1 
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lentified could eventually cause long term effects (1992: 53). University research 

:udents have also investigated ( or were in the process of investigating) the whales 

nd the effects of swimming tourists upon the behaviour of dusky dolphins 

2hessum 1992, Childerhouse 1992, Christel, in press). While valuable, such 

~search tends to be only short term. As Gordon and colleagues point out, long term 

f1onitoring is the key to identifying impacts caused by tourism. 

Monitoring the numbers of wildlife and their breeding success may 

1ot be all that is required to ensure that wildlife are not disturbed by visitation. 

Nhile the overall numbers of wildlife may remain static or even increase, visitation 

nay still be disturbing the wildlife and resulting in a different alteration of their 

)ehaviour. As this next example clearly illustrates, the rate of increase in the 

mmbers of wildlife may continue to be high even when the species is being 

1dversely affected by visitation. The monitoring of nesting behaviour of the 

1lbatrosses at Taiaroa Head near Dunedin has revealed that while the behaviour of 

che albatrosses in view of the observatory is not directly altered by the presence of 

visitors in the observatory (Mills 1990), the growth in the number of nests in view 

of the observatory has not increased at the same rate as in areas out of view 

(Department of Conservation 1992: 21). The geographical distribution of the 

wildlife in addition to their overall breeding success. is therefore an important 

indicator of wildlife disturbance, yet in 1993 such research was only being carried 

out at this one operation. A similar type of monitoring may have to be initiated at 

other operations in future in order to give a true indication of the extent to which 

wildlife are disturbed by the regular presence of visitors. Unfortunately at some 

operations this type of analysis may be difficult and costly. At White Heron 

Sanctuary Tours, for instance, Department of Conservation staff have considered 

such research but say that some form of aerial photography would probably be 

necessary in order to map accurately the location of the wildlife. Numerical and 

geographical monitoring are vital, and would be suited to both bird and marine 

mammal based operations. A recent Canadian study, for example, utilised remote 

sensing techniques to estimate the population and movements of grey whales 

relative to vessel traffic off the British Columbian coast (Garner 1993). 

One significant problem with the monitoring presently carried out by 

operators is that few (if any) benchmark statistics were gathered before operations 

were set up. If such statistics (and geographical information) had been collected it 

would be possible for the operators to compare present breeding and distribution 

details with the previous situation and then determine whether differences in the 

behaviour of the wildlife were indeed due to the tourism operation or some other 

environmental factor. This fact appears also to have been recognised by the 

operators of the albatross colony, who have recently been seeking information on 
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the location of nests in the colony before observation of the albatrosses commence( 

(Department of Conservation 1992). 

It appears that some operators and resource managers have _recognise< 

the need for scientific monitoring of wildlife both before and after commercia 

viewing operations are established. Research procedures, however, are still lackinl 

in some areas. Casual observation needs to be supplemented by statistics anc 

should continue long term. In addition the examination of the geographii 

distribution of the wildlife may provide more obvious and graphic evidence of th< 

impacts of visitation upon the wildlife. Both statistical and geographic analyse: 
should ideally be long term and should be implemented even before visitatio1 

commences. 

The need for comprehensive monitoring of a species is even mon 

acute when the wildlife viewed are endangered or threatened. The fragility anc 

importance of the wildlife and their habitat must also be taken into account b) 

resource managers when management plans are devised for tourism operations anc 

visitation commences (or increases). A number of the species of wildlife viewec 

by the operations examined here are endangered (Table 3.4). In places when 

details such as breeding rates have been studied the wildlife appear to be <loin! 
"l"I "l,'I 1 1 I 11 / ..C • "1 •1...J1•c • • •1 • t weu, aunougn oecause contro1 groups ~ 01 sunilar w11u1ile rn Similar circums~ance: 

which are not viewed by tourists) are for the most part unavailable it is difficult tc 

know whether the wildlife would be even more successful if it were not for tht 

tourism operation. One ob~ious point is that a number of the bird species have onl) 

a limited distribution which means that if they are affected by the tourism operatior 

it may have significant implications for survival of the species. 

In addition to monitoring, several operators of bird oriente< 

attractions took direct action to protect the wildlife by trapping for predators sucl 

as stoats and cats. As well as these direct, practical benefits operators are als< 

indirectly aiding the species by generating public sympathy and support fo 

conservation in general as well as for a particular species. Several operators direct!~ 
encourage tourists to support conservation. At Dolphin Encounters tourists arc 

given an information package after their trip which details the threats to dolphin: 

and the contact addresses of international dolphin protection societies. At Kaikour: 

Tours a World Wide Fund for Nature freephone is located in the foyer of th, 

booking office (to which tourists return after their trip) and visitors may call am 

register their support for an international whaling ban. In addition, the Departmen 

of Conservation believes that operations such as the Black Stilt Visitor Hide ar1 

particularly effective advocacy tools fostering support for conservation. 



3.4 Conclusions 

The diversity of the wildlife upon which the operations are based 

belies the fact that numerous similarities exist between them, notably their recent 

establishment by local residents and their small scale. A number of the operators 

do not appear to be making significant profits from commercial wildlife viewing 

tourism. Despite this, other variables such as employment and the attraction of 
tourists to the area mean that operations are still of benefit to the operators and the 

communities in which the operations are located. The increase in public concern 
for and interest in several species of wildlife that may help to increase visitor 

volumes at many operations in the future. 

In the majority of situations, the operators appear to be attempting to 

provide what they perceive tourists to want. This aspect will be examined further 

when the results of the visitor survey are outlined in the next chapter, and the two 

perspectives will be integrated and interpreted more fully in Chapter Six. 

The operations studied here provide tourists with a range of 

expenences. In some cases the aspects of the viewing experience are a reflection of 

the characteristics of the operators, for example the strong conservation theme to 

the interpretation provided at the Black Stilt Visitor Hide, Catlins Wildlife Trackers 

and Paparoa Nature Tours' black petrel colony tour, and the more practical and 

undeveloped approach to tourism and conservation shown at Penguin Place. At 
other operations the nature of the experience is more directly a result of the needs 

of the wildlife- the primary example of which is the Black Stilt Visitor Hide. 

A number of operators were making concerted efforts to aid the 

conservation of the wildlife although monitoring strategies designed to identify any 

impacts of visitation are not as comprehensive as they could be at a number of 

locations. Despite this most operators were attempting to fulfil the goal of 
protecting the resource assets upon which the operations were based- often with 

success- as wildlife numbers were increasing at several sites. Some operators had 

implemented comprehensive monitoring strategies- particularly those at which the 

Department of Conservation has some administrative powers. The department, 

however, has neither the power nor resources to be involved in monitoring or 
administration at the majority of the operations. It remains here to suggest that 

perhaps general guidelines for the monitoring of wildlife at commercial operations 
should be developed in order to ensure that when tourist numbers increase (as they 
are likely to), the wildlife are a_dequately protected from harm. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Chapter Four 
The Tourists 

This chapter aims to provide insights into the demand side of the 

tourism system by examining the tourists who participate in commercial wildlife 

viewing in the South Island of New Zealand. An understanding of the tourists' 

characteristics and attitudes is critical to the success of tourism planning and 

management (as depicted in Figure 1.8), particularly with respect to ensuring that 

the tourists are satisfied with their wildlife viewing experience. There have been 

relatively few attempts to examine this demand side of wildlife viewing tourism to 

date, the majority of which have been site specific (for example Hvenegaard and 

Butler 1990). This study seeks to provide a better understanding of wildlife 

viewing tourists by examining the characteristics and attitudes of visitors at a 

number of different commercial wildlife viewing operations. 

This more comprehensive investigation of tourists will help to provide 

a general picture of who wildlife viewing tourists are and what they want from their 

wildlife viewing experience, as well as their satisfaction with the operation at which 

they were surveyed. In addition to this a survey of this scope will enable the 

identification of any market segments which exist within the group of wildlife 

viewing tourists surveyed. As Gunn (1988: 96) points out, 
"Until recently any tourist was considered like all other tourists, and all planning 
and management strategies treated tourists as a homogenous whole. As has 
been found in marketing other products, there is much merit to dividing the 
totality of tourists into groups with similarities." 

Numerous studies have sought to identify tourist typologies defined by factors such 

as the tourists' motivations or their demographic characteristics. In this study it was 

proposed that commercial wildlife viewing tourism operations would attract a range 

of tourists, from specialised bird watchers to those who have only a casual interest 

in the wildlife they are observing. As well as general variations in the 

characteristics and attitudes of the tourists, variations were expected between the 

different operations as they offer both adventurous and sedate experiences and 

focus on different types of wildlife. 

The size and scope of this study should provide sufficient basis for a 

comprehensive examination of the demand side of wildlife viewing tourism: the 

tourists. In each section the overall results will be presented and discussed, 

followed by a breakdown of results at each of the four operations at which more 
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than 70 questionnaires were able to be collected. Results from the other operations 

will be included individually in graphs but combined in tables, and will be 

discussed individually where relevant. Finally, links between the three sections 

(socio demographic and trip characteristics, attitudes towards wildlife viewing and 

behaviour) will be identified and discussed. Unless otherwise stated all tables and 

graphs are based on survey results. 

4.2 Tourist Characteristics 

4.2.1 Socio demographic characteristics 

High levels of education and affluence are identified as being 

characteristic of nature based tourists (such as bird watchers, ecotourists or 

wilderness users) by a number of writers. The same writers, however, identify 

participants from a number of different age groups ranging from retired people aged 

Cifty and above (Outdoor Recreation Council of British Columbia 1988, Ingram and 

Durst 1989, Snepenger and Moore 1989, Hvenegaard and Butler 1990 and Weiler 

and Kalinowski 1990), to middle aged (Ziffer 1989 and Lindberg 1991), to younger 

students (Ingram and Durst 1989, Shultis 1989, Virden 1990). Evidence regarding 

the gender of nature based tourists is also conflicting. While Applegate and Clark 

(1989), Hvenegaard and Butler (1990) and Virden (1990) found a predominance of 

males, Ingram and Durst (1989) discovered that males and females were equally 

represented, and Weiler and Kalinowski (1990) found that a majority were female. 

Applegate and Clark (1989: 130) found that wildlife viewing tourists 

surveyed in their study possessed 11 ••• strikingly high levels of education and 

affluence." The visitors surveyed at wildlife viewing operations in the South Island 

also proved to be well educated and affluent. Nearly 15% of respondents possessed 

a postgraduate university degree and another 30% held bachelors degrees. A 

further third of respondents held some other kind of tertiary qualification such as a 

diploma or certificate. In addition, almost one third were employed in either 

professional or managerial positions, 11.1 % were students and 17 .3% were retired. 

Of those who gave their income (76.9% of all respondents), 34.3% earned more 

than NZ$60,000 each year, and 21.4% earned between NZ$40,000 and $59,999. It 
is difficult to know whether people with higher incomes were more interested in 

experiencing the natural environment or simply more able to afford holidays; 

although some theorists believe that the former is valid (for example Eckersley 
1989). 

A majority of respondents (55.1 %) were female, although at some 
operations this proportion was nearer two-thirds. The four larger samples aside, at 
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. five of the remaining seven operations females were more numerous than males. 
Several operators said that while most tourists arrived in couples. individuals or 

groups tended to be predominantly females. In fact approximately half of the 

respondents were travelling with a partner while a quarter were travelling with a 

group of family or friends. Indeed the number of females was disproportionately 

high among these latter groups. 

A large proportion of the tourists were middle aged and older, 

although a wide range of ages were represented. The predominance of older 

tourists may be a function of the amount of free time (and discretionary income) 

available to people, and necessary for holidays. The a~e distribution of tourists 

varied considerably between the different operations (Table 4.1). A dominance of 

older tourists was evident on both Monarch Otago Harbour C~ises and Canterbury 

Cat Cruises- probably a reflection of the relatively sedate and inactive nature of the 

trips. At Kaikoura Tours, however, tourists were considerably younger with the 

majority aged between 25 and 39, and a further quarter between 18 and 24 years of 

age. Both Monarch and the Canterbury Cat provide a slow, smooth method of 

transport, while the small whale watching boats were capable of travelling up to 

80km/h, and bounced up and down (violently at times) over the swell. This is a 

function of the type of boats as well as the nature of the ocean as compared to the 

relatively calm waters of both Akaroa and Otago Harbours. On the information 

sheet handed to all visitors participating in whale watching, pregnant women and 

people with back or heart problems are advised to alert staff to their condition in 

case the trip would be too .rough for them. Such actions are not required on the 

other two boats, and give an indication of the nature of the whale watching trip. 

Age Groups Wh. Herons Monarch Canty Cat Kaikoura Trs Others Average 
% (n=77) % (n=74) % (n=70) % (n=90) % (n=157) % (n=468) 

< 18 years 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.6 0.4 

18-24 years 5.2 9.5 5.7 24.4 15.0 13.0 

25-39 years 18.2 25.7 34.3 64.4 56.9 43.4 

40-64 years 58.4 43.2 44.3 l l.2 23.1 33.1 

65+years 18.2 21.6 14.3 o.o 4.4 10.1 

Table 4.1 Age of tourists at wildlife viewing operations. 

The domestic market contributed significantly to wildlife viewing 

tourists- approximately 33% of tourists surveyed were New Zealanders. One fifth 
of all tourists were from the South Island, with 10.2% and 4.5% of the total 

originating in Christchurch and Dunedin respectively. Australians, our biggest 

international market, comprised only 5% of the sample while European countries 

appear to be over-represented (Table 4.2). These results can be explained both by 
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factors specific to wildlife viewing, and general trends of importance to New 

Zealands tourist industry as a whole. It could be argued that both Asia and 

Australia have their own unique species of wildlife that would attract those with a 

particular interest in animals, so tourists do not have to travel overseas in search of 

wildlife viewing opportunities. Another reason for the disproportionately low 

number of Australians may be that a large proportion (69%) of those who visit 

New Zealand from Australia d_o so for reasons other than for a holiday (Pearce 

1990: 34) and are therefore unlikely to visit tourist attractions such as wildlife 

viewing operations. The low proportion of Asian visitors may be due to the fact that 

they tend to spend less time in New Zealand, and are more concentrated 

geographically- 81 % of Japanese bednights were spent in either Auckland, Rotorua, 

Christchurch or Queenstown (Pearce 1990: 34); locations generally less accessible 

to the wildlife operations examined here (Section 3.2). The high proportion of 

European visitors may be related to environmental factors. The European 

environment has become somewhat degraded, even at popular tourist sites, so 

Europeans may be in search of 'greener pastures' while on holiday. The desire for 

holiday destinations with 'clean, green' environments is a focus of New Zealand 

marketing efforts in Germany which depict New Zealand as a place of unspoilt 

natural beauty (Oppermann 1993: 31). The New Zealand Tourism Board has 

similarly promoted the beauty of the New Zealand environment in the United 

States, and has identified key consumer markets, including those seeking free 

independent travel and scenic touring - a possible reason for the numbers of North 

Americans surveyed here (NZTB 1993: 23). 

Origin of Wildlife Viewers *All Tourists 

0/seas Tourists % % 

United Kingdom (n=105) 33.4 8.6 

Germany (n=69) 22.0 4.7 

United States (n::44) 14.0 12.4 

Australia (n=26) 8.3 32.9 

Switzerland (n=24) 7.6 1.1 

Other Europe (n=24) 7.6 13.0 

Canada (n=12) 3.8 2.4 

Other Asia (n=6) 1.9 0.6 

Japan (n=3) 1.0 12.0 

Others (n=l) 0.4 12.3 

Totals (n=314) 100.0 100.0 

*International visitor figures are from the NZTB 1993 visitor statistics. 

Table 4.2 Origins of international wildlife viewing tourists and all 
international visitors in New Zealand. 

At White Heron Sanctuary Tours New Zealanders made up 52% of all 

tourists- a proportion significantly in excess of several other operations, but one 
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that has fallen steadily over the last five years (Figure 4.1). Germans formed a 

relatively low percentage of tourists here but their numbers were increasing (they 

comprised approximately 6% of visitors during the 1992/3 season- a 188% increase 

on numbers during 1989/90). The number of Germans sampled here was also 

disproportionately low as approximately twenty Germans (or German speakers) 

visited the operation during this survey but were unable to understand and complete 

the questionnaire. 
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Figure 4.1 Origins of visitors to White Heron Sanctuary Tours 1988-93. 
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There were high proportions of New Zealanders on Canterbury Cat Cruises 

(particularly South Islanders), possibly because a visit to Ak:aroa is a popular day 

trip for both Christchurch residents and visitors to the city. In addition most of the 

surveys were conducted over a weekend when people were likely to be taking day 

trips- especially since it was one of the wa1mer and more pleasant weekends of the 

summer. Forty percent of the visitors were from the South Island, with a further 

17 .1 % from the North Island. The United Kingdom, United States, Australia and 

Germany were the other primary origins (in descending order of importance). 

British visitors were the dominant group on Monarch Cruises: 30.1 % originated in 

the United Kingdom, followed by New Zealand visitors (27.5%), those from the 

United States (16.4%), and Germany (9.6%). The proportion of New Zealanders at 

Kaikoura Tours was considerably lower (10.l %), possibly due to the cost of the 

trip, but also because the surveys were conducted after the finish of the traditional 

New Zealand summer holidays. The exciting nature of the trips seemed to appeal 

to young backpackers, especially Europeans, who comprised 78.7% of all the 

visitors surveyed here. At some operations the proportion of individual European 

markets was even higher for example: at Banks Peninsula Coastal Tours (Germans 

26.3%, other Europeans 10.5%), Catlins Wildlife Trackers (Germans 18.8%, Swiss 
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18.8%, other Europeans 12.5%) and Penguin Place/Conservation (Germans 31.4%, 

Swiss 11.4%). 

The results therefore supported overseas research which indicated that 

nature based tourists are well educated, employed in professional or managerial 

occupations and have relatively high incomes. There were also significant numbers 

of both retired people and students, and the proportions of each group va..ried 

greatly according to the nature of the operation. The younger tourists were more 

attracted to adventure and excitement, for which New Zealand offers numerous 

opportunities including whale watching. According to Cate Brett (1992: 63) the 

Kaikoura operation appears on an international list of 'near death experiences'- all 

of which are popular with young backpackers. European tourists (particularly 

Germans and Swiss) appear to have a greater propensity to participate in wildlife 

viewing in the South Island than New Zealand's other major tourist markets such as 

Asia and Australia. The high proportion of female participants in wildlife viewing 

is more difficult to explain, although it has been argued that females are more 

interested in nature and environmental issues than males (for example Vidal 1993). 

The hypothesis which refers to the heterogeneity of wildlife viewing 

tourists is supported in the literature which demonstrates that people representative 

of different market segments participate in nature based and wildlife viewing 

tourism. This point is explicitly recognised by Duffas and Deardon (1990: 223) 

who point out that 
''Tourists cannot be considered an homogenous population, even tourists that 
may be primarily motivated by the same stimulus such as wildlife." 

This idea, along with the concept of the evolution of recreation activities over time, 

is encapsulated in Duffas and Deardon's model (Figure 1.7). 

Duffas and Deardon do not explicitly define the attributes of each 

group, although they do point out that specialists may invest more time, effort and 

money into viewing wildlife, may be more knowledgeable about the wildlife and· 

their habitat, and may be involved in conservation efforts. Socio demographic 

characteristics alone may not serve to identify these specialist viewers. Examination 

of other tourist characteristics may, however, help to facilitate the identification of 

'novice generalist' and 'expert specialist' groupings within the population of wildlife 

viewing tourists. A person's level of interest in wildlife viewing is not necessarily 

indicative of their knowledge, and therefore the degree to which they can be termed 

'specialists.' Interest in a subject, however, is usually a precursor to or is associated 

with a person's desire to learn more about a subject and hence become an 'expert 

specialist.' A number of variables were examined here which provide some 

evidence of the degree to which people visiting commercial wildlife viewing 
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operations m the South Island were 'novices' or 'experts.' The variables are: 

membership of organisations, the number of wildlife viewing trips taken by tourists 

in the last year, their interest in New Zealand's natural factors (including wildlife), 

and the importance of wildlife viewing in influencing their decision to visit the 

South Island and the area in which the· operations (at which they were surveyed) 

was located. Conclusions about these aspects of tourist characteristics will be made 

later, but first the variables outlined above will be examined in addition to other 
aspects of the tourists and their trips. 

4.2.2 Trip characteristics and travel experience 

Over half of the tourists surveyed (55.1 %) had taken one or two other 

overseas trips in the last two years, and nearly a quarter had taken between three 

and six trips. The tourists with the highest income (more than NZ$60,000) had 

taken more overseas trips than those in the lower income brackets. Many of the 

visitors had however travelled overseas fairly frequently, although only 18.2% of 

long haul travellers (international visitors excluding Australians) had visited New 
Zealand before. 

The amount of time which international visitors spend in New 

Zealand has an important influence upon the t'fpe of trip they take. ~y1any tourists 

still engage in a " ... sightseeing circuit..." of New Zealand, but those who stay longer 

appear more likely to visit secondary destinations such as the West Coast- (Pearce 

1990: 38) an area in which several wildlife viewing operations are situated. 

Tourists who stay longer may therefore be more likely to participate in wildlife 

viewing in New Zealand; a theory reinforced by the fact that the length of time for 

which international wildlife viewers remained in New Zealand (47 days) was more 

than twice as long as the average length of stay for all international visitors here 

(19.5 days). The length of stay of the international visitors varied considerably 

according to their origin with Australians taking the shortest holidays (25 days), 

and Swiss the longest (62 days). 

In order to gain more insight into the structure of wildlife viewing 

tourists' trips within New Zealand, tourists were asked the number of days which 

they spent in the North Island, the South Island and in the town or city nearest to 

the wildlife viewing operation at which they were surveyed. Overall, tourists spent 

a similar number of days in the North and South Islands (Table 4.3) although 

visitors at a number of operations were intending to spend a greater proportion of 
their time in the South Island. On average tourists spent approximately four days in 

the vicinity of the wildlife viewing operation, but near some operations tourists 

spent only one or two days. The places at which tourists spent more time close to 
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Operation Close Elsewh. in S.Is North Island Total 

(n=424) (n=420) (n=417) (n=419) 

Wh. Heron Sane. 2.49 29.32 14.51 46.32 

Tours (n=67) 

Okarito Nature 3.08 40.31 39.77 83.16 

Tours (n=l7) 

Penguin Place, 7.88 16.16 14.88 32.92 

Conservation (n=31; 

Monarch Otago 6.71 19.35 16.13 42.19 

Harbour Crs (n=58) 

Catlins Wildlife 8.85 28.85 14.85 52.55 

Trackers (n=14) 

Banks Peninsula 4.00 18.94 10.00 32.94 

Coastal Trs (n=16) 

Canterbury Cat 5.96 9.45 5.03 20.44 

Cruises (n=68) 

Kaikoura Tours 2.13 25.40 18.11 45.64 

(n=87) 

Dolphin Encounters l.67 19.14 16.66 37.47 

(n=31) 

Black Stilt 1.88 32.00 29.89 63.77 

Visitor Hide (n=22) 

Paparoa Nature 3.50 7.00 - 10.50 

Tours (n=13) 

Average 3.68 22.52 20.84 47.04 

Table 4.3 Time spent in New Zealand by international wildlife viewing tourists. 

the operation- Penguin Place, Monarch Cruises, Catlins Wildlife Trackers, and to a 

lesser extent Banks Peninsula Coastal Tours and Canterbury Cat- were located near 

larger centres (Dunedin and Christchurch) which offered tourists more attractions 

and activities, therefore prompting them to stay longer. By contrast, at a number of 

operations many visitors only spent one day nearby- moving elsewhere to spend the 
night. This trend was particularly evident at the Black Stilt Visitor Hide, where 

43% of visitors spent less than a day in Twizel, and at White Heron Sanctuary 

Tours where a similar proportion of tourists spent less than a day in Whataroa. The 
trend was also evident (but to a lesser extent) among tourists at Okarito Nature 

Tours and Banks Peninsula Coastal Tours. These results may have important 

implications for the communities near these operations, which would appear to gain 

little financially from tourists who merely pass through en route to a larger centre. 

The length of time for which tourists stay in New Zealand, and at places within 
New Zealand therefore has important regional and intraregional implications. 
There appeared to be a relationship between the number of days tourists spent near 
an operation and the length of their entire New Zealand holiday- those who spent 
less than a day in the vicinity of a wildlife viewing operation had an average 
holiday length of less than 36 days- considerably less than for the average 
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international wildlife viewing tourist. The average length ot holidays being taken 
by domestic tourists surveyed here was half that of the international tourists, at only 

23 days. Despite this they stayed in the vicinity of the operation and in the South 

Island for a similar number of days as international tourists. It appeared, however, 

that many were taking touring holidays throughout the South Island, as they spent 
an average of only three days in the North Island. 

The decision by tourists to view wildlife at commercial operations in 
the South Island appear to be have been made on the 'spur of the moment' for 

tourists surveyed here. Tourists spent a relatively short time in towns close to the 

wildlife viewing operations, and 62% of tourists booked their trips the same day as 

they took them with a further 26.2% booking less than a week in advance. This 

means that if the weather had been unexpectedly bad, or the wildlife were 

temporarily absent they may have missed seeing the wildlife, and indicates that for 

the majority of tourists wildlife viewing was just an addition to the prominent aim 

of sightseeing. Those that had booked more than two months before their trip ( only 

4.9% of respondents) were all travelling through New Zealand with tour companies 

such as Southern Heritage Expeditions or Nature Quest- their visits to wildlife 

viewing operations had therefore been booked along with the rest of their travel 

well in advance of their departure from home. The majority of tourists, however, 

appeared to be travelling to relatively flexible timetables and would merely book 
•• • • • ·1-.i 1 ·c . . . h h . rl . h Th 1 me1r v1s1ts to Wiluille Viewmg operations \Vuen Ley a...rnve- m Le ::irea. . eon y 

operation at which a relatively high proportion of visitors (more than half) had 

booked their trips between two and six days previously was Kaikoura Tours. This 

was probably because tourists are explicitly encouraged to book in advance here 

due to the sheer demand for trips. Also, approximately one fifth of visitors at 

White Heron Sanctuary Tours had booked over two months in advance, as many 

were travelling with Southern Heritage Expeditions. 

Further evidence of the free and independent nature of the tourists 

travel is provided by the way they had heard about the operation. Of all 478 

respondents, only 6.3% had heard about the operation from a travel agent (this 

included those on guided tours). By comparison 42.6% had seen brochures, 27.1 % 

had been informed about the operation by friends, relatives or other tourists, and 

25.7% had read about it in a travel guide (in particular the Lonely Planet guide to 

New Zealand). The high proportion of tourists who had been informed about the 

operation by friends, relatives or fellow travellers was recognised by a number of 

the operators, most of whom saw 'word of mouth' as one of their most effective (but 

uncontrollable) marketing tools. Simple brochures, though, seemed to be 

particularly effective and were produced by most operations (Plate 4.1). 
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Plate 4.1 Brochures produced by wildlife viewing operations studied here .. 



While the proportion of visitors who saw brochures or had heard about the 

operation from others were similar for all operations, a large proportion of tourists 
at Monarch Otago Harbour Cruises (31.1 % ) had heard about it at an information 

centre. This may also be related to the size of the nearest centre and its associated 

visitor centre. The visitor centre at Dunedin is large and offers booking facilities 

for most of the major wildlife viewing operations, including Monarch Cruises, so it 

attracts a large number of all Dunedin's visitors. In addition, tourists in a larger 

centre such as Dunedin are probably more likely to go to the visitors centre anyway 

in order to learn about all the local attractions so that they may plan their visit to the 

city more effectively. 

The predominance of visitors for whom wildlife viewing was a spur 

of the moment (rather than planned and primary) activity appears to be further 

evidenced by the lack of previous wildlife viewing experience on the part of a 

number of tourists. Nearly 40% had not participated in any wildlife viewing in the 

previous twelve months and a further 31.7% had only been wildlife viewing once 

or twice. A large proportion of those that had been only a few times pointed out that 

the viewing of wildlife was often incidental to the major purpose of the trip, which 

was often tramping or walking. Only 4.5% of the tourists had been wildlife 

viewing more frequently than once a month over the last year, although one tourist 

had taken over one hundred wildlife viewing trips in the last year, and several more 

had been every weekend or about three times a month (mostiy bird watching). The 

operations at which the proportion of visitors with the most frequent experience in 

wildlife viewing were highest were White Heron Sanctuary Tours and Kaikoura 

Tours. 

The importance of wildlife (specifically birds and mammals) in 

influencing the tourists' decision to visit New Zealand or take their holiday was also 

examined to see if wildlife were of equal interest as other natural factors (Figure 

4.2). Birds and mammals were consistently ranked low compared with other 

factors such as 'wilderness and undisturbed nature' and national parks. It could be 

inferred from this that wildlife are important to most tourists only in conjunction 

with natural surroundings. These results indicate that tourists with varying levels of 

interest in wildlife are participating in wildlife viewing. 

Not surprisingly tourists at the operations focussing on birds 

(particularly on the black petrel colony tour, White Heron Sanctuary Tours, the 

Black Stilt Visitor Hide and Monarch Cruises) said birds were an important natural 

factor, especialfy compared to tourists on more general scenic trips and those 

focussing on marine mammals. This pattern was inverted when the importance of 

mammals was questioned, with tourists at bird oriented operations indicating that 
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mammals were less important, while those at dolphin swimming and whale 

watching operations said they were particularly important. Interestingly, tourists 

who had taken several trips to view wildlife in the last year, said both birds and 

mammals were important. Locational variations in responses were therefore further 

complicated by variations among individual tourists, according to their level of 

interest in wildlife. 
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Figure 4.2 Importance of natural factors to wildlife viewing tourists. 

It is important, given the tourists' relatively high rates of participation 

in wildlife viewing in New Zealand yet lack of specific interest in wildlife, to 

understand where wildlife viewing activities fit into tourists' holidays. As a result 

the activities in which tourists had participated (or planned to participate) on 

holiday were also examined. Tourists appeared to be particularly interested in the 

natural environment and a large proportion intended to experience this environment 

first hand, by either active or passive means. By far the most popular activity was 

tramping or walking which was mentioned by 57 .8% of all tourists surveyed. Next 

most popular were various water based activities such as rafting, jet boating and 

diving, followed by sightseeing, and other sports (such as cycling, climbing and 

bungy jumping). When questioned about the activities in which they planned to 

engage on their trip, one tourist wrote " ... as much adventure as possible." Bird 

watching and other fo1TI1s of wildlife viewing were mentioned by very few tourists: 

It appeared that several tourists were interested in wildlife, and 

participated in relatively inactive pursuits while others were engaged in a whole 

range of activities and were interested in the natural environment as a whole rather 

than the one particular aspect of it such as wildlife. In addition, while some tourists 
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were happy to travel to very popular tourist areas such as Kaikoura others preferred 

'off the beaten track' destinations such as Qkarito. At Kaikoura Tours, where the 

tourists were young and apparently seeking natural adventures, over 80% of 

respondents planned to participate in tramping or walking. In addition, over half 

planned to participate in other sports, and nearly half in active water sports such as 

rafting, snorkeling or jet boating. Wildlife viewing operations therefore seem to be 

popular with tourists who are both specifically and only casually interested in 

wildlife and seek both active and passive experiences. It appears that many 

participate in· wildlife viewing in addition to more general sightseeing and other 

activities which focus specifically upon the natural environment. 

Further evidence that many tourists had only a passing interest in 

wildlife was gained when tourists were questioned explicitly as to the importance 

of wildlife viewing in their decision to visit the area in which the operation at which 

they were surveyed was located. On a scale from 1 (the sole reason) to 4 

(incidental), only 19.4% said it was the sole reason for their visit, 51.9% of 

respondents rated wildlife a '2,' and 19.4% rated it a '3.' It appears that tourists at 

several operations were not necessarily visiting the area with the sole aim of seeing 

the wildlife, but were interested more in seeing the natural environment as a whole. 

In some cases, in fact, the scenery was such that they probably could (and did) 

attract visitors independent of the wildlife. At operations such as Monarch Cruises 

and Canterbury Cat Cruises wildlife were certainly not the sole feature that 

attracted tourists to the area, in which large centres were located. Of these two 

operations, the proportion of tourists who said wildlife were important was higher 

at Canterbury Cat Cruises. This may be due to the fact that (according to the 

operators) an increasing proportion of visitors visiting Akaroa and taking the cruise 

were particularly interested in the dolphins rather than the rest of the harbour. 

While a number of tourists appeared to have a fairly casual interest in 

wildlife, many had visited other wildlife viewing operations in the South Island at 

some point, and had taken part in independent wildlife viewing. One third of all 

respondents had visited Penguin Place/ Conservation on the Otago Peninsula in 

addition to the operation at which they were surveyed (for each of these analyses 

the visitors surveyed at the operation were excluded). This may be due to the 

popular appeal of penguins coupled with the cheapness of the operation, and its 

proximity to the albatross colony, which also attracted a high proportion (25.6%) of 

visitors. The other popular operation was Kaikoura Tours (26.5%), followed by the 

Canterbury Cat (11.9%), and the Black Stilt Visitor Hide (10.6%). The popularity 

of the former operations may be due to the appeal of the wildlife being viewed and 

the established nature of the operations. The popularity of the black stilts (along 

with the white heron and black petrel colonies) may be due to the fact that all three 
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operations have become relatively well known to a number of domestic tourists 

through the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society (and its magazine, Forest and 

Bird, which sometimes examines wildlife viewing operations). In addition to the 

wildlife viewing operations studied in depth, here 22% of tourists surveyed had 

visited other commercial wildlife viewing operations in New Zealand- particularly 

other swimming with dolphin operations, wildlife parks, trips to marine reserves 

and gannet colonies. Approximately forty percent of respondents had also 

participated in independent wildlife viewing (a figure consistent at most 

operations), although the most predominant form of this was incidental rather than 

specific viewing of wildlife- that which occurred while tramping or walking. 

Viewing seal colonies and birds ( on lagoons, colonies or in the bush) were also 
popular activities. 

More than a third of tourists surveyed belonged to a conservation, 

environmental or wildlife organisation (the most popular being Greenpeace). At 

White Heron Sanctuary Tours the proportion was over half, with a large number of 

tourists belonging to groups such as the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of 

New Zealand and various international ornithological societies. It would appear 

that the heron sanctuary is well known w New Zealand 'Forest and Birders' due to 

the involvement of the organisation in the colony. Forest and Bird was prominent in 

caliing for the protection of the colony in 1929 and for the protection of a buff er 

area around it (including the Okarito Lagoon) more than fifteen years ago (Forest 

and Bird number 200, May 1976). The sanctuary appears to be particularly popular 

with bird lovers- even those from overseas, despite the fact that white herons are 

not endemic to New Zealand. By contrast, only one quarter of respondents at 

Monarch Otago Harbour Cruises and Canterbury Cat Cruises belonged to a 

conservation organisation. 

4.2.3 'Novice generalists' and 'Expert specialists:' characteristics 

As noted previously (Section 4.2.1), Duffas and Deardon (1990) 

include in their conceptual model of non consumptive wildlife oriented recreation 

the idea that wildlife viewing tourists are not a homogenous group, but possess 

different levels of specialisation- from 'novice generalists' (who have only a casual 

interest in wildlife) to 'expert specialists.' Duffas and Deardon, however, do not 
progress beyond this conceptual stage to propose a means of identifying tourists' 

level of specialisation. What follows, then, is an attempt to operationalise this 

concept and apply it to visitors at commercial wildlife viewing tourism operations 

in the South Island. 
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A number of variables have been examined which help to indicate the 

amount of specialist knowledge and intensity of interest which tourists have with 

respect to wildlife. Once the results of these investigations are analysed they can be 

combined and cross tabulated with other variables in order to identify the 

characteristics and attitudes of the more specialist wildlife viewers, to distinguish 

them from the novice generalists and to discern the proportion of specialist viewers 

at each operation (Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6). The variables indicative of 

specialisation were: membership of conservation organisations, trips to view 

wildlife in the last year, the importance of wildlife in influencing the tourists' 

decision to visit New Zealand or go on holiday, and their decision to visit the area 

in which the operations studied here are located. It was not possible to see whether 

the same tourists consistently exhibited 'novice generalist' or 'expert specialist 

characteristics. Despite this, when each of the specialisation variables was cross 

tabulated by socio-demographic and other variables, it was found that tourists who 

appeared to be specialists according to one specialisation variable exhibited similar 

characteristics to those found to be specialists according to the other specialist! 

variables. It therefore appeared likely that the same tourists were either 'novice 

generalists' or 'expert specialists.' Those tourists who were considered to be 'expert 

specialist' viewers were those who belonged to a conservation organisation, had 

taken several trips to view wildlife in the last twelve months, said wildlife were an 

important natural factor in influencing their decision to visit the South Island, and 

the area in which the wildlife viewing operation (at which they were surveyed) was 

located. 

Several major trends in socio demographic characteristics were 

identified among 'expert specialist' viewers. They possessed higher levels of 

education and income and were older than the average wildlife viewing tourist. 

(Tables 4.4 and 4.5). Chi-square tests were performed for each of the cross 

tabulations in order to determine whether there were statistically significant 

variations in the tourists• socio-demographic characteristics according to their level 

of specialisation; In other words, the null hypothesis H0 was that the populatior 

was homogenous. In order to be able to draw conclusions from this analysis, it wa5 

necessary that less than 20% of the expected frequencies were less than five 

(Hammond and McCullagh 1982). Unfortunately in several cases this occurred

particularly with respect to age and education, so definitive conclusions regarding 

significant variations in these variables can not be made. In addition, when a chi

square test was applied to a cross tabulation between the specialisation variable! 

and the different operations, the small values were too high to facilitate definitiv~ 

conclusions, although trends can still be discerned. The analysis did still revea 

some interesting results, for example, that tourists' gender, and income variec 

significantly (at the 1 % level, with the exception of gender) according to whethe; 



1ey were. members of conservation organisations. It also appeared that tourists 

aried significantly in terms of age and income, although this could not be 

eterrnined with any statistical means because the number of small values was too 

igh. The variability in these cross tabulations was mostly due to the large numbers 

,f members who were female and high incomes, and ·possibly the large numbers in 

1e 40-64 age group, and large proportion with postgraduate degrees. As the level 

,f specialisation increased the proportion of tourists who were from the United 

Cingdom increased, with North American tourists also being overrepresented in 

pecialist categories. By contrast the proportions of Germans and Swiss tourists 

ell significantly as apparent levels of specialisation (indicated here by the 

mportance they attached to birds and mammals increased in addition to the 

mportance of wildlife viewing in the area). While German speaking tourists have 

greater propensity to visit wildlife viewing (and other nature based) tourism 

1perations in New Zealand (Section 4.2.1), it appears that they are generalist rather 

han specialist viewers of wildlife. By contrast, respondents from the United 

Gngdom, and to a lesser extent North America, appear to have been expert wildlife 

'iewers ( and were characteristic of the expert specialists identified here in terms of 

.ocio demographic variables too). Indeed a number of those surveyed were on 

,outhem Heritage Expeditions- trips specifically designed to cater to 

Jiowledgeable tourists who like their holidays to be educational experiences. 

\nother interesting result here was that the numbers of New Zealanders in 'expert 

;pecialist' categories (according to the importance of birds and mammals) were 

:ignificantly high (Table 4.5). This may indicate that a number of the New 

~alanders surveyed during this study were on specifically wildlife viewing 

)riented holidays (although this was not reflected in the importance they attached to 

Nildlife viewing in the area in which they were surveyed). 

One anomalous result was identified in this analysis. 'Expert 

;pecialist' viewers tended to be older and were more likely to be female. On the 

Jther hand, when these characteristics were cross tabulated by one specialisation 

variable- trips taken to view wildlife- it appeared than specialist viewers were more 

likely to be younger and male (Table 4.4 ). This anomaly may have been a function 

e>f the relatively active nature of some wildlife viewing which may have meant that 

females and older people were less likely to participate. On the other hand, it may 

also be due to factors such as disparities in discretionary income. 
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Gender Age 

(n=212) (n=260) (n=2) (n=61) (n=205) (n=157) 
male female <18 18-24 25-39 40-64 

Membership Yes (n=173; *38.6 61.4 **0.6 5.8 36,3 43.8 

No (n=297) 49.2 50.8 0.3 16.9 48,.1 27.6 
x2=4.9, df=l, sv=O x2=27 .3, df=4, sv=2 

Trips to 0 (n=l73) 46.8 53.2 **0.6 13.3 41.0 34.7 

view wildlife 1-2 (n=l41) 41.1 58.9 - 16.3 36.9 35.5 

3-6 (n=87) 42.5 57.5 - 10.3 44.8 34.6 

7-12 (n=l9) 52.6 47.3 5.3 5.3 78.9 10.5 

>12(n=20) 55.0 45.0 - 5.0 70.0 25.0 
x2=2.5, df=4, sv=O x2=32.8, df=16, t 

Importance 1 (n=20) *65.0 35.0 **- 40.0 40.0 15.0 

of birds 2 (n=51) 50.0 50.0 . 20.0 56.0 16.0 

3 (n=127) 52.0 48.0 - 12.8 56.0 26.4 

4 (n=87) 33.3 66.7 - 17.2 41.4 35.6 

5 (n=160) 43.0 57.0 0.6 7.0 36.7 41.1 

x2=11.2, df=4, sv=O x2=47.9, df=16, t 
Importance 1 (n=48) 56.3 43.7 - 8.3 27.1 50.0 

of marine 2 (n=44) 47.7 52.3 - 6.8 47.7 34.l 

mammals 3 (n=97) 53.5 46.5 1.0 8.1 44.4 34.3 

4 (n=93) 45.2 54.8 - 18.3 49.5 28.0 

5 (n=45) 35.5 63.5 - 16.1 46.7 28.4 

x2=9.4, df=4, sv=O x2=25.1, df=16, sv=7 

Importance o: 4 (n=45) 38.6 61.4 - 9.1 9.1 54.5 

wildlife viewi 3 (n=97) 46.2 53.8 1.1 11.0 40.6 39.6 

2(n=44) 48.3 51.7 - 12.9 49.5 28.8 

1 (n=91) 37.4 62.6 **1.1 15.4 47.3 29.7 

x2=4.0, df=3, sv=O x2=42.8, df=l2, sv=5 

All wildlife 
viewers (n=478) 44.9 55.1 0.4 12.9 43.4 33.3 
** in top left comer denotes significance at the l % level, * denotes significance at the 5% level. 
x2 is chi-square value, df is degrees of freedom, sv is the number of small values (<5.0). 
t means that the small values were in excess of 20% of n. 

Table 4.4 Specialisation variables by socio demographic variables. 

Education 
(n=47) (n=7) (n=lOl) (n=l41) (n=l47) (n=63) 

65+ <secsch secsch uni tert postgra.d 
13.5 **- 15.3 31.2 34.7 18.8 
7.1 1.8 25.7 31.0 30.6 10.9 

x2=13.6, df=4, sv=2 

10.4 *2.4 24.3 30.2 31.4 11.7 
11.3 0.7 29.2 28.5 27.0 14.6 
10.3 . 9.4 32.9 42.4 15.3 

. . - 42.1 31.6 26.3 
- 5.0 10.0 50.0 20.0 15.0 

x2=31.6,df=l6,sv=9 
5.0 - 25.0 45.0 25.0 5.0 
8.0 2.0 20.0 46.0 18.0 14.0 
4.8 0.8 19.0 37.3 28.9 14.0 
5.8 2.2 21.8 20.8 39.1 16. I 
14.6 2.0 19.5 28.1 37.3 13.! 

x2=18,df=16,sv=7 

14.6 *- 16.7 45.8 25.0 12.5 
11.4 4.5 27.3 31.8 15.9 20.5 
12.2 1.0 17.5 36.1 33.0 12.4 
4.3 1.1 17.6 35.2 28.5 17.6 
8.8 2.3 22.7 20.5 43.1 11.4 

x2=28, df=16, sv=5 

27.3 - 31.8 20.5 29.5 18.2 
7.7 2.3 26.4 34.5 27.6 9.2 
8.8 1.3 19.l 31.1 32.3 16.2 
6.6 2.3 21.3 30.3 36.0 IO.I: 

x2=11.7, df=l2, sv=4 

10.0 1.5 22.0 30.8 32.0 13.7 
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Place of residence Membership 

(n=134) (n=68) (n=73) (n=77) (n=54l (n=154) (n=267l 

NZ UK N.Am Ger,Sw 0th yes no 

Membership yes (n=173) 31.6 26.9 14.6 16.4 10.5 - -
no (n=297) 33.3 20.1 10.5 21.8 14.3 -

x2=6.6, df=4, sv=0 

Trips to 0 (n=l73) 36.6 20.9 9.3 22.1 11.1 **30.2 69.8 

view wildlife 1-2 (n=141 34.0 21.3 14.2 19.9 10.6 31.7 68.3 

3-6 (n=87) 24.1 28.7 13.8 14.9 18.5 47.1 52.9 

7-12 (n=19 10.5 26.3 15.8 31.6 15.8 52.6 47.3 

>12 (n=20) 30.0 30.0 15.0 10.0 15.0 65.0 35.0 

x2=17.2, df=l6, t x2=17.7, df=4, s, 

Importance 1 (n=20) **35.0 20.0 5.0 25.0 15.0 **10.0 90.0 

of Birds 2 (n=51) 16.0 30.0 18.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 76.0 

3 (n=127) 16.8 23.2 12.8 33.6 13.6 27.2 72.8 

4 (n=87) 33.7 19.8 12.8 22.1 11.6 37.2 62.8 

5 (n=160) 46.2 - 22.2 10.1 11.4 10.1 51.3 48.7 

x2=48.3, df=l6, sv=4 x2=28.9, df=4, sv: 

Importance of 1 (n=48) **58.3 8.3 10.4 12.6 10.4 **37.5 62.5 

marine 2 (n=44) 30.2 27.9 11.6 23.3. 7.0 41.9 58.1 

mammals 3 (n=97) 19.2 27.2 16.2 21.2 16.2 36.0 64.0 

4 (n=93) 21.5 26.9 16.l 21.5 14.0 33.0 77.0 

5 (n=l32) 39.4 23.4 10.2 14.6 12.4 37.5 62.5 

x2=33.l, df=l2, sv=0 x2=7.0, df=4, sv=2 

Importance 4 (n=45) 61.4 13.6 18.2 - 6.8 31.1 68.9 

of Wildlife 3 (n=91) 33.0 20.9 13.2 17.6 15.3 27.8 72.2 

2 (n=245) 27.6 23.0 12.6 24.7 12.1 38.6 61.4 

1 (n=91) **33.0 27.5 6.6 18.7 14.2 44.9 55.1 

x2=37.3, df=16, sv=5 x2=6.6, df=3, sv=-

All wildlife 

viewers (n=478) 33.3 22.6 11.9 19.8 12.7 36.8 63.2 

** in top left comer denotes significance at the I% level, * denotes significance at the 5% level. 
x2 is chi-square value, df is degrees of freedom, sv is the number of small values ( <5.0). 
t means that the number of small values is in excess of 20%. 

Table 4.5 Specialisation variables by socio-demographic variables, membership of conservation organisations. 

Income ('000's) 

fn=84) (n-78) (n-79) (n=l26) 

<19 20-39 40-59 60 

**27.1 23.6 20.0 29.3 

x2=11.8, df=3, sv=0 

15.1 18.0 24.5 42.4 

23.4 20.4 26.3 29.9 

20.7 22.6 18.9 37.8 

23.6 23.6 13.9 38.9 

28.6 21.4 14.3 35.7 

14.3 14.3 42.8 28.6 

x2=J0.3, df=l2, t 
33.3 16.7 16.7 33.3 

27.5 25.0 15.0 32.5 

20.2 15.6 22.9 41.3 

23.4 23.4 25.0 28.2 

20.9 24.3 23.5 31.3 

x2=8.7, df=l2, sv=3 

*17.1 14.6 17.1 51.2 

20.6 12.8 33.3 33.3 

22.7 17,3 14.7 45.3 

28.8 16'.4 27.4 27.4 

18.8 31.7 21.8 27.7 

x2=24.9, df=l2, sv=0 

20.0 22.9 20.0 37.1 

21.9 19.2 21.9 37.0 

23.9 20.3 19.r 36.7 

22.3 22.3 30.0 25.4 

x2=6, df= 12, sv=0 

22.9 21.3 21.5 34.3 
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Operations 

WHerons Okarito Penguins Monarch 

Membership Yes 57.7 35.3 20.0 26.4 

No 42.3 64.7 80.0 73.6 

Trips to 0 41.9 40.0 26.5 46.9 

view wildlife 1-2 25.7 33.3 44.1 31.3 

3-·6 27.0 0.7 26.5 15.6 

7-12 2.7 0.7 2.9 1.6 

>12 2.7 13.3 - 4.7 

Importance 1. 14.8 17.6 - -
of birds 2 2.3 17.6 11.8 11.9 

3 15.9 35.3 32.4 28.4 

4 14.8 5.9 23.4 17.9 

5 52.2 23.5 32.4 41.8 

Importance of 1 · 20.5 50.0 4.0 15.2 

marine mammals 2 13.7 7.2 12.0 12.1 

3 27.4 7.2 24.0 28.8 

4 20.5 14.2 24.0 13.6 

5 17.9 21.4 36.0 30.3 

Importance of 4 10.3 - 5.7 12.2 

wildlife viewing 3 15.4 17.6 8.6 40.5 

2 51.3 82.4 68.6 37.8 

1 ' 23.1 - 17.1 9.5 

Table 4.6 Specialisation variables by operation. 

All wildlife 
Catlins BanksPen CantyCat KaikTrs DolphEnc BlackSts BlackPetr viewers 

62.5 26.3 26.8 33.7 41.2 60.0 50.0 36.8 
37.5 73.7 73.2 66.3 58.8 40.0 50.0 63.2 
37.5 31.6 46.3 34.9 40.6 31.8 35.7 39.3 
37.5 42.0 31.3 31.3 18.8 45.5 35.7 32.0 
12.4 5.3 20.9 21.7 21.9 13.6 14.3 19.8 
6.3 15.8 - 7.2 9.4 4.5 - 4.3 
6.3 5.3 1.5 4.8 9.4 4.5 14.3 4.6 
- - 7.0 7.0 11.8 - - 4.3 

6.7 36.8 14.0 14.0 14.7 4.2 - 12.0 
53.3 21.1 24.6 36.0 38.2 25.0 7.1 28.6 
20.0 26.3 14.0 20.9 17.6 37.5 28.6 19.7 
20.0 15.8 40.4 22.1 17.6 33.3 64.3 35.4 

- - 3.2 1.2 2.9 23.8 46.2 11.6 
13.3 10.6 6.5 7.1 11.8 19.0 - 10.6 
26.7 15.8 16.1 27.0 23.5 28.6 15.4 23.4 
20.0 36.8 22.6 25.9 29.4 19.0 15.4 22.5 

40.0 36.8 51.6 38.8 32.4 9.6 23.0 31.9 

- - 24.3 - - 28.0 14.3 7.7 

25.0 5.3 27.1 3.3 20.6 20.0 28.6 18.8 

56.3 78.9 42.9 55.6 47.1 48.0 50.0 53.8 

18.7 15.8 5.7 41.1 32.3 4.0 7J 19.7 



The proportion of 'expert specialist' and 'novice generalists' appeared 

to vary considerably at different operations (Table 4.6), although statistical 

significance could not be determined because the number of small values was too 

great. The proportion of 'novice generalists' seemed to be particularly high at 

operations such as Monarch Otago Harbour Cruises and Canterbury Cat Cruises, 

which are focussed on general sightseeing in addition to wildlife. At Okarito 

Nature Tours, Dolphin Encounters, Banks Peninsula Coastal Tours, Catlins 

Wildlife Trackers and Penguin Place/ Conservation the majority of visitors were 

also 'novice generalists,' possibly because the popular appeal of the wildlife viewed 

at these operations. With respect to Okarito Nature Tours, it appeared that many 

tourists visited in order to kayak rather than to view the herons. Kaikoura Tours 

attracted a mixture of tourists, including a number that could be considered 'expert 

specialists.' Not surprisingly, it was the specialist bird operations; White Heron 

Sanctuary Tours, the Black Stilt Visitor Hide and the black petrel colony tour run 

by Paparoa Nature Tours that attracted the highest proportion of 'expert specialist' 
viewers. 

4.3 Tourists' attitudes 

4.3.1 Importance and satisfaction with the viewing experience. 

As well as investigating the characteristics of tourists participating in 

wildlife viewing this survey examined the attitudes of the tourists with respect to 

their wildlife viewing experience. Tourists' satisfaction is related to a number of 

variables such as socio demographic and psychological characteristics. Another 

important determinant of satisfaction in wildlife viewing was the emphasis which 

tourists placed upon various aspects of the wildlife viewing experience. A number 

of aspects of wildlife viewing were examined, and respondents were invited to 

mention other factors important to their experience. Those directly examined were 

the proximity of the tourists to the wildlife, the natural setting of the operation, the 

facilities, the amount of information available ( on signs, in brochures or directly 

from tour guides), and the different species and overall number of wildlife able to 

be viewed. The results of this question by each operation are shown in Figure 4.3. 

Tourists consistently felt that the most important aspect of wildlife 

viewing was the natural surroundings of the viewing area. Proximity to the wildlife 

was also important to most tourists. Other aspects drew a more varied response. 

None was considered as important as natural surroundings and proximity, although 

information was also relatively important. Facilities were the least important aspect 

of the viewing experience. although this varied between operations. The emphasis 
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upon proximity and natural surroundings could have important implications for the 

managers as it may be difficult to satisfy both requirements without disturbing the 

wildlife. There was considerable variation in the responses of tourists to this 

question, particularly with respect to the range of wildlife able to be viewed, and 

the facilities provided. Tourists on the harbour cruises (Canterbury Cat Cruises and 

Monarch Cruises) placed more importance on seeing a range of wildlife, while 

those at the specialist bird operations- specifically the black petrel colony tour and 

the Black Stilt Visitor Hide( and to a lesser extent Penguin Place)- did not. Visitors 

at Penguin Place were also less demanding of facilities and natural surroundings, 

although they did expect to receive good information from the operators. When 

these results were aggregated according to type of wildlife the operations focussed 

upon (birds, mammals or birds and mammals) they were mostly similar except with 

respect to the range and number of wildlife the tourists expected to see (Figure 4.4). 
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Tourist_s were able to note down any additional factors which they 
believed to be important to their wildlife viewing experience. While few tourists 

filled in this question, the most frequently mentioned response was a desire for the 

number of people taking the trip at the same time to be small. In addition, knowing 

that viewing the wildlife did not disturb them, and knowing that the operators 

respected the wildlife (and were not merely exploiting them for commercial gain) 

were important to tourists. In hindsight it seems that these factors could have been 
questioned directly (along with factors such as proximity and facilities). They do, 

however, demonstrate a certain commitment to environmental sensitivity on the 

part of the tourists, and may therefore have attracted a disproportionately high 

number of important rankings- people would be unwilling to have pointed out that 

they do not find these aspects important. 

The tourists' satisfaction with these same aspects, in addition to the 

number of tourists on the trips and the cost of the trip, was also examined (Figure 

4.5). Although it was intended that tourists award the aspect a '3' if they considered 

it to be satisfactory a number consistently gave '4's and 'S's to indicate their 

satisfaction (see section 2.4.2), so any points situated on or above the dotted line 

may indicate satisfaction. On average tourists were satisfied with their wildlife 

viewing experience. They did however express less satisfaction (and in some cases, 

dissatisfaction) with several aspects. Tourists were dissatisfied with the range and 

number of wildlife able to be viewed at a number of operations, but these factors 

are largely beyond the control of the operators and were exacerbated by the fact that 

the survey was conducted late in the viewing season at several operations. Tourists 

were also dissatisfied with two aspects under the complete control of the operators; 

the cost of the trip, and the number of other tourists on the boat based trips. 

In order to facilitate the identification of aspects of the viewing 

experience which require the attention of managers, satisfaction was plotted against 

importance (Figure 4.6); a technique used in Geva and Goldman's (1991) study. 

The most positive aspect of wildlife viewing identified by the tourists surveyed was 

natural surroundings as it was positioned in the upper right sector of the graph

indicating high importance and satisfaction ratings. There were no important 

outliers for which importance was high and satisfaction low, and results varied only 

slightly for different operations. At White Heron Sanctuary Tours tourists were 

most satisfied with the factors they had ranked as the most important (Figure 4.7); 

natural surroundings, proximity and information, although they were least satisfied 

with the cost of the trip. In fact the natural setting of the operation was most 

frequently mentioned when tourists were asked what in particular they enjoyed. 
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Figure 4.5 Satisfaction with various aspects of the viewing experience by operation. 

At Monarch Otago Harbour Cruises, tourists were most satisfied 

with the information and the natural setting, and least satisfied with the cost of the 
trip and the number of wildlife observed (Figure 4.8). This response was, however, 

noted only on days when no albatrosses were recorded flying off Taiaroa Head, and 
viewing was therefore restricted to less spectacular observations of albatrosses in 

nests. Tourists at Canterbury Cat Cruises were the only ones who said information 
was more important than their proximity to the wildlife, and appeared well satisfied 

with all aspects of their experience (Figure 4.9). Like other tourists those at 
Kaikoura Tours felt that facilities were relatively unimportant- an important result 

as there have been proposals for the development of proper po1t facilities at 

Kaikoura. One tourist remarked on the lack of facilities in a particularly positive 
fashion, saying that the operation was: " ... unspoilt and not overmanaged like Phillip 

Island Penguins [in Australia]." The tourists were satisfied with the important 

aspects, but were unsatisfied with the number of whales seen, the cost of the trip 

and the number of other tourists on the trip (Figure 4.10). While some whale 

watching vessels overseas use boats that can carry over 100 passengers, the boats 

used by Kaikoura Tours can carry a maximum of only 32, so this latter response 

was perplexing. Kaikoura Tours provided a trip of comparable length to that of 

White Heron Sanctuary Tours and several other operations, but was considerably 

more expensive. This fact was reflected in tourists' dissatisfaction with the cost of 

the trip (Figure 4.5). 
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Tourists were also asked (by way of an open ended question) what in 

particular they enjoyed at the operations. Tourists restricted their responses mainly 

to the aspects examined in the importance and satisfaction questions even though 

the open ended questions were deliberately positioned before these in the 

questionnaire in order to avoid 'leading' their responses. Not surprisingly 47.3% of 

all tourists surveyed directly mentioned the wildlife, with many expressing interest 

in observing the natural behaviour of the wildlife- for example seeing them flying, 

feeding or diving. A further 22.9% enjoyed the natural surroundings of the 

operations and 14.9% enjoyed the fact that they were able to view the wildlife from 

close quarters. Tourists who saw albatrosses in flight from M.V. Monarch 

specifically mentioned this as an enjoyable aspect, along with the closeness, 

information and natural surroundings. 

The satisfaction of most tourists with their wildlife viewing 

experience was further evidenced by the fact that when questioned as to what 

would have enhanced their experience at the wildlife viewing operations, 18.1 % of 

tourists said 'nothing', and 55.7% made no comment. Fifteen percent would have 

liked to have observed more wildlife, and 12.6% would have preferred better 

weather, but operators can do little to alleviate these problems. In some cases the 

plea for more wildlife was the result of the fact that surveys were undertaken near 

the end of the viewing season at some operations. 

Of the other operations, a few (despite their small sample sizes) 

require special mention here. As is obvious from Figure 4.5, tourists were 

dissatisfied with several aspects of their experience at Penguin Place on the Otago 

Peninsula: their proximity to the penguins, the facilities and the information 

provided (although they also rated facilities and information less important than at 

most other operations). Penguin Place is a particularly popular operation especially 

with free independent European travellers; not only due to the uniqueness of the 

birds but also because it is inexpensive. Because of the cheapness of the operation 

tourists are provided with little infrastructure or service: there are no facilities, 

interpretation consists of one small sign, and tourists stand some distance away 

from the penguins. While that situation is ideal for the penguins, who remain 

undisturbed even when a busload of tourists watch from the walkway, the tourists 

appeared less enthusiastic. If, however, they had paid $11 more, they would have 

been taken on a small guided tour complete with knowledgeable tour guide to 

within approximately five metres of the penguin's nests. The comparative lack of 

satisfaction on the part of the tourists, while understandable, was therefore of 

relatively little consequence since a choice was offered. Further, the level of 

satisfaction may have been more a function of the tourists (and their finances) than 

the operation itself. 
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As well as exhibiting different soc10 demographic characteristics, 

'expert specialist' wildlife viewers were found to have different attitudes to less 

expert wildlife viewers Tables 4.7 and 4.8). Like all tourists, they emphasised the 

impo1tance of natural surroundings at the viewing operation in addition to 

proximity to the wildlife and expected the provision of good information. As the 

tourists' level of specialisation increased, however, so did their emphasis upon 

natural surroundings in particular. The 'expert specialists' appeared to be more 

willing to pay for their experience, but were less satisfied than their 'novice' 

counterparts with the proximity with which they were able to view the wildlife, and 

the nature of the surroundings in which the viewing took place (Table 4. 7). These 

are two factors which are often primary to independent wildlife viewing experience, 

hence their emphasis by 'expert specialists.' This has important implications for the 

operations at which a significant propo1tion of viewers are 'expert specialists.' At 

these sites, operators must take pains either to improve these aspects of wildlife 

viewing (by replanting or providing closer access where appropriate) or by clearly 

explaining to tourists the reasons for the present nature of these aspects. While the 

latter may not increase tourists' satisfaction it may help to ease feelings of 

dissatisfaction. These results can all be seen in Figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14, in 

which the importance tourists attached to these aspects and their corresponding 

satisfaction are graphed against two specialisation variables- the importance visitors 

attached to birds and mammals. As these figures show, tourists who said birds and 

mammals were more important (both key specialisation variables) also placed more 

importance upon most of the aspects of the viewing experience, although their 

levels of satisfaction varied. 
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Importance 

close surrounds facils info range no.wlife 

Membership Yes (n=!73) 4.39 4.82 3.09 4.17 3.37 3.54 

No (n=297) 4.34 4.71 3.22 4.06 3.46 3.67 

Trips to O (n=l73) 4.29 4.78 3.16 4.11 3.43 3.61 

view wildlife 1-2 (n=14I) 4.42 4.63 3.24 4.27 3.51 3.64 

3-6 (n=87) 4.48 4.80 3.27 3.89 3.39 3.65 

7-12 (n=19) 4.28 4.83 2.78 4.33 3.50 3.76 

>12 (n=20) 4.00 4.90 2.58 3.75 2.95 3.20 

Importance 1 (n=l 73) 4.25 4.55 2.95 3.70 3.05 3.26 

of birds 2 (n=141) 4.50 4.72 2.92 3.98 3.49 3.55 

3 (n=l27) 4.12 4.63 2.97 3.96 3.21 3.32 

4 (n=87) 4.29 4,80 3.61 4.37 3.46 3.70 

5 (n=l60) 4.48 4.84 3.13 4.08 3.57 3.84 

Importance or I (n=48) 4.19 4.66 3.11 4.00 3.11 3.30 

marine mammals 2 (n=44) 4.20 4.68 2.83 4.02 3.40 3.41 

3 (n==97) 4.23 4.62 3.17 3.99 3.31 3.53 

4 (n==93) 4.31 4.82 3.38 4.16 3.51 3.66 

5 (n=l32) 4.59 4.82 3.20 4.16 3.67 3.90 

Importance of 4 (n==91) 4.37 4.57 3.79 4.37 3.34 3.50 

wildlife viewing 3 (n=245) 4.33 4.70 3.06 4.14 3.38 3.44 

2 (n==91) 4.30 4.78 3.14 4.05 3.39 3.67 

I (n=45) 4.54 4.78 3.18 4.08 3.66 3.82 

All wildlife 

viewers 4.36 4.75 3.17 4.10 3.43 3.62 

Table 4.7 Specialisation variables by importance of aspects of the viewing experience. 

Satisfaction 
close surrounds facils info range no.wildlife cost no.tourists 

Membership Yes 3.23 3.30 3.16 3.20 3.03 2.94 2.88 2.93 

No 3.20 3.39 3.12 3.18 2.93 2.94 2.80 2.98 

Trip.s to 0 3.20 3.40 3.16 3.19 2.99 2.91 2.74 2.91 
view wildlife 1-2 3.20 3.28 3.07 3.10 2.91 2.87 2.94 3.01 

3,6 3.26 3.49 3.23 3.33 3.04 3.10 2.90 2.96 
7-12 2.76 3.00 2.94 3.18 2.76 3.00 2.44 2.71 

>12 3.30 3.15 3.05 3.00 3.11 3.00 2.74 3.26 
Importance 1 3.42 3.53 3.30 3.05 2.95 2.90 2.75 2.85 
of birds 2 3.22 3.28 3.04 3.16 2.85 2.82 2.84 3.00 

3 3.15 3.33 3.09 3.20 2.97 2.87 2.81 2.93 

4 3.19 3.27 3.12 3.06 2.95 2.91 2.84 2.90 

5 3.19 3.37 3.18 3.26 3.05 3.07 2.88 3.04 
Importance of 1 3.25 3.29 3.15 3.29 3.00 2.94 3.10 3.00 
marine mammal 2 3.32 3.30 3.21 3.12 3.12 2.89 2.80 3.00 

3 3.17 3.33 3.14 3.20 2.88 2.90 2.78 3.00 
4 3.17 3.33 3.11 3.15 2.98 2.96 2.82 2.96 

5 3.18 3.37 3.10 3.19 3.02 3.02 2.84 2.93 
Importance 01 4 3.28 3.37 3.18 3.20 3.00 2.93 2.95 2.98 
wildlife viewing 3 3.25 3.43 3.22 3.33 3.03 2.93 2.89 2.97 

2 3.18 3.27 3.10 3.14 2.56 2.97 2.91 3.00 

I 3.18 3.46 3.12 3.20 2.50 2.85 2.53 2.85 

All wildlife ~.21 3.36 3.14 3.19 2.97 2.94 2.83 2.96 

viewing tourists 

Table 4.8 Specialisation variables by satisfaction. 
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4.3.2 Behaviour and impacts of tourists 

The tourists' attitudes towards the impacts of the operations was als 

examined in conjunction with the way tourists felt they they should behave in ordt 

to avoid or reduce such impacts. The way in which tourists behave may have 

considerable influence upon the eventual level of wildlife disturbance an 

environmental degradation. If tourists at one operation move quickly, drop rubbis 

or make loud noises near wildlife which are susceptible to such disturbance bot 

the wildlife and their habitat will be adversely affected more than at an operatio 

where tourists were quiet and tidy. 

At some operations, tourists are not told how to behave in order t 

avoid or reduce impacts. This occurs mainly at the boat based operations whe1 

tourist actions are relatively unimportant and the actions of the skippers are th 

critical factor. At the predominantly land based operations tourists are informed c 

a few rules. On Wild South (Penguin Conservation) tours tourists are asked to kee 

quiet, stay on the paths and keep walking until inside the viewing hides. On Catlir 

Wildlife Trackers trips tourists are told to crouch near the Hookers' sealions so th: 
the mammals do not feel threatened even by elm 

approaches. At the Black Stilt Visitor Hide, tourists should keep quiet and avoi 

sudden movements in order that the non breeding stilts close to the hide are m 

disturbed. At Okarito Nature Tours, kayaking visitors are told how to approac 

wading birds so as not to make them fly away, and at the dolphin swimmin 

operaions tourists are told how to encourage the mammals to approach them. 

Despite these instructions, tourists seemed to be relatively unaware< 

the ways in which they should behave. Few tourists correctly mentioned tl 

appropriate rules outlined above, but rather noted common sense rules such ; 

keeping quiet and not dropping rubbish. Apart from this people tended to respor 

(if at all) by saying that either no rules were important, that the ones in pla1 

appeared to work well, or that the tour guides must control the tourists. 

Tourists were more forthcoming about the negative effects which th< 

believed their visitation may be causing to the wildlife and their habitat. The 

results are in no way meant to represent the actual situation at the operations, 

few tourists would actually be qualified to recognise the effects of visitation up< 

the wildlife. The responses may, however, be used by managers with a view 

increasing visitor satisfaction. If tourists have favourable opinions of the effects 

the operations then operators may be well satisfied with their efforts. If tourists h. 

unfounded suspicions as to the environmental friendliness of the operations th 
operators could mention the measures taken in order to avoid or reduce disturbanc 
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Overall only 14% of tourists believed that the operations would have negative 

effects on either the wildlife or their habitat. 

~ % visi1ors responding yes 

20 

10 

0 

Operations 

Figure 4.15 Tourists' perceptions of lhe adverse impacts of lhe operations on wildlife or habitat. 

The proportion of tourists who believed that the operation was having 

a negative effect on either wildlife or their habitat varied significantly (Figure 

4.15), and were lowest at Catlins Wildlife Trackers and highest at Kaikoura Tours 

and Dolphin Encounters. The whale watching result was further reinforced by the 

comments of a different operator who remarked that an increasing number of 

tourists were asking them about the whale watch operation, and were worried that 

the boats may be having an effect upon the natural behaviour of the whales. 

Indeed, the noise of the boats was the most frequently mentioned reason behind the 

negative attitude, followed by concern about too many boats. While these results 

are disturbing, there has been a considerable amount of research conducted at 

Kaikoura in order to identify any detrimental effects on the whales. This point 

should perhaps be made clear to visitors in order to help influence their attitudes 

towards the operation, especially since 'word of mouth' probably has an influence 

upon the number of tourists visiting the operation (and indeed other South Island 

wildlife viewing operations). With the exception of the Kaikoura results, few 

tourists on boat based operations thought the boats were having any adverse effects 

upon the wildlife or their habitat. One tourist on Monarch Cruises actually 

suggested that "Visiting bird colonies by sea seemed to be the best way of enjoying 

and less disturbing [sic] the animals." 

Almost three-quarters of the tourists (70.5%) thought the operations 

were having some kind of positive effect. The most frequently mentioned means 

by which this was believed to be achieved was by increasing the tourists' awareness 

of the need for conservation of wildlife and their habitat, as these quotes 
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demonstrate. 

"With sound information and sensible viewing, more and more people will be 
encouraged to save and protect our wildlife." 
"Preserving by publicity." 
"Educating people [about] how to protect and coexist with the wildlife and 
habitat." 

This quote from a tourist on the Canterbury Cat effectively illustrates these points 
"I would like to make known that the very interesting commentary on our trip 
on the boat made my husband and myself so much more aware of the wildlife 
on the Akaroa Peninsula [sic]. We are both [now] much more aware and 
appreciative of what is being done in the way of conservation etc." 

In addition, people said the tourism enterprises could contribute to the protection o 

species directly (through the trapping of predators etcetera) and indirectly (b; 

raising funds, and increasing knowledge of some species through constan 
observation). 

4.4 Conclusion 

The key point that can be made about tourists at commercial wildlif< 

v1ewmg operations in the South Island is that they were not a homogenou: 

oooulation. but rather that thev had varvim! socio demographic and trit 
.1.J.. JI J J'--1 _..._ -

characteristics and exhibited different levels of satisfaction and awareness o 

environmentally sensitive behaviour. Despite this, some general trends wen 

identified. In accordance with the findings of overseas researchers (such as Ingran 

and Durst 1989 and Hvenegaard and Butler 1990), a large proportion of the wildlift 

viewing tourists were well educated and had relatively high incomes. Both younge: 
(many of whom are students), and older (often retired) people were surveyed 

although the majority of tourists were middle aged or older. The majority weri 

females. A third of those surveyed were New Zealanders and, of the intemationa 

visitors, Europeans, British and North Americans predominated. Tourists felt tha 

the most desirable aspect of · a commercial wildlife viewing operation should bi 

natural surroundings, and proximity to the wildlife. Satisfaction with these an< 

other aspects varied between different operations, as did opinions regarding tht 

perceived impact of the operations. Both the socio demographic characteristics am 

the attitudonal trends identified varied at different operations and could often bi 

explained by the nature of the experience offered at that operation. 

All of the tourists appeared to be interested m the natur2 

environment, but interest in wildlife varied. An attempt was made here tt 
operationalise Duffas and Deardon's (1990) conceptual framework which propose, 

that amongst wildlife viewing tourists a range of types could be identified- fron 
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'novice generalists' to 'expert specialists.' Rather than attempt to measure the 

tourists' degree of specialisation, several variables were analysed here in order to 

give an indication of the tourists' interest in wildlife. Evidence gathered here 

suggested that the proportion of specialist viewers is highest at bird oriented 

operations which were specifically focussed on wildlife viewing rather than more 

general sightseeing (such as harbour cruises) or more adventurous activities (like 

swimming with dolphins). The 'expert specialists' appeared to be older than the 

average wildlife viewing tourists, and were also more likely to be female. In 
addition, a large proportion were from the United Kingdom, and North America . 

. Both the socio demographic and the attitudonal trends identified here should have 

important implications for the management and marketing of wildlife viewing 

operations. 

The comprehensive comparative approach employed here allowed the 

identification of a number of significant trends relating to both the characteristics 

and attitudes of wildlife viewing tourists as a whole, and between different 

operations. Tourists' interest in wildlife (as measured here) appeared to provide an 

important indication of where tourists could be located on the 'novice generalist' -

'expert specialist' continuum. If it was intended to conduct a study focussing 

exclusively on this aspect of wildlife viewing tourists, it would probably have been 
better to examine more variahles indicating specialisation (such as the time tourists 

spent wildlife viewing, how much they would pay to see a rare species of wildlife, 

and their knowledge of wildlife). Despite this it appears that the methods used here 

facilitated the identification of important trends, so this research could be seen to 

represent an effective (if experimental) attempt to operationalise the conceptual 

framework proposed by Duffas and Deardon (1990). 
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Chapter Five 
Administrators and Administration 

5 .1 Introduction 

A number of agencies with different areas of influence, representing a 

diversity of interests are are involved in the development of tourism in New 

Zealand. 'This chapter aims to identify these administrators and examine their 

characteristics and functions with respect to commercial wildlife viewing tourism 

operations in the South Island: identifying any problems in administration, the 

reasons for these, and suggesting possible solutions. The planning and 

management of wildlife viewing tourism comprises two main perspectives: social 

and biological. This duality becomes· particularly evident when the administration 

of commercial wildlife viewing is examined, as there are two groups of 

administrators who influence planning and management: some represent tourism 

interests and others represent conservation interests. These groups are both 

involved in formulating policies (and in some cases, legislation and regulations) 

which affect wildlife viewing tourism. 

The agencies concerned with tourism are: the Ministry of Tourism, 

the New Zealand Tourism Board and the private sector representative of the 

industry itself- the New Zealand Tourist Industry Federation. The governmental 

body charged with conservation matters in New Zealand is the Department of 

Conservation. Several non governmental conservation groups also attempt to 

influence government policy concerned with the environment. The characteristics 

and aims of the administrators will first be presented and analysed. Then each 

function will be examined in tum: detailing which administrators are responsible 

for each, and the extent to which each is presently being fulfilled. The 

administrators are characterised by differing goals and functions and have differing 

amounts of direct influence over the character of wildlife viewing operations. They 

also vary in their commitment to the functions depicted in Figure 1.8: promotion, 

education, cooperation, regulation, protection and planning. 

5.2 Characteristics and roles of administrators 

5.2.1 Tourism Administrators 

There has been a government tourism department in New Zealanc 

since 1901 when the Department of Tourist and Health Resorts was formed. Fo: 
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iany years governmental tourism bodies in New Zealand had a major management 

>le as they owned and directly controlled hotels in key scenic areas. One of their 

1ajor roles, however-one that has always been a feature of their work is 

1ternational and national marketing and promotion, although in 1970 a division 

1volved in " ... planning, research support and an advisory service on development" 

·as added to the department (Pearce 1992: 164). Governmental tourism bodies 

nderwent significant change under the fourth Labour government between 1984 

nd 1990. The Ministry of Tourism's predecessor, the New Zealand Tourist and 

ublicity Department, was·, restructured in 1984 and was given a " ... more sharply 

>cussed marketing function." In August 1990 the department was renamed the 

·ew Zealand Tourism Department. In keeping with the government's philosophy 

tat commercial aspects of government should be kept separate from public service 

)mponents (Booth 1993: 301 ), its mission was focussed more on marketing 

>earce 1992: 166-7). In July 1991 the government divided the functions of the 

~partment between two new bodies: the Ministry of Tourism and the New Zealand 

ourism Board (the NZTB). The Ministry of Tourism was established as a small 

Jlicy unit within the Ministry of Commerce, with the principal role of 
"provid[ing] advice to the Minister of Tourism and the Government on policy 
issues relevant to the tourism sector" (Ministry of Tourism 1992). 

This enabled the newly formed NZTB to concentrate upon marketing 

>earce 1992: 180). The functions of the board are as follows: 
"to develop, implement, and promote strategies for tourism, and to advise the 
Government and the New Zealand Tourism Industry on matters relating to the 
development, implementation and promotion of those strategies," with a view to 
ensuring that "New Zealand is developed and marketed as a competitive 
tourism destination to maximise the long term benefits to New Zealand" (NZTB 
no year: 5-7). 

y 1993, 80% of the board's staff were working in overseas branches (NZTIF et al 

:>93: 10), and 84% of the board's total budget was committed to marketing (New 

ea.land Tourism News June 1993:1) in a bid to encourage further growth in the 
ital number of international tourists visiting New Zealand. Rather than 

1couraging a smaller number of tourists to stay longer and spend more on 

1vironmentally sustainable tourism development, the Tourism Board (and the 

ourist Industry Federation) are committed to increasing tourist numbers- targeting 

tripling of present international arrivals by the year 2000 (NZTIF 1993: 9). 

The Ministry of Tourism has recently produced a discussion paper 

)cussing on the sustainability of tourism in this country (Ministry of Tourism 

992). The paper advocates the development of a mutual relationship between all 

~ctors involved in the tourism industry, specifically; 
"-bringing satisfaction and enrichment to visitors, strengthening a respect for 
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New Zealand's natural areas and historic places, and promoting greater cultural 
appreciation and understanding, and 
-supporting the maintenance and improvement of New Zealand's environment 
and heritage and ensuring its preservation for future generations." 

The paper also calls for tourism to generate jobs and wealth and improve the 

quality of community life (Ministry of Tourism 1992:5). Further, the ministry 

recognises the fact that some wildlife (particularly penguins and whales) are 

susceptible to disturbance by visitors and advocates that the tourism industry work 

with authorities to develop sustainable management practices (Ministry of Tourism 

1992: 5). It also notes that: 
"It is essential that resources be available... for the development and 
management of our natural environment to keep pace with visitor demand, and 
to avoid environmental degradation" (Ministry of Tourism 1992: 6). 

The ministry has therefore explicitly stated its commitment to goals of tourism 

planning and management similar to those which are the focus of this thesis, and 

which have been proposed by Gunn (1988). 

The New Zealand Tourism Board also has a stated commitment to 

ensuring that natural resources are utilised for tourism in a sustainable manner, 

acknowledging that: 
"Tourism growth in New Zealand cannot be at the cost of our natural resources. 
One of our greatest assets in an increasingly green conscious world is our 
pristine environment. The Board accepts the principles of sustainable 
management and environmentally sensitive development" (NZTB no year: 17). 

There is also ·a private sector tourism organisation: the New Zealand 

Tourist Industry Federation (NZTIF). The federation was formed in 1984, and 

grew out of the former national industry body- the National Tourist Association. 

Federation membership includes large operators, regional tourism organisations, 

national associations, and adventure tourism operations and associations (NZTIF 

1993: 13-14). The mission of the federation is "to provide leadership for the tourist 

industry to ensure the growth, value and quality of the New Zealand tourism 

experience" (NZTIF 1993). The federation, like the governmental tourism bodies, 

has endorsed the concept of sustainable tourism in its Code of Environmental 

Principles for Tourism in New Zealand released in 1991-this is detailed in Section 

5.3.2. 

The national tourism administrators have an important role in 

developing policies which give direction to the New Zealand tourism industry. 

Most recently they have embraced the concept of environmentally sustainable 

tourism. Despite this commitment they do not have the regulatory authority to 

enforce environmental regulations, or to ensure that New Zealand's tourism 
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industry abides by the principles which they expound. 

· · In addition to administrators which operate at a national (and in the 

case of promotion, international) scale there are tourism bodies whose major 

functions are to develop and implement strategies focussed on promoting tourism 

on a regional basis. In the South Island these organisations include the 

Christchurch Tourism Council, the West Coast Tourism Council, Kaikoura 

Information and Tourism Incorporated, and Tourism Dunedin. Once again, these 

organisations have no regulatory authority, so their influence on commercial 

wildlife viewing operations tends to be indirect. 

Due to their present structure and functions, New Zealand's tourism 

administrators are unlikely to have a direct effect upon the planning and 

management of individual commercial wildlife viewing tourism operations. They 

may, however, have an indirect effect through the functions of promotion, 

education, cooperation and planning with respect to tourism. The ways in which 

they attempt to fulfil these functions will be examined in more detail in the latter 

half of this chapter. 

5.2.2 Conservation Administrators 

The Department of Conservation (DoC) has a more significant and 

direct role in administering commercial wildlife viewing operations and is one of 

the most important governmental tourism administrators in New Zealand. It is 

charged with administering more than 30% of New Zealand's land area which is 

owned by the Crown and lies within national parks, reserves and conservation 

areas. The department also manages the protection of all of New Zealand's wildlife 

under the Marine Mammals Protection Act 1978 and associated regulations 

(Marine Mammals Protection Regulations 1990 and 1992) and the Wildlife Act 

1953. For these reasons the department has some involvement in the planning and 

management of commercial wildlife viewing operations, as it has authority over the 

resources on which they are based. 

The devolution of power within the department means that 

conservancies (regional administrative areas) exercise considerable authority over 

local issues of resource management and the provision of recreation and tourism 

opportunities in protected areas. While general policies are often developed by the 

head office of the department (in Wellington) it is up to the regional staff to 

administer both policies and legislation as they see fit. Much direct administration 

of tourism operators therefore occurs at the local level. The department also has a 

mission of encouraging sustainable resource use, and is theoretically, by virtue of 
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its pivotal role in New Zealand resource management, in the best possible positi 

to develop and implement policies to this effect. 

While the primary role of the department is to preserve New Zealan 

natural resources for future generations, DoC is also " ... charged with ensuring t 

as many people as possible have the opportunity ... to enjoy our natural heritag 

(Mansfield 1992: 1). While in 1993 the Tourism Board received a funding boost 

$1 Omillion for joint overseas marketing purposes, the Department of Conservat 

receiveq. a funding cut, and as a result does not play as prominent a role in N 

Zealand resource management as could be expected from such a body. Revet 

generation is therefore an important part of the department's work. This 

generally achieved by making New Zealanders pay for the opportunity 

experience some of the country's natural heritage: through the licensing 

concessionaires and charging fees for accommodation in huts in national parks 

example (Booth 1993: 303). The department is fairly favourably disposed to 1 

provision of recreational facilities and activities in protected areas (by itself 

private operations). Consequently it has been criticised by conservationists \\ 

consider that it is too supportive of attempts to increase visitation to our protec 

natural areas (for example Fyson 1991 ). Debate over this point is only likely 

increase in the future, for during 1993 all conservancies were prepar 

department's proactive approach to tourism, and would (amongst other things) 

identify recreation and tourism opportunities that are compatible with the protecti 

of the natural, cultural an~ historic resources" (Department of Conservation 19< 

1). The department acknowledges the criticism in the latest draft of its concessic 

policy, but does little to resolve the debate, saying: 
"The concept of the department publically offering opportunities for concession 
is considered by some to be promoting tourism and therefore outside the 
department's legislative functions (set out in section 6(e) of the Conservation 
Act 1987). Some others believe it should be used in an exceptional situation 
only" (Department of Conservation 1993: 11). 

The other organisations with a part to play in administering ( or rat 

influencing) commercial wildlife viewing operations in New Zealand are n, 
governmental organisations such as the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Soci 

(Forest and Bird), the Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust and Seacare New Zeal. 

Incorporated. Interestingly, these two latter organisations say that helping 

Department of Conservation in its efforts to conserve New Zealand's natl 

resources is one of their goals. For example Seacare (NZ) Incorporated , 

founded partly in order "to assist the Department of Conservation in their mat 

conservation activities and research." These organisations, aware of DoC's lad 
funding, have taken matters into their own hands. They now openly state tl 
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intention to help the department; a move seen as positive by the department's senior 

conservation officer in recreation and tourism, particularly with respect to their 

roles in providing visitor services and developing private conservation strategies: 
"We [the department] can't manage in the future to do all of the things that are 
required for these species or for visitors, so we have to look at cooperative types 
of ventures or. .. supporting other organisations providing the opportunities for 
visitors" (Brian Dobbie pers.comm.). 

The roles and functions of all administrators is somewhat confused 

due to the intermingling of two different strands of policy which emphasize 

s~stainable tourism and increasing tourism numbers. These two potentially 

conflicting goals are also reiterated in the mission statement of the Department of 

Conservation, which is expected to conserve our resources for future generations, 

while 
"to the extent that the use of any natural or historic resource for recreation and 
tourism is not inconsistent with its conservation, to foster the use of natural and 
historic resources for recreation, and to allow their use for tourism" 
(Conservation Act 1987: 7). 

The dichotomy between tourism- and conservation-oriented policies 

must send conflicting messages to tour operators who are expected to encourage 

and cope with more tourists, but in a sustainable and environmentally friendly way. 

If the differences between these two perspectives remain unresolved, the direction 

of commercial wildlife viewing in New Zealand may be governed solely by 

individual operators and may result in a mixture of environmentally sustainable and 

environmentally exploitative operations. While nothing so drastic as this is 

occurring at present, administrators must fulfil their key functions (as depicted in 

Figure 1.8) in order to reconcile the differences between tourism and conservation 

interests, and ensure that wildlife viewing operations in New Zealand remain 

sustainable. 

5.3 Functions of Administrators 

According to O'Fallon (1993: 274), direct central government 

involvement in tourism is geared towards promotion, ensuring natural resources are 

preserved for tourism, and planning to ensure that tourism related resources are not 

overused. More specifically, administrators (like operators and tourists) have a part 

to play in ensuring that tourism development in this country stimulates economic 

rewards, satisfies visitors nd protects the environmental resources on which it is 

based; goals outlined by Gunn (1988- Figure 1.8). The role of administrators is 

crucial because they are expected to ensure that tourism development serves the 

best interests of all New Zealanders. Tourism operators, on the other hand, may 
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take actions of benefit to them but to the detriment of others, for example b 
damaging our natural resources. Administrators seek to fulfil the goals of touris1 

planning and management by undertaking six functions (as outlined in Chapt<: 

One), which will ultimately be of benefit to New Zealand (and New Zealanders 

and which require resources, influence and expertise beyond the scope of individu, 

operators: promotion, education, cooperation, regulation, protection and planning. 

Small owner operated businesses like many of the ventures examine 

in this spidy can not afford the time nor the money necessary for offsho1 
marketing. It is therefore in their interests and indeed in the interests of the who] 
tourism industry that overseas marketing is undertaken by governmental tourisr 
administrators. Administrators may also be called upon the educate all the playe1 

in the tourism industry (i~cluding operators and tourists) as to the principles cruci, 

to developing sustainable tourism. Policies which govern tourism in this countr. 

should accurately represent the range of interests involved; primarily both tourisn 

and conservation perspectives. Administrators from both these standpoints shoul1 

therefore cooperate in order to produce coherent and holistic strategie~ 
Administrators should also play a part in regulating the actions of individua 
operators, particularly with a view to conserving New Zealand's natural resource~ 

The actions of operators should be governed to some extent in order to ensure tha 

they are not incompatible with wider issues such as conservation. As O'Fallo: 

(1993: 279) points out, administrators must make tradeoffs between its appropriat, 

yet conflicting roles such as facilitating tourist flows and protecting natura 

resources- their next function. 

As emphasised previously, administrators are generally relied upon t< 
undertake functions beyond the scope of operators and other sectors of the tourisn 

industry. It is for this reason that they are involved in industry wide functions sucl 

as promotion, education, cooperation and regulation. Administrators are usuall: 
charged with taldng into account all interests and formulating policies that produc, 

the most benefit for the most people; for example protecting our natural resources 
This places administrators such as the Ministry of Tourism, the New Zealanc 

Tourism Board and the Department of Conservation in the best position to develoJ 
planning policies which have wide applicability. 

5.3.1 Promotion 

The promotion of New Zealand and its regions as destinations fo 
tourists is an important function of tourist organisati9ns. According to the Touris 
Industry Federation, promotional efforts by the government may be expected i, 
return for all the money the government receives indirectly from the tourisn 
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industry (from taxes etcetera) and according to O'Fallon (1993: 276), because 
individual operators could not 

"capture a sufficient return to justify their own promotional expenditure 
overseas ... [and because] international promotion is seen as having a strong 
public good element to it." 

The international promotion of New Zealand is mainly accomplished by the NZTB. 

At the subnational scale it is regional or local tourism organisations who fulfil this 
function, in addition to the considerable marketing efforts of individual operators 
and airlines, some of w_hom (particularly the latter) also undertake promotional 
activities overseas. As f'the role of the organisations is to promote the country, 

region or locality as a whole, marketing efforts tend not to focus upon a particular 
natural feature such as wildlife. Commercial wildlife viewing operations do 
however benefit indirectly from some promotions. This country's natural features 

have always been a key focus of overseas promotions, which usually include glossy 
photos of our " ... spectacular and relatively unspoilt environment" (NZTB 1992: 
21). At times wildlife viewing operations have emerged as a key theme of these 
promotions, all " ... under the New Zealand umbrella'' (Peter Reilly, NZTB, pers. 
comm.). Photos of wildlife viewing activities such as whale watching have been 
included in advertising campaigns and at an ecotourism conference in Sweden in 

February 1992 the New Zealand Tourism Board chose to highlight penguins. 

Wildlife viewing operations are also prominent among the operations 
listed in the New Zealand Natural Heritage Guide, which was developed and 
distributed by the tourism board in early 1993 and which will be discussed in more 
detail in Chapter Six. Some operators may also benefit from a recent joint venture 
initiative between the NZTB, the NZ Central Reservations Office, Air New Zealand 
and Southern Heritage Tours. The venture will offer five different tours, each 
focussing upon interpreting New Zealand's natural heritage (New Zealand Tourism 

News May 1993: 6) and will probably incorporate wildlife viewing operations 
already being visited by Southern Heritage Tours. 

The other way in which some wildlife viewing operations may benefit 
from the international promotional efforts of the national tourism board is if they 
are winners of the recently inaugurated Ecotourism Awards, initiated by the NZTB 
in conjunction with Air New Zealand, the Royal Forest and Bird Protection 
Society, Dr. Joachim Fischer (a German travel writer), the New Zealand Adventure 
Centre and Pacific Way magazine (Air New Zealand's inflight magazine). The 
winners of the awards are subsequently promoted overseas through distribution of a 
pamphlet to the NZTB's international offices. In 1993, Paparoa Nature Tours, 
Catlins Wildlife Trackers and Naturequest (which includes a number of wildlife 
viewing operations on its tours) were co-winners of the awards. New Zealand Sea 
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Adventures (a swimming with dolphins enterprise at Kaikoura), Monarch Otag< 

Harbour Cruises, the Otago Peninsula Trust (Taiaroa Head albatross colony), Wil< 

South (Penguin Conservation) and the Alpine Recreation Company Lake Tekap< 

received honorary mentions in the awards, which indeed were dominated b, 

wildlife viewing operations. 

Wildlife viewing operations also benefit from the promotional effort 

of regional organisations, but as with the national tourism board, thes, 

organisati9ns aim to promote the region as a whole rather than specific feature 
f 

such as wildlife. While some regional tourism operations have recognised th, 

potential of wildlife to attract visitors to the area, others (for example on the Wes 

Coast) felt that it was difficult to separate wildlife from the broader context of th, 

natural environment. Promotions in several of the regions did emphasise th, 

natural features of the area, for example on the West Coast ('The West Coast 

Naturally Different'), in Dunedin (brochures of the city feature wildlife operation: 

prominently), Akaroa and Kaikoura. The Kaikoura regional organisation (Kaikour: 

Information and Tourism Incorporated) for example, has plans to add an audi< 

visual centre to its present visitor centre, further emphasising the unique marin1 

wildlife in the area (Sue :Mclnnes, pers. comm.). Although the role of Tourisn 

Dunedin (and other regional organisations) is to promote the attractions of th1 

• • •, 1 ~ "lrll"F . ' . t wno1e area, u aoes encourage operators 1.rom Whu~1i.e v1ewmg operat10ns _1 

accompany it's staff on marketing trips to other New Zealand centres (Jill Cameron 

pers. comm.). 

There has not yet been a regional or national marketing effort that ha 

focussed specifically upon wildlife. This is partly due to the role of the tourisn 

board and regional organisations as promoters of a generic tourism product rathe 

than of particular features. An emphasis upon particular features could, howeve1 

attract a great many tourists. The board has thus far been content to attract 'expe1 

specialist' ecotourists to New Zealand through specifically targeted joint venturei 

such as one recently developed in conjunction with Southern Heritage Toun 

While this and other tours may prove to be successful, wildlife are an important an 

distinctive feature of New Zealand's natural environment and could be marketed a 

such both domestically and internationally. At present there exists only on 

promotion based exclusively on wildlife- a pamphlet developed by a number c 

Dunedin tourism operators (Section 3.3.1, Plate 4.1). Many tourists in Ne, 

Zealand visit wildlife viewing operations and many more could be attracted to vis 

New Zealand by wildlife based promotions both here and overseas. 



5.3.2 Education 

Education, particularly of tourists and operators, is vital to the 

sustainable development of tourism in this country. Informing all parties involved 

in tourism of their respective roles is critical to attaining the goals of planning and 

management strategies. Tourists must be aware, for example, of what is 

'appropriate' behaviour, both at specific sites and more generally with respect to 

travelling throughout the country. Operators of commercial wildlife viewing 

attractions must be well• informed about the needs of the wildlife, and about what 

they should be doing in order to ensure that tourism development is 

environmentally and culturally appropriate and sustainable. Administrators should 

be responsible for providing sound advice to operators about how best to inform 

their tourists and run their operations, as administrators usually have better access 

to pertinent information about the management of wildlife and tourism from both 

overseas and national sources. One of the best ways to inform operators about how 

to manage their tourism attractions is through generalised codes of practice, which 

go beyond mission statements in favour of environmentally sustainable tourism 

development and outline ways in which operators can achieve these principles. 

Neil Plimmer, the executive director of the Ministry of Tourism, 

recently advocated the development of environmental codes of practice which he 

believes will contribute towards the establishment of a partnership between tourism 

and the environment. He says three types of codes are important to building this 

relationship; those addressed to the individual tourist, those which indicate ways of 

ensuring environmental protection or sustainable development, and those which are 

related to the technical operations of businesses ( address to the Globe '92 

Conference, Ministry of Tourism newsletter June 1992: 2). 

The need for the development of policies encouraging a partnership 

between the environment and tourism is an idea also recognised by the body which 

represents the diversity of interests that comprise the tourism industry- the New 

Zealand Tourist Industry Federation. In 1991 the federation released its Code of 

Environmental Principles for Tourism in New Zealand, which were intended to be 

the first step in an educational process 
"... designed to demonstrate the interdependence of tourism and the 
environment and to emphasise the advantages to both the industry and the 
environment if an effective working relationship is developed" (NZTIF 1991). 

The code details the need for environmental protection, assessment, monitoring and 

cooperation with resource managers in determining the path and pace of tourism 

development. It also recognises the importance of teaching the management and 

staff of tourism attractions about conservation principles and environmental 
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awareness and enhancing visitor appreciation and understanding of the natun 

environment through the provision of accurate interpretation and information. Th 

principles developed by the federation encompass the important ideas behin 

environmentally sustainable development. Unfortunately the federation does nc 

require its members to adhere to or even support the guidelines, and while som 

people have voiced support for the ideas in the code, according to Tony Stanifor 

(the outgoing chief executive of the federation) the response from the touris1 

industry itself has been " ... a big yawn" (Staniford, pers. comm.). The Pacific Asi 

Travel ¼sociation (PAT A) has also developed a similar Code for Environmental, 

Responsible Tourism (see Appendix E), but as with the federation code, acceptanct 

interpretation and implementation of the code is up to individual operators. 

The need for educating operators has already been recognised by th 

Department of Conservation, which may help to develop their interpretatior 

producing information panels which the operator pays for (for example at Whit 

Heron Sanctuary Tours). The flow of information from the department to th 

operators may be reciprocated if the operator has observed something of interest t 

the department (the skipper of the Canterbury Cat, for instance, will alert local Dot 

staff if a sick dolphin is seen). Unfortunately, the department has yet to release an 

code similar to that presented by the federation, which would inform operato1 

department actually has a great deal of input into a number of operations which ar 

based on Crown land, through the Draft Concessions Policy 1993. The polic~ 

currently in its third stage of revision, presents the goals of the department an 

details the respective roles of the department and concessionaires, the process c 

applying for a concession (including the need for an environmental impa< 

assessment), and the conditions of concessions (including the development c 

facilities and the operators' role in helping tourists to understand the value of tt 

natural resources). The important ideals encompassed in the concessions polic 

are, however, not enforceable for operations based on private land or those whic 

are sea based. The concessions policy is therefore only really applicable to bird 

and then only those which inhabit protected areas. A policy statement from tl 

department which encompassed all tourism operations, and suggested gener; 

guidelines for their development would perhaps be of value. The department di 

offer a strategy for the sustainable management of all tourism for public comme1 

in 1991 (DoC 1991). Unfortunately, while it took pains to define a number , 

terms used in the strategy (such as 'tourism' and 'attractions'), the department d 

not define the word 'sustainable.' The strategy outlined principles which it sa 

should govern tourism (Table 5 .1) and techniques for reducing visitor impacts 

areas managed by the department. Such principles should perhaps be brought 

the attention of all operators. 
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1 . It should be consistent with the provisions of the statute under which the land is 
managed and should not conflict with the purpose for which the land is held. 

2. It should follow relevant conservation policies to conserve resources and protect the 
environment including plants and animals. 

3. It should be managed in such a way that natural and cultural areas are protected and 
where possible, enhanced. 

4. It should increase visitors enjoyment. 

5. It should be consisfent with regional and district tourism objectives and, where 
practicable, contribute to the economic and social well-being of local communities. 

6. Where structures are proposed, their scale, siting, design and management should be 
in keeping with the landscape. major alterations to the landscape are unacceptable. 

7. It should be consistent with the range of visitor opportunities appropriate for the area 
and must be consistent with management plans of Conservation Management Strategies 
for each area. 

8. It should, where possible, encourage an understanding of the Maori lifestyle, customs, 
beliefs and traditions that relate to areas managed by the Department. 

9. The activity should use information, interpretative techniques and marketing 
opportunities to deepen people's enjoyment, understanding and concern for areas 
managed by the Department. 

Table 5.1 Guiding principles for tourism in areas managed by the Department of 
Conservation (Doc 1991). 

The interpretation offered at operations studied here is for the most 
part accurate and suited to clients. One way of educating tourists which has not yet 

been developed at any of these operations is the use of a code, of conduct for 

visitors. Such codes are an important management tool (Section 1.2). They have 
been implemented by a number of operators overseas (see Dowling 1991, Tourism 

Industry Association of Canada et al 1991, appendices in Yee 1992) and closer to 
home. The most notable New Zealand example is the code developed by the 

Department of Conservation in conjunction with the Tasmanian Department of 

Parks, Wildlife and Heritage, tour operators, non governmental organisations and 
the (then) DSIR Antarctic Division for the SubAntarctic Islands. The code 
specifies visitor impact management criteria (for instance limits to numbers) and 

includes a Minimum Impact Code for Visitors which tells tourists what is expected 
of them (Table 5.2). A similar code for visitors was being developed by the 

Department of Conservation and the Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust during 1993 for 
tourists watching the penguins independently on the Otago Peninsula, and is 

sponsored by Papermakers (Table 5.3). The code is to be distributed at 

backpackers' hostels, the Department of Conservation shop, the Yellow-Eyed 
Penguin Trust Offices and the Dunedin Visitor Centre. 
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particularly important where wildlife are concerned, not least because some wildlife 

are particularly susceptible to disturbance by humans, but also because the) 

reinforce the need for (and importance of) appropriate behaviour to tourists. 

New Zealand's SubAntarctic Island Nature Reserve 
Visitor Guidelines 

Minimum Impact Code 

- Animal 8f1d plant quarantine- All footwear and clothing is checked and cleaned before 
and following each separate island visit. All ships and gear checked for roden1 
quarantine. 
-No disturbance or removal of any plant, animal or rock specimens 
-No collecting of any specimens or souvenirs is permitted (eg. historic artefacts) 
-No rubbish of any kind may be left on islands (eg. film packages, tissues, orange peels) 
-No avian food products are permitted ashore to reduce risk of spreading diseases tc 
birds 
-Individual space of wildlife must be respected at all times 

- all animals have the right of way 
- visitors must get no closer than five metres to all wildlife 
- visitors must not surround or offer food to any animals 
- noise must be kept to a minimum particularly around nesting birds 

-Visitors to keep to formed tracks and boardwalks where provided to minimise damage 
to fragile peat soils and plants · 
-No toilet facilities are provided on any island 
-No smoking is permitted ashore 
-Overnight visits are not permitted 

Table 5.2 (Sanson 1992). 

Penguin Watching Code 

1. Do not go close to the penguins as they are easily stressed. You will see more norm 
preening behaviour if the penguin cannot see you. 

12. Walk along the back of the beach and then hide. If you walk out on the beach t~ 
penguins will stay out to sea, using up valuable · energy and food stores. This 
particularly important when they are wanting to come in and feed their young. 

13. Talk quietly and use a viewing hide if available, as these are well positioned to vie 
penguins without disturbing them. 

14. The best viewing times are two hours before sunset and just after sunrise. 
15. Never approach a moulting penguin, as it needs to conserve its energy. Also, ye 

may drive it into the sea where it cannot survive without its normal waterproof coat. 
6. Never go into the nest sites. At crucial times, adults may abandon their eggs or th( 

young chicks if easily disturbed . 

... Papermakers supports the Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust in making visitors aware of h< 
to observe penguins without disturbing them. 

Table 5.3 (Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust and Department of Conservation 1992, draft). 
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General and site specific codes and guidelines such as these can be a 
particularly valuable tool in developing tourism which satisfies tourists, makes 

money and conserves the environment on which it is based. General guidelines 

may help to resolve the differences in emphasis between tourism and conservation 

interests on a practical level. Educating all the parties involved in tourism is a 

positive and crucial step towards effective planning and management. At present 

this function is only being partly fulfilled by administrators, primarily on a site 

specific basis, with the exception of the NZTIF and PAT A codes and Department 

of Conservation policies J;which at present are restricted in scope to birds inhabiting 

protected land). More generally applicable guidelines for the implementation of the 
principles of environmentally sustainable tourism, particularly with respect to 

wildlife viewing (aspects to be considered in initiating monitoring programmes and 
developing facilities and interpretation, for instance), would be valuable. 

5.3.3 Cooperation 

Given the present differences in perspective evident among New 

Zealand's tourism administrators between environmentally sustainable development 

and maximising the economic benefits of tourism, it is vital that representatives 

from both perspectives are able to cooperate and contribute equally to the 
development of tourism policy. 

While those parties with an influence upon tourism in this country 

have yet to present a united front in terms of policy, there appear to be a number of 

forums for discussion between conservation and tourism interests. The most 
significant is the Conservation/ Tourism Liaison Group, which meets 

approximately three times a year and includes representatives from the Tourist 

Industry Federation, the Tourism Board, the Conservation Concessionaires 

Association and the Department of Conservation's recreation and tourism division 

(DoC 1991: 12). In addition, the federation has two representatives on the New 
Zealand Conservation Authority (which convenes the Liaison Group), and 

representatives on the Coastal Policy Committee and the Ministry for the 
Environment Advisory Group (NZTIF 1993: 12). 

The Federation also had input into the Department of Conservation's 

Draft Strategy for Managing Tourism 1991, although it subsequently criticised the 
strategy for not being sufficiently tourism oriented. The federation believed the 
strategy was 

" .. .inadequate in order to manage the tremendous pressures which will come on 
department land if the three-million-visitors- target by the year 2000 is realised. 
The Federation believes the department must become more proactive in 
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managing tourism flows if it is to protect the very environment people travel the 
world to see" (NZTIF 1992: 6). 

The Department of Conservation has responded to this criticism by moving toward~ 

a more proactive approach, with the development of Conservation Managemen 

Strategies for each conservancy. Some of these strategies actually identify area~ 

suitable for tourism development- evidence of the department's more proactiv 

stance regarding tourism, although the department has never endorsed the goal 01 

three million international tourists by the year 2000. At the conservancy leve 

Department of Conservation staff regularly attend tourism sector conferences .. 
seminars and meetings (DoC 1991a: 13). More recently, cooperation with tourisrr 

int~rests has produced some tangible results, with the publication in July 1993 of:: 

discussion document produced by the NZTB in conjunction with the Department oJ 

Conservation, some tour operators and other interested organisations including tht: 

NZTIF. The document examines the use of the conservation estate by internationa: 

visitors (NZTB and DoC 1993). While a positive move towards cooperative policy 

making, this document still represents a disjointed approach, not least because 

domestic use of the conservation estate comprises up to 40% of visitors at maj01 

attraction and 55% of trampers surveyed in national parks during 1990/1 (NZTB 

and DoC 1993: 8,10). 

With respect to wildlife viewing tourism, there have been no attempt1 

at cooperative policy making at least at the national level. At the regional level 

the administration of wildlife viewing enterprises consistently involves somt: 

internal cooperation between the recreation and tourism and protected specie~ 

divisions of the Department of Conservation, For both marine mammals and bird~ 

(the latter only on protected land), the Department of Conservation has authorit) 

over tourism associated with the wildlife, and must balance both developmental anc 

conservation interests when allowing permits or concessions to be issued. 

The external and internal cooperation between tourism an< 

conservation interests which currently occurs should be continued, and shoulc 

ideally produce more tangible results such as the recent NZTB and DoC polic) 

document, which present a comprehensive view that has yet to emerge in all area! 

of tourism policy. At present it appears that this function is being pursued b) 

administrators, although it has yet to result in comprehensive policies or strategie: 

which refer explicitly to wildlife viewing. 

5.3.4 Regulation 

As O'Fallon (1993: 276) points out central government is usuall: 

charged with preserving and protecting the environment. As a result, th1 
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Department of Conservation has some regulatory capabilities which are designed to 

ensure natural (tourism) resources are not harmed by operators eager to make 

money regardless of the damage they may do to the environment in the process. 

The department's regulatory capabilities extend to marine mammal based 

operations and wildlife viewing operations which focus on birds located in 

protected areas. 

The Marine Mammals Protection Act 1978 was initially intended to 

refer to the unlawful killl.ng of, or causing injury to the mammals. It was amended 

in 1990 (and again in 1992) with the specific purpose of regulating operations 

focussed upon whale watching and swimming with dolphins and seals. The new 

regulations require operators to have permits from the department and also regulate 

aspects of the operations such as the direction from which operators should 

approach the mammals, how close they should approach and the speed of approach 

(Figure 5.1). 
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operate al a constant slow speed (less than that 
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No vessels may go within 300 metres of a whale 
if there are already three vessels in that area 
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Figure 5.1 Whale watching guidelines in New 2.ealand (MMPR 1992). 
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No vessels can go within the 
200 metre limit if the whale is 
female and is accompanied 
by a calf or calves. 

No aircraft can fly below 
150 metres above sea level 

Note: the word 'vessels' refers to 
boats, aeroplanes and 
helicopters operating below 
600 metres above sea level. 

The regulation of whale watching and swimming with dolphin 

operations was therefore initiated relatively rapidly after the operations were 
developed, and referred specifically to the viewing of wildlife by commercial 

operators. Under the regulations even operators who ran existing attractions for 

which permits had not previously been required had to apply for them (for example 
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Canterbury Cat Cruises). All operators coming into contact with marine mamma 

are subject to some degree of regulation, although monitoring has been initiated c 

a relatively informal basis in Kaikoura only. Department of Conservation staff toe 

whale watching trips there incognito, and subsequently reported on the actions < 

the operators, despite the fact that for many staff it was their first whale watchir 

trip. 

The regulations passed by the Department of Conservation wei 

similar !11 many respects to those developed elsewhere in order to contr, 

commercial whale watching operations and avoid or limit disturbance of n 
mammals. In both the United States and Australia, regulations related to tt 

direction and speed of approach of the whale watching boats (Figure 5.2). 

DIRECTION 
OF WHALE 
MOVEMENT 

WHALE AW RENESS ZONE 

--+---I- CLOSEAPPAOlCHZONE 

300' 
Maximum 3 vessels 

STAND-BY ZONE 

600' 

Avoid excessive speed or 
Sudden Course Change 
Aircraft stay above 1000' 

1300' 
(One quarter mile) 

One boat at a time 
'No wake' speed 

Figure 5.2 Whale watching guidelines in the US (Beach and Weinrich 1989: 87). 

In Australia the guidelines were prepared by the Australian Nation 

Parks and Wildlife Service in conjunction with whale watching operators, cetace, 

researchers and conservation groups (Tucker 1989: 10, Figures 5.3a and b) and tl 

National Marine Fisheries Service (an arm of the National Oceanic ai 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)) in the United States followed a simil 
programme of consultation before proposing its regulations in 1987 (Tyack 198 

10). A common feature of all three sets of guidelines (for the United Stat{ 

Australia and New Zealand) is the setting of a key distance within which to 
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)perators may not approach the whales; an aspect of regulation generally 

tcknowledged to be a crucial management tool designed to mitigate the adverse 

1ffects of whale watching (Atkins and Swartz 1989: 18). 

~ .(1 
speed 

no more than 
three vessels 

Figures 5.3a and b Whale watching guidelines in Australia (Tucker 1989: 10). 

300m 
(1000ft) 

The New Zealand guidelines differ from those elsewhere with respect 

to this distance. In New Zealand commercial marine mammal operators can 

approach whales to 50 metres (MMPR 1992: l 0). In Australia the limit is l 00 

metres (Tucker 1989: 10), and in most of the US it is 100 yards (~109 metres) 

(Edington and Edington 1986: 49, Beach and Weinrich 1989: 87). In Glacier Bay, 

Alaska (and in Hawaii), the limit has been extended to ¼ mile ( ~463 metres), 

because the humpback whales there appear to be particularly vulnerable to repeated 

disturbance by vessels. The whales had· even been found to leave the area in years 

when vessel traffic increased (Edington and Edington 1986: 49-50, Baker et al 

1989). In fact Tyack (1989: 106) argues that NOAA research in the United States 

had found evidence of whales avoiding boats up to l-2km away, and only set a 

limit of l 00 yards in order to avoid adversely affecting the business of commercial 

whale watching operators. A study at Kaikoura (MacGibbon 1991: 45) also found 

that 11 
••• many" whales were evading boats as far away as 2km. Other research has 

found that reactions to vessels differ between species and individuals (Section 

1.3.2). As the whales in New Zealand are sperm whales rather than humpbacks 

(which are viewed in the United States and Australia), comparisons such as these 

may not be valid. Still, the Department of Conservation had not conducted any 

research into the Kaikoura whales and their responses to vessel traffic before the 

regulations were developed initially in 1990. The most recent and relevant studies 

were conducted only immediately after the commercial killing of whales in New 
Zealand waters was halted (Gaskin 1964, 1970 and 1971). One possible reason for 

the reduced distance limit relates to the activities of the whales and the ability with 

which they may be seen from boats. Both humpback and grey whales participate in 
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aerial displays (Figure 1.2) which makes them visible from a considerable distance 

while sperm whales merely show their flukes when diving. Whatever the reason 

the New Zealand regulations appear less stringent than those adopted elsewhere. 

In addition to the regulations which govern the operator's behaviou 

on the water, all of the operators with permits under the Marine Mammal 

Protection Regulations 1990 are restricted in terms of the frequency with whicl 
they can take tourists to view the mammals by conditions specified on the permit~ 

Each opeiator may only run a specified the number of trips per day ( or week), i 

order that the mammals are disturbed as infrequently as possible, while sti" 

allowing the operators to ,make a living. Operators are reprimanded by th 

Department of Conservation if they do not abide by these regulations, and if caugh 

may have their permit revoked. New Zealand Sea Adventures at Kaikoura, fc 

example, can take a maximum of eight swimming with dolphin trips per weel 

while the limit for Kaikoura Tours is 16 boat trips each day. Originally this mear 

that each boat could be run four times each day. After the bigger boat ( U ruao) wa 

commissioned, Kaikoura Tours renegotiated the permit conditions so that it ma 

take 5-6 of these 16 trips. In theory, this means that the whales are viewed f 

frequently as before, but by more people at once as Uruao can take 32 passenge1 
while the smaller boats only carry 12. 

The Department of Conservation has the power to set limits and 1 

ensure that operators adhere to them. In February 1993 a complaint was laid wi1 

the department, alleging that NZ Sea Adventures, had taken a number of tri1 

exceeding its weekly limit. In September the department released a preliminru 

report on the matter (although the operator denied the allegations). The repo 

called for an amendment to the operators' permit (allowing Sea Adventures ton 

only one trip per day), and also indicated that the operator's application for a perrr 

to swim with dolphins in the Malborough Sounds was unlikely to be grant< 

(Holland 1993: 3). 

The Department of Conservation has comprehensive regulato 

authority over the commercial operations concerned with marine mammals. It al 

exerts considerable authority over the operations which are based within ( or trav 

through) land afforded statutory protection under either the National Parks A 

1980 or the Reserves Act 1977 for its natural or wildlife values. Operators wl 

guide visitors onto Crown Land are required under law to have gained permissi, 
to do so from the department. This permission comes in the form of a concessic 

Three operators included in this study hold concessions: Catlins Wildlife Tracke 

Okarito Nature Tours and White Heron Sanctuary Tours. In each case, t 

operators must supply a record of the numbers of tourists who enter crown land 
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the local conservancy of the department, and pay a fee to the department calculated 
according to these numbers. 

At White Heron Sanctuary Tours the department's role is more 

comprehensive as the colony which visitors view is within a nature reserve (which 

has the highest legal protection of any Crown Land in New Zealand). Because it is 

an area of considerable intrinsic value the colony is the subject of ongoing 

monitoring by the department. The numbers of birds, nests and chicks are recorded 

each year and photo poipts have been set up at bends in the river along which the 

jetboat transports visitors into the colony in order to determine whether this is 

causing excessive erosion of the river bank. In addition to this careful monitoring 

which will determine the effects of the operation upon the birds (if any), the 

Department of Conservation has (as with the marine mammal operations) set a 

carrying capacity. This limits the number of people whom the operator can 

transport into the reserve each day to 72 people (6 boat loads). As at Kaikoura, the 

limit was largely governed by managemental factors. With each trip lasting 

approximately two and a half hours, four trips was probably the maximum number 

of trips that could be run each day at Kaikoura, particularly in winter. Similarly in 

the height of the tourist season at Whataroa the operator could probably only run 

six trips each day. The limit does restrict the operation to only one boat; but this is 

also aoorooriate for manaQement reasons as the viewinQ hide is not larn·e enomrh to 
.&. .... .... ._., '-' - - ----o ---- --o-- --

cater to twenty four people at once, and the width, depth and shape of the river is 

such that two boats would have difficulty in passing each other at most points. The 

crucial limit was initially considerably smaller; a maximum of only 30 people a day 

(DoC 1988: 1), but has only been raised while monitoring has indicated that the 

trips have had no impact upon the birds. 

The Department of Conservation, then, is able to regulate both marine 

mammal based operations, and those operations which utilize Crown Land. When 

operators are based on private land, or do not come into contact with marine 

mammals, the situation is completely different. The department has no authority 

over operations such as Monarch Otago Harbour Cruises. The only permit 

required by this operator is one from the Ministry of Transport in order to carry 

passengers (this permit is also required by the other boat based operations). 

In theory, the department does have authority over the bird based 

operations on private land under the Wildlife Act 1953. In practice, however, the 

department really has the power to intervene only when the actions of the operator 

are having a direct and obvious effect upon the wildlife. The act prohibits the 

injury and harassment of wildlife and people can be prosecuted under the act for 

actions which cause obvious harm to the wildlife. The act is similar in this respect 
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to the Marine Mammals Protection Act 1978. That act was found to be insufficien 

to cope with the intricacies of human- wildlife contact which occur wit 

commercial tourism operations- hence the associated regulations were passec 

Similarly, the Wildlife Act 1953 is visibly deficient in its ability to regulate th 

actions of commercial wildlife viewing operations in two major ways. Firstly, 

prosecution under the act for causing detrimental effects (either behavioural o 

reproductive) which are cumulative and long term would probably be difficul 

given that evidence of such effects would be difficult to gather, and proving 'caus 

and effecr.' would be almost impossible. As the department is not monitoring sue 

operations, adverse effects would be difficult to recognise and even harder to prov 

in a court of law. In addition, the act does not cover alterations to the habitat of th 

wildlife which have the potential to be as detrimental to the species as direct injur: 

or harassment. The Department of Conservation therefore has no authority ove 

any manipulation of wildlife habitat (positive or otherwise) which may b, 

associated with the development of tourism activities. 

This is particularly important in the South Island where som, 

significant wildlife habitats have no legal protection, for example several yellow 

eyed penguin colonies, little blue penguin colonies, part of the black petrel colon: 

on the West Coast, and a number of wetlands rich in birdlife such as Te Waihor 

(Lake Ellesmere) and the Okarito Lagoon. Given these facts, the growin; 

popularity of commercial wildlife viewing operations in the South Island ani 

· elsewhere (notably Stewart Island, the SubAntarctic Islands and Antarctica), am 

the haste with which the Marine Mammal Protection Act 1978 was amended due t< 

the development of tourism operations, it would seem that amendment of th, 

Wildlife Act 1953 is required. Regulations relating to the proximity with whicl 

visitors can approach wildlife, monitoring requirements, determination of carryin. 

capacities or limits of acceptable change and the extent to which the habitat of th 

wildlife may be modified by operators are four aspects of management that coul 

be included in any such amended legislation. While no immediate problems appea 

to exist with present operators, additional operations may be developed c 

cumulative problems associated with present sites may become evident in th 

future. Under the present legislation the Department of Conservation can do littl 

to avoid such impacts, or prosecute the people responsible. As Brian Dobbic 

Senior Conservation Officer, recreation and tourism division (now Visitor Services 

admits: 
"there is little the department can do except seek cooperation [from the 
operators] for the greater good of the species, and also to... encourage 
organisations [and operators] to see the long term view rather than the short 
term view," 

and when habitat is being altered, possibly to the detriment of the species, 
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"all we can do is advocate through the resource management process (under the 
Resource Management Act 1991 ] ... basically for those effects on the habitat to 
be mitigated." 

[n the worst case scenario, a heritage order can be gained for the land (Dobbie, pers . 

.:omm., emphasis added). 

The Department of Conservations' lack of authority under the Wildlife 

Act 1953 therefore limits its ability to ensure that commercial wildlife viewing 

)perations do not adversely affect the wildlife, particularly those associated with 
•• 

Jirds. The administrative function of regulation of operators is therefore only being 

Jartially fulfilled at present due to the incomplete powers of the Department of 
::::onservation. 

;.3.5 Protection 

As the body charged with the conservation of New Zealand's natural 

md historic resources, the Department of Conservation is once again the 

1dministrator with the most input into the goal of protecting the resources upon 

..vhich commercial wildlife viewing tourism is based. As noted already, a key 

·actor which governs the department's ability to protect resources is its regulation of 

)perators, which is in turn dependent upon the type of wildlife viewed and the 

enure of the land on which the bird oriented operations are located. Crown 

>wnership of the resources which are located in reserves, national parks or wildlife 

,anctuaries means that the Department of Conservation will have direct authority 

wer any related tourism activities and usually means that monitoring of the 

·esources continues, but protection of resources on private land is more difficult. 

The complexities involved with ensuring the protection of wildlife 

nhabiting unprotected areas is aptly demonstrated by the case of yellow-eyed 

Jenguins on the Otago Peninsula. The lack of legal protection for the penguins is 

Jartly due to the fact that the links between the wildlife and their habitat were not 

;!early recognised until after the Wildlife Act 1953 was passed. In addition, it was 

10t realised that penguin numbers were so low until research was conducted by the 

Jepartment of Conservation. The penguin breeding colonies are not 

seographically concentrated (like the albatrosses and herons), but are spread over 

rn area stretching from Southland to Banks Peninsula in Canterbury and occur on a 

·mmber of privately owned farms. This has meant that a considerable amount of 

and would have to be bought before all habitats were fully protected, although 

,ome farmers (including the McGrouthers) have signed a protective covenant with 

he Queen Elizabeth II Trust. This situation is further complicated by the fact that 

)n parts of the Otago Peninsula, particularly Cape Saunders (Figure 3.2), there is no 
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Queen's Chain (a strip along .the New Zealand coastline owned by the Crown), ~ 

farmers own the land right down to the water's edge. This has further reduced ti 

ability of the Department of Conservation to ensure that penguin habitats are n 

disturbed, and has aroused concern among some conservationists, particularly ti 

Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust. The trust, in conjunction with the Department , 

Conservation, the Dunedin City Council, the World Wide Fund for Nature and ti 

Otakou runanga, has succeeded in gaining legal protection for a number of areas < 

the Peninsula such as Okia Flat and Victory Beach, Sandfly Bay, Allans Beach a, 

Boulder Beach (Figure 3.2). The trust has raised money with which it intends 
•' 

buy any penguin· habitat which comes onto the market, partly because it recognis 

that such a move is difficult or impossible for an under funded Department , 

Conservation. 

The situation is complex: some areas have reserve status while othe 

have a QE II covenant and others remain solely in the hands of farmers. Tl 

Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust also has an important role in publicising the plight , 

the yellow-eyed penguin and in aiding the protection of the species. For reas01 

previously outlined (Section 3.3.3), the trust is not particularly supportive of tl 

habitat manipulation strategies implemented at the yellow-eyed pengu 

commercial viewing operations. As a result the trust has little, if any, input in 

management strategies implemented there, and concentrates instead upon managi, 

other areas which the penguins inhabit (in lesser numbers). The operatrn 

correspondingly, have little if any input into trust and Department of Conservati< 

strategies. Ensuring adequate protection for all penguins under such circumstanc, 

is difficult and would be significantly easier if all habitats had legal protecti< 

under the Wildlife Act 1953, and as a result, Department of Conservati< 

management. 

The Department of Conservation's lack of practical regulato 

authority over all tourism operations based on wildlife (and indeed, otb 

environmental resources) has led to the involvement of non governmern 

organisations besides the Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust, such as Seacare :t' 

Incorporated. This organisation is actively involved in rescuing seals in the ar 

which have become caught in nets or entangled in rubbish and also keeps a cast 

eye on local marine mammal based tourism operations, keeping track of the numc 

of trips they run per day or week, and their behaviour around the mammals. ( 

occasion, Seacare has brought information to the attention of the local DepartmE 

of Conservation staff, in order that operators may be warned. 

The Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society has also been active 

Kaikoura; it was the principal agent behind the proposal for a Marine Reserve 
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the area,_ a proposal apparently supported by the local tour operators. Forest and 
Bird also help Seacare in coastal clean-ups, contributed to the Coastal Resource 

Management Strategy and helped instigate an honourable agreement with local 
fishermen to halt purse seining for kowhai because dolphins were reportedly being 
trapped in the nets. Like Seacare, Forest and Bird keep a casual eye on operators to 

ensure that they are sensitive to the environment, but have no concerns about those 

being run at present. According to Barry Dunnett, the chairman of the local section 
of Forest and Bird, the society is only likely to become concerned about the marine 
mammals if new operators started up who are not as conservation-oriented as those 
presently operating in the area (Dunnett pers. comm.). There is a possibility of this 
happening, for New Zealand Sea Adventures was on the market during the winter 
of 1993. despite the interest of locals in establishing whale watching operations, 
however, no buyer was forthcoming. Non governmental conservation organisations 
are therefore playing a major part in ensuring that wildlife in New Zealand are 
protected from any threats to their survival, including unscrupulous tour operators. 

Another key aspect of protection already discussed is the need for 
long term monitoring and indeed long term planning and effective management of 
environmental resources such as wildlife (Section 4.3.3). The long term possibility 
of inducing behavioural changes in wildlife through visitation, for instance, must be 
predicted and taken into account when operations are developed. This requires the 
expertise of specifically qualified wildlife experts and the integration of their 

biological knowledge into tourism plans. Such experts are employed by the 
Department of Conservation in the protected species division, but as yet their skills 
are not fully utilised due to the lack of total legal protection for wildlife and their 
habitat. 

The regularity of contact between operators and wildlife often leads to 
an understanding of the needs and behaviour of the animals, albeit on anecdotal 
rather than scientific evidence. Tourism operators, like amateur birdwatch~rs, can 
be a great source of information and can be encouraged to undertake more 
formalised monitoring of the species in order to facilitate the collection of scientific 
information. Whale watching operators in Western Australia, for example, are 
encouraged to note the location and other details of whale sightings, and report this 

to authorities (Western Fisheries 1990). Information such as this could contribute 
significantly to the protection of a species. A pilot with Air Tours Kaikoura (run by 
the local aero club) has a similar database but the results are not collected by the 
department nor any other groups. If similar information had been collected and 
corroborated by other operators in the area, the Department of Conservation could 
have been provided with more comprehensive and longer term information about 
the effect of tourism on the whales and dolphins. The major study on the whales 
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was conducted from a yacht which was not fast enough to catch up to every whal 

sighted, and measurements were only taken over two and a half months. The use ( 

operators in gathering research data is important for the protection of the wildlif1 

and information collection programmes have been implemented elsewhere wit 

some success. Such practices should be implemented where possible i 

conjunction with the local Department of Conservation staff, so that results coul 

contribute to a comprehensive database on New Zealand's wildlife. 

... The protection of wildlife in the South Island is therefore a compk 

process, involving the Department of Conservation, non governmental conservatic 

organisations and individual land owners. At present all wildlife appear to t 
adequately protected from the adverse attention of tourists. Unfortunately if Ian 

containing significant wildlife populations is sold to people with no respect for th 

intrinsic values of the wildlife, the Department of Conservation is practicall 

powerless to intervene. The Wildlife Act 1953 is the key to the protection c 

wildlife in New Zealand, but is as yet inadequate to cope with the complexity c 

issues associated with the development of commercial wildlife viewing tourism 

5.3.6 Planning 

Essentially, all the functions of administrators could be achieved i 

conjunction with operators and other interested parties through effective plannin 

which took into account all the recommendations made thus far, for example 

implementing visitor surveys and long term monitoring, and having a 

administrator with comprehensive regulatory powers. A tourism master plan coul 

clarify the roles and functions of each group involved in tourism (tourists, operat01 

and conservation and tourism oriented administrators). Ideally, each party involve 

in tourism, regardless of whether they were charged with developing policy c 

running an operation, should be aware of the roles they should fulfil. They shoul 

be aware of the principles of sustainable tourism development (that is, sociall~ 

culturally and ecologically sustainable) and how to implement them. In oth{ 

words, they should be aware of how they can protect the environment, whil 

facilitating its use and benefiting economically from this. 

A comprehensive approach such as this has been developed in Britis 

Columbia, Canada. A raft of reports developed there address the issue c 

sustainable tourism development and outline the ways in which each party involve 

in tourism can help achieve that goal (for example, Ethos Consulting et al 199 

Industry, Science and Technology Canada et al 1991, Tourism Industry Associatio 

of Canada et al 1991, Nelson et al 1993). New Zealand has yet to develop such 

plan, but would undoubtedly benefit from such a comprehensive and coordinate 
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approach. This would probably result in a more consistent approach to tourism 

policy in this country-a move which would ultimately benefit both the industry and 
the environment. 

At present there are no national scale plans which relate to tourism 

· development in New Zealand. According to Pearce (1992: 169), "Preparation for 

one was begun in the early l 980s but what finally emerged was a watered down 

Issues and Policies discussion report." There have, however, been some regional 

plans; some tourism o,riented, others focussed towards conservation. Most South ,. 
Island regional tourism organisations promote the region in which they are located 

rather than just the city in which they are based, and as such have plans and 

promotions which project an image of the whole area- a somewhat informal 

regional tourism plan. On the West Coast a Pacific Asia Travel Association Task 

Force Report was developed in 1988 which provided guidelines for the future 

development of tourism in the region and enabled the region to obtain financial 

support from the government to follow them through (Pearce 1992: 179). 

In addition to these tourism organisation initiatives, the Department of 

Conservation is also developing Conservation Management Strategies for each 

conservancy (Section 5.3.3) which identify areas suitable for tourism based on 

natural features. There is also a significant amount of planning at the local level in 

New Zealand, particularly by the Department of Conservation. Each national park 

or nature reserve is required to have a management plan which considers the 

possible development of tourism. . In addition, the department's species 

conservation strategies also consider tourism options. The prime example of this is 

the strategy for yellow eyed penguins which not only identifies areas of habitat 

which the department believes are unsuitable for tourism, but also those that are 
(DoC 1991b). 

There is, then, a significant amount of local and regional planning 

which refers (indirectly) to wildlife. Formal national level plans are lacking, 

although various related policies have been developed. 

5 .4 Conclusions 

At present, New Zealand administrative bodies are coping with the 

planning and management of commercial wildlife viewing operations. Some 

progress has been made towards carrying out all of the functions expected of 

administrators, particularly those which focus upon education and cooperation. 

The other functions- promotion, regulation, protection and planning- are at present 

only incompletely implemented by administrators. This is partly due to the relative 
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lack of funding being received by a crucial wildlife viewing tourism administrato1 

the Department of Conservation. It is, however, primarily the result of a lack c 

recognition of the distinctive planning and management needs of wildilfe viewin 

tourism. A considerable amount of time and effort has been channelled into th 

administration of marine mammal wildlife viewing operations but on land th 

situation is different. A considerable number of bird habitats remain in privat 

hands and as such are not always subject to Department of Conservatio 

management. Fortunately some are considered in species conservation strategie: 

but with the exception of these, birds which are the focus of tourism operations i 

the South Island are managed somewhat by default- they are either included in th 

management plans of the protected areas in which they reside, or they are hard! 

managed at all. If New Zealand's wildlife (particularly its birds) and their habit, 

were recognised as a distinct natural resource which could be the focus of tourisn 

then planning and management strategies could be developed accordingly. Whil 

this has been achieved for marine mammals, recognition of our birds is lon 

overdue. Recognition of this, the amendment of the legislation, and th 

development of a general wildlife viewing plan (Section 5.3.6), would (i 

comprehensive enough) contribute a great deal to the development c 

environmentally and socially acceptable wildlife viewing tourism;~ and woul 

benefit all those involved. The present system, where management an_d plannin 

are site specific and monitoring is ad hoc, is for the moment adequate. If, howeve: 

operations are sold to (or set up by) unscrupulous operators, or the number c 

tourists participating in wildlife viewing increases further, the system is unlikely t 

be able to cope. If this occurs, tourists may become dissatisfied and wildlife wr 

probably be harmed. 
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Chapter Six 
Integrating the three perspectives of 
tourism planning and management 

6.1 Introduction 

•• Some insight into the relationships between tourists, operators an 

administrators has already been provided in the previous three chapters whic 

examined the specific roles of each group. This chapter will examine the link 

between these three parties more explicitly and with respect to the extent to whic 

the goals of tourism planning and management have been achieved in commerci, 

wildlife viewing tourism in the South Island. If tourists, operators an 

administrators operate independently from each other it is unlikely that these goal 

will be achieved. Administrators must have contact with operators, operators mm 

communicate with tourists and administrators must similarly interact with tourist 

in order to understand the characteristics and roles of each group, and to ensure th, 

tourism stimulates economic rewards, satisfies visitors and protects the resource 

on which it is based. This point is illustrated in Figure 1.8 which depicts the role 

and functions of operators and administrators combining to produce coherer 

planning and management strategies for commercial wildlife viewing tourism. A 

previously noted (Section 1.5), there are several types of links between the thre 

parties. Some are well established and statutory in nature, while others are mor 

informal and may consist merely of cooperation or advice. There are also example 

of links which flow in both directions between the three parties. All of thes 

interrelationships will be examined here with respect to the success of the parties i 

combining to achieve the three goals of tourism planning and management. 

6.2 Satisfying the Visitors 

6.2.1 Administrators- Operators 

In this study, tourists' satisfaction with their experience at commerci: 

wildlife viewing operations was found to depend particularly upon variables sue 

as the natural surroundings of the operation, and the proximity from which the 

could view the wildlife, and the facilities and information provided. In Ne· 

Zealand, administrators have limited input into details such as these at wildliJ 

viewing operations. At Kaikoura Tours a minimum distance between boats an 

whales is enforced. In addition, at White Heron Sanctuary Tours, the Departme1 

of Conservation has developed the v1ewmg facilities and even produced tr 
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information panels (although the operators paid for them). The other obvious 

example of administrative input into a commercial operation is at the Black Stilt 

Visitor Hide- a site managed by the department itself (although in the future they 

may tender some tours to an operator). The department developed the facilities and 

the interpretation to be offered there, both of which appeared to be satisfactory to 

visitors (Section 4.3.1 ). 

Administrators may also have input on a more informal level by 

attempting to ensure that tourists find operations satisfactory by developing and 

implementing initiatives which encourage operators to provide good service to 

tourists. New Zealand administrators indeed appear to be committed to ensuring 

that the tourist industry delivers services of a high standard. There are several 

awards which encourage good quality and, in the case of the Ecotourism Award 

presented by the NZTB, good environmental management too. In addition, the 

NZTB has (with the NZ Automobile Association) developed a classification and 

grading system to cover accommodation and services (NZTB 1993: 10), but as yet 

the system only extends to accommodation. Systems like this may help ensure that 

tourist expectations are in line with the experiences actually offered, and would 

reward operators who do provide a good quality and satisfactory service to tourists. 

The board also runs the 'KiwiHost' training programme, which is designed to 

" .. .increase cornrnunity coffiiuitment to the provision of good quality service, 

particularly in the tourism industry" (NZTB 1993: 11 ). 

The New Zealand Tourist Industry Federation has been actively 

pursumg better standards of service by publishing a document on quality and 

encouraging members to abide by a code of practice, the provisions of which 

include providing top level service and caring for the environment (NZTIF 1992: 

9). The federation also supports the initiation of a grading and standards system for 

the tourism industry which would encourage quality (NZTIF 1993: 6). Despite all 

this, it is really up to the operators themselves to ensure that they provide a good 

quality experience with which tourists are satisfied; a fact recognised by the 

Department of Conservation, which does not attempt to regulate the quality of 

service offered by concessionaires directly, saying " ... the standard of service 

provided by concessionaires is primarily a matter between the concessionaires and 

their clients" (DoC 1993: 22). Self regulation in terms of the quality of service is 

necessary, but at least some administrators are attempting to emphasize the 

importance of and reward examples of good quality operations. 

At a regional level both the Department of Conservation and some 

regional tourism organisations are happy to provide advice to operators with respect 

to the interpretation and facilities, and promotion strategies. In some cases, the 
1 '1L 
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tourist organisations may also negotiate on behalf of an operator with the regiona 

council if, for example, the operator has concerns about infrastructure (such a: 

roads) (Jill Cameron, Tourism Dunedin, pers. comm.). 

Several tourists surveyed during this study remarked that they woult 

like to have known that the operation they were visiting was environmentall: 

appropriate, and that the operators made every effort to avoid disturbing thl 

wildlife. As yet there is no system in New Zealand which helps tourists to choos( 

only thos~ operators who provide a good quality service which is ecologicall) 

sound. A kind of 'green labelling' system like this has emerged in countries lik 

Germany (Pearce 1993), and may enhance tourists' satisfaction as they could bt 

assured that the operation was 'environmentally friendly.' In implementing , 

system such as this consideration would have to be given to which criteria would be 

included (for example the operation must provide educational interpretation anc 

must have implemented environmental management practices such as monitoring). 

and how to measure these criteria (for instance, would educational interpretation be 

better provided by a guide with a university degree or someone with practical 

experience and no specialised tertiary education). In addition to this it would be 

particularly difficult to monitor operations to ensure operators' adherence to the 

criteria. The decisions regarding the criteria and eventual character of the systerr 

may also depend upon the characteristics of the body that awarded the labels, sc 

some kind of independent body may be required to develop, implement anc 

administer a system such as this. The NZTB has progressed some way toward~ 

identifying operations which provide a good quality experience for tourists without 

damage to the environment with its Natural History Guide. Operators were only 

included in the guide if they satisfied a number of criteria, including providing 2 

strongly educational experience and running an environmentally responsible 

sustainable operation (Reilly pers.comm.), although these terms and the 

measurement of them was not defined and explained. 

Administrators of tourism in New Zealand appear to have recognisec 

the fact that environmental management is a determinant of the quality of the 

operation and the satisfaction of tourists. This recognition is the first step ir. 

attempting to identify and reward operators who provide good quality, satisfactory 

experiences for tourists. In the future it may be hoped that administrators will takt 

a more active role in identifying such operators; a move which will probably helr 

to increase tourists' satisfaction. 

6.2.2 Administrators- Tourists 

The major way by which administrative contact with tourists car 
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improve the tourists' satisfaction is by conducting market research in order to 

identify what tourists want and therefore make attempts to provide this, or inform 

operators so that they can provide it. As noted in Section 5.2.1, administrators have 

as yet had little input into the details of the experiences provided at wildlife 

viewing operations. On the other hand, they have made some attempts to gather 

more general information which refers to the motivations and expectations of 

tourists visiting New Zealand, and undertaking domestic travel within · New 

Zealand; information which could be of considerable value to operators. The 

NZTB has done market,:research into the travel behaviour and expenditure patterns 

of international tourists (NZTB 1993: 10), as well as the motivations and other 

attitudinal aspects of travel including use of national parks (Colmar and Brunton 

Research Limited 1988, Shultis 1989). 

The only comprehensive studies which investigate attitudes and were 

conducted at nature tourism operations have been conducted by the Department of 

Conservation at areas which the department manages, and to which_ visitation is 

controlled; the Black Stilt Visitor Hide (see section 7.2.3), Tiri Tiri Matangi and 

Little Barrier Islands in the Hauraki Gulf, and the SubAntarctic Islands (Cessford 

1993, Cessford and Dingwall 1993). These studies examined not only the socio 

demographic and attitudinal characteristics of tourists, but also what motivated 

them to take the trip, their satisfaction with various aspects of the experience, and 

their suggestions for improvements in the experience. The department therefore has 

acknowledged the fact that a more complete understanding of tourists is necessary 

in order to ensure their satisfaction as well as prevent them from causing 

environmental impacts. As yet administrators have done little direct work on 

understanding tourists with a view to improving their satisfaction and have 

confined their efforts to tourists at operations which they control. More general 

information about the characteristics of tourists who participate in nature tourism in 

New Zealand, what natural features tourists want to see, and their perceptions of 

important aspects of nature based tourism operations would also undoubtedly help 

operators to provide satisfactory experiences for tourists. Because many are very 

small scale, the requirements of undertaking comprehensive surveys would be 

beyond the resources of most operators in New Zealand, but administrators such as 

the NZTB, Ministry of Tourism, department of Conservation or NZTIF may be 

capable of running them. 

In addition to these management implications, the relative proportions 
of 'expert' and 'novice' tourists (or potential tourists) may have important 

ramifications for the marketing of the operations. Marketing may be tailored to 

appeal to either specialists (perhaps with lots of information in pamphlets, scientific 

names of wildlife etcetera), or novices (for example using colourful photographs). 
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As outlined previously (Section 5.3.1), one of the key functions of 

administrators is to undertake promotion at the international level. It has also 

already been mentioned (Section 4.2.2) that a number of tourists booked their 

wildlife viewing trips on the same day as they undertook them. One reason for this 

that was frequently mentioned by respondents, was that they would have liked to 

have had access to information about the individual operators but this was not 

available overseas. This is probably due to the small size (and limited budgets) of 

the operations, the majority of which are run by family groups or partnership. 

Operators therefore have neither the time nor resources for international marketing, 

although some exposure may be gained through familiarisation trips for foreign 

media. This situation may be improved in the future as the result of a recent New 

Zealand Tourism Board initiative. In 1992, along with travel guides on special 

events, (Maori) cultural tourism, and adventure tourism in New Zealand, the Board 

released the New Zealand Natural Heritage Guide (Plate 6.1). This contained 

details about the operations which offered tourists the opportunity to enjoy and 

understand New Zealands' natural heritage (49 operations in total). The guide 

includes most of the operations examined in this study with the exceptions of; 

Banks Peninsula Coastal Tours (although Canterbury Cat Cruises, which operate 

from the same office, are included), Penguin Place (again Wild South 

(Conservation) Tours are run from the same base), and the Black Stilt Visitor Hide. 

The guide is being distributed through overseas branches of the board, and may 

help to increase the number of international specifically interested in wildlife 

visiting New Zealand, advance bookings and perhaps overall visitor numbers, 

although the NZTB has yet to evaluate the effectiveness of the guide and develop 

an updated version. 

Administrators have therefore made some efforts to increase tourists' 

satisfaction; the most tangible results of this thus far being the two NZTB 

initiatives, the New Zealand Natural Heritage Guide and the NZ Ecotourism 

Awards. 

6.2.3 Operators- Tourists 

At most operations there had been informal attempts on the part of the 

operators to gather information about the visitors and their attitudes to the 

operation. At several small operations like Catlins Wildlife Trackers, Paparoa 

Nature Tours, Okarito Nature Tours and Banks Peninsula Coastal Tours, the owner/ 

operators acted as tour guides and could gather feedback directly from tourists. At 

these and other operations, operators have made further attempts to gauge visitors' 

attitudes, by way of a comments card at Dolphin Encounter and visitor books at 
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Plate 6.1 The New Zealand Natural Heritage Guide, NZTB. 

most other operations (although those tended to record only positive impressions). 

At only one operation, the Black Stilt Visitor Hide, was there any formalised 

examination of tourists' characteristics, motivations and attitudes. Any surveys 
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recently carried out at other operations were usually done by other researchers 

rather than operators (or administrators). At the Black Stilt Visitor Hide valuable 

information was collected from tourists, such as: how the visitors had heard of the 

operation, why they had visited the operation, their level of interest in the various 

information displays, their demographic characteristics and other information 

regarding their experience at the viewing hide. This information was all collected 

two years after the visitor facilities were first set up with a view to gauging their 

effectiveness in educating visitors and providing them with an enjoyable experience 

(Blackstock 1992). The results were undoubtedly of use to the Department of 
•' 

Conservation which runs the viewing hide, and similar information would also be 

of use to operators if collected at other sites. No other attractions, however, collect 

information in such a comprehensive and systematic manner. While informal 

feedback is useful, it may only serve to highlight aspects of the operation with 

which tourists were either very satisfied or very dissatisfied. More formal 

questioning may instead elucidate more subtle (perceived) deficiencies in the 

operation; problems which may be corrected by operators, and whose elimination 

would help to ensure continued visitor satisfaction. 

The provision of a tour guide for each group of tourists help to 

increase tourist satisfaction in two ways, although the extent to which this was true 

has not been specifically examined here. Firstly it provides the international 

tourists with contact with a New Zealander and allows them to meet the locals as 

well as viewing their environment. Secondly, and more importantly, it also greatly 

expands the amount and nature of information that can be conveyed to tourists. 

Tour guides can present a set speech about the wildlife and can also answer 

questions tourists might have. The information can therefore be customised to suit 

the level of knowledge and interest of the visitors. Tour guides can also explain to 

tourists any restrictions to their behaviour and the reasons for these, and can ensure 

that tourists behave accordingly. At most operations the visitors are told about the 

biology of the wildlife; their behaviour, breeding and lifecycle. At some operations 

this is quite detailed, with illustrated display panels, and at others it is presented by 

the guides. At a number of operations, visitors are told of threats to the survival of 

the species which they are viewing, and are either explicitly or implicitly 

encouraged to help conserve them (for example at Kaikoura Tours, Dolphin 

Encounter, Black Stilt Visitor Hide, Paparoa Nature Tours, Penguin Conservation 

and Canterbury Cat Cruises). 

The information offered by operators was just one of the aspects of 

the viewing experience about which tourists' attitudes were examined. Tourists' 

satisfaction with their proximity to wildlife, the facilities, cost, natural 
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surroundings, and length of the trip at each operation were also investigated, with 

some interesting results. 

Visitors were generally satisfied with the proximity with which they 

could view wildlife with the notable exception of Penguin Place (Section 4.3.1 ). 

Both here and at White Heron Sanctuary Tours, tourists were kept approximately 

50 metres away from the birds, While visitors at White Heron Sanctuary Tours 

seemed satisfied with this situation, visitors at Penguin Place were not. This is 

probably due to the fact that while the birds are a similar distance from tourists at • 
the two operations, penguins are only about 70 centimetres high: significantly 

smaller than the herons. This makes viewing and photography more difficult for 

tourists, particularly those not equipped with the long range lenses often carried by 

specialist bird watchers. The distance at which the viewing hides were placed at 

both White Heron Sanctuary Tours and Penguin Place were governed by 

geographical factors which made closer viewing impossible (a river at the heron 

colony, and the steepness of the cliff at Penguin Place: Plate 3.1). The birds may 

actually have been able to tolerate closer viewing if it had been possible- a point 

evidenced by the proximity to which visitors can approach at Penguin 

Conservation. 

As previously noted (Section 4.3.1), relatively few operators provided 

facilities which enhanced visitor comfort, and at most operations, only facilities 

necessary to control tourists' actions (such as viewing hides) were provided in 

addition to necessary services such as ~oilets and (in the case of swimming with 

dolphin operations) showers. It was found that this relative lack of facilities did not 

appear to detract from tourists' experiences. Despite this, some operators may have 

future plans to upgrade their facilities because they perceive them to be necessary, 

and perhaps because they believe better facilities will present a more professional 

image and service to tourists. The results gathered in this survey actually tended to 

emphasize the opposite: tourists appeared to like the " ... unspoilt..." and relatively 

undeveloped nature of our tourism attractions. Upgrading facilities with a view to 

increasing visitor satisfaction (or doing so with a view to generating greater profits) 

would not, in light of this research, be effective (at least in terms of the former 

goal). By contrast, other operations have provided tourists with few facilities and 

have no plans to upgraded them. In these cases the operators are more concerned 

with informing their tourists to benefit of the wildlife (for example on the black 

petrel colony tour). 

Cost was a factor at which a whole range of levels of satisfaction was 

measured, yet the level of satisfaction did not always correlate with the actual cost 

of the operation. Tourists' satisfaction with their experience at an operation, 
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however, would be judged on their perception of 'value for money' rather th: 

absolute cost, and would depend a great deal upon the interest of the tourists in t: 

wildlife. Some wildlife viewing tourists appear to have been more willing to p: 

for the experience than others. The importance of cost was not directly questione 

and while several tourists mentioned the.ir preference for small group sizes, not o: 

tourist at any operation said that the price of the experience was important. It 

therefore difficult to know whether high costs would make people avoid certa 

wildlife viewing operations, or rather just lessen their satisfaction with ( 

experien9e; after all, the most expensive trip (whale watching) is the one at whi, 

attracts one of the highest volume of tourists. The boats used by Kaikoura Tou 

are high consumers of fuel, so operating costs are high. In view of this it is diffict 

to know what can be done about the cost and hence the level of satisfaction. Whi 

Kaikoura Tours were one of the most expensive operations, they frequent 

operated at capacity (especially during the summer season). While people appe: 

unhappy at the expense of the trip, they are unwilling to miss the opportunity 1 

view the whales. At one of the more expensive operations, the owners mentiom 

that while some tourists were unhappy with the price before they had taken the tfr 

they were usually satisfied afterwards; feeling that they had received their 'money 

worth.' Due to the uniqueness of most of the operations (for instance, those situate 

at the only place where sperm whales come so close to shore or the only mainlar 

breeding colonies of herons and petrels), cheaper options to view the wildlife ai 

not available, so tourists have to bear the cost if they want to observe a particul: 

species of wildlife. 

It has been noted (Section 4.3.1) that the natural surroundings of a 

operation were particularly important to the majority of tourists. At some bir 

operations there were considerable areas of native bush nearby. The managers < 

these operations were fortunate in that not only is the bush particularly attractive 1 

visitors who seek natural surroundings- a point evidenced by the high level < 

tourist satisfaction with this aspect at operations such as White Heron Sanctum 

Tours- but that it also provides the ideal habitat for the wildlife. 

Tourists were particularly dissatisfied with the surroundings at one operation- tt 

Black Stilt Visitor Hide- because of the artificial nature of the operation. This . 

understandable, as the majority of the stilts being viewed are housed in aviariE 

(Plate 3.2). The primary purpose of the site, however, is the captive breeding of tb 

endangered bird; a point which perhaps should be made clearer to visitors so the 

fully understand the reasons for the stilts' confinement. Some visitors were full 

aware of this aim of the operation: when asked why a the hide was visited, or 

tourist remarked " ... [in order] to see an endangered species, to learn the reasons fc 

that situation and the steps being taken to resolve it." The visitor hide, along wit 

the Black Petrel Colony tour offered by Paparoa Nature Tours, was a site at whic 
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the information offered was the most satisfactory. 

The only operation at which tourists thought their wildlife viewing trip was too 

short, was Kaikoura Tours. Lengthening the trips, however, would prove difficult 
as according to the operators, tourists are more likely to become seasick the longer 

the boats remain at sea. In addition only Uruao, the largest boat at Kaikoura, has a 
toilet- a facility that would undoubtedly be required on other boats if tourists were 
to be away from shore for longer periods . 

... 

The important links between operators, administrators and tourists 
(primarily in the way of effective market research) are not yet fully developed with 
respect to satisfying visitors. The collection of information by administrators and 
operators about tourists would help establish this link more firmly, and would 
undoubtedly increase the industry1 s ability to provide visitors with a satisfying 
experience. 

6.3 Stimulating Economic Rewards 

6.3.1 Administrators- Tourists 

As with satisfying visitors, the ways in which administrators are most 
able to aid the production of economic rewards with respect to tourists, is by 
providing more market research. Administrators may then develop and implement 
specifically targeted marketing strategies which would encourage more tourists to 
visit or stay longer, thereby encouraging the stimulation of economic rewards. 

The promotional efforts of New Zealand's tourism administrators, 
more particularly the NZTB, have already been discussed in Chapter Five. In order 
to be successful, these promotions have to portray the right image to the appropriate 
market segment. With greater resources than individual operators, administrators 
such as the tourism board and the Ministry of Tourism could reasonably be 
expected to undertake research which would aid in the identification of these key 
markets. Several research initiatives have been conducted (and continue to be 
conducted) which help to proyide directions for marketing and give operators an 
indication of who their clientele are likely to be and what they may expect from 
their experience. The most comprehensive statistics on international visitors are 
gathered and analysed from international arrival cards, and have been collected and 
published by the national tourism department for years. They detail the origins, 
purpose of visit, and length of stay of visitors. These statistics have enabled the 
board to identify key growth areas such as North and Southeast Asia and Central 
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Europe, subsequently targeting them with specific marketing campaigns. Th 

NZTB has also gathered international visitor statistics which detail the visitor: 

expenditure, regional distribution (within New Zealand) and regional breakdown c 

their average length of stay, and the amount of foreign exchange New Zealan 

earns from these tourists (for example NZTB 1992). A domestic travel surve 

(which had already been conducted earlier) was also conducted by the Board' 

predecessor during 1988 and 1989 (NZTP 1989). 

This kind of information about tourists is valuable to bot 

administrators and operators and is likely to help the industry to become even mor 

economically significant than it already is. The research conducted thus far tend 

to concentrate upon tourists in general, and only focuses upon nature based tourisl 

at specific operation and natural areas controlled by the Department c 

Conservation. Perhaps in the future more efforts could be made to pinpoint markE 

segments more specifically by conducting research into tourists visiting attraction 

providing a certain kind of experience; for example adventure or wildlife viewin. 

operations. This would be of more use to wildlife viewing operators, and woul 

help them to target particular market segments more easily identifiable than fror 

statistics which merely give the origin and length of stay of tourists (although thes 

too, provide important information about the possible character of their Ne, 

Zealand holiday). The New Zeaiand Tourism Board, the New Zealand Touri'. 

Industry Federation, the Ministry of Tourism and maybe the Department c 

Conservation probably have the resources to carry out such work, but have yet t 

attempt it. The data gathe~ed thus far has some applicability to wildlife viewin 

tourism, although marketing efforts have probably encouraged more tourists to vis 

New Zealand, which is of benefit to wildlife viewing operators, if not the plannin 

and management of the operations themselves. 

6.3.2 Operators- Tourists 

As discussed in Section 6.2.2, commercial wildlife viewing operato: 

in the South Island have (for the most part) made only informal attempts to gaug 

their visitors' satisfaction with various aspects of the operation, including the cost c 

the operations. There is a possibility that tourists would be happy to pay more fc 

their experienc.e at the operation, or would enjoy buying souvenirs: both aspec 

which increase the ability of the operation to generate economic rewards for tr 

operator and the community. During the first two years that the Black Stilt Visit< 

Hide was in operation the earnings from souvenir sales were only slightly less th.= 

those from visitor admission fees (Blackstock 1992). Many other operators ha, 

also capitalised on the desire of tourists to have something tangible to remind thei 

of their experience and offer photographs and postcards or even t-shirts and oth1 
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merchandise. On the other hand, several tourists mentioned the desirability of 

visiting 'unspoilt' or 'uncommercialised' destinations, and would be adverse to 

buying (or being offered) souvenirs. Without comprehensive surveys, operators are 

unlikely to be able to gauge effectively the level of support among their clients for 

these means of raising extra capital. 

Just as administrative promotion seeks to encourage more tourists to 

visit, thereby stimulating economic rewards for the whole community, operator

initiated promotions can stimulate rewards for the community and the operators 

themselves. All of the operations surveyed (as well as the other aerial whale 

watching operations at Kaikoura, and the albatross colony) have produced 

brochures (Plate 4.1) which they distribute domestically. A few (Penguin 

Conservation, Canterbury Cat Cruises and Kaikoura Tours) also send their 

brochures overseas, to travel agents and New Zealand Tourism Board regional 

offices. In fact Kaikoura Tours have ¾m brochures produced every 90 days for 

both domestic and international distribution (Mike Howse pers.comm.). Several of 

the owner-operators also promote their operation directly, by making contact with 

special interest groups (such as backpackers in hostels, schools, or branches of 

Forest and Bird). Several host foreign media and travel agents on 'familiarisation 

trips,' and a few even send representatives overseas to help promote the operation 

(Penguin Conservation, Kaikoura Tours and Dolphin Encounter). 

many operations had featured in promotional articles in magazines, and some had 

advertised in magazines such as Forest and Bird. One operator seemed to think 

that brochures were not a particularly effective form of advertising, and that direct 

marketing to special interest groups was more worthwhile. The visitor survey, 

however, indicated that a high proportion of tourists had seen brochures from the 

operation they visited, so the pamphlets appeared to be a valuable source of 

information, especially since most contained important information such as tour 

costs and times, and the exact location of the operation. As a result, brochures 

rightly remain an important and effective component of the marketing strategies of 

most operators. 

With the exception of the brochure sized booklet devised and 

distributed by the New Zealand Tourism Board, there was only one example of an 

advertising medium that referred to several operations at once (with the exception 

of promotional articles such as Woods 1992 and Doyle 1993). The Naturally 

Dunedin, the Wildlife Capital of New Zealand pamphlet was a successor to 

Dunedin's Top 5, an initiative of the Otago Peninsula Trust, and included Penguin 

Place and the albatross colony (at which the visitor centre is run by the Trust) in 

addition to a number of cultural attraction such as Larnach Castle. The newer 

pamphlet (in addition to being far more aesthetically pleasing; Plate 4.1) focuses 
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more specifically on the wildlife, and includes Monarch Cruises, Penguin Place, th, 

albatross colony, and the Sinclair Wetlands (in which live a number of ducks an, 

other water fowl). The brochure is apparently popular with international visitor 

(particularly, according to one operator, due to the large photograph of albatrosse 

on one side), and provides tourists with an excellent overview of all the wildlif 

operations in the area. Cooperation between other operators, while it would prov 

beneficial, is not really possible elsewhere as no other operations are groupej i: 

such close proximity as in Dunedin. 

; 
It should be pointed out that the nature of the relationship betwee 

owner/ operators and tourists at the smaller operations generated rewards other tha 

those which are financial. Several operators mentioned the enjoyment of meetin; 

new people and helping the tourists to enjoy their experience, so monetary reward 

were not the primary goal of a number of operators (Section 3.2.2). As with all o 

the goals of tourism planning, the extent to which operators (and indee, 

administrators and tourists) seek to achieve them often depends entirely upon thei 

commitment to them. 

6.3.3 Administrators- Operators 

Neither the NZTB, the NZTIF or the Ministry of Tourism have an 

direct influence over the ability of operators to make a money, let alone a livin~ 

from their wildlife viewing attraction although the NZTB has considerable indirec 

influence through promotion (Section 6.3.1). The Department of Conservatio: 

similarly has no direct influence over operators based on private land, or thos 

which focus upon marine mammals. The department's Draft Concessions Polic_ 

1993 does, however, make reference to the financial viability of attractions whic 

operate on a concession. Concession applications have to include informatio 

which shows that the applicant can finance any on site capital developmer 

required, and " ... that their proposal is economically sound" (DoC 1993: 13). I 

addition, the rent or concession fee is determined by the department, and is set at 

level allowing " ... a reasonable opportunity for the concessionaire to make a prof 

( except for non profit seeking situation) and give reasonable investment security 

(DoC 1993: 17). The department may also require that the concessionaires' charge 

are approved by the department when there is no competition in order to prever 

overpricing •(DoC 1993: 18). The Department of Conservation therefore has a 

influence over the eventual character of the concession in that it may choose thos 

involving minimal capital outlay (for facilities etcetera) such as guiding, becaus 

they are likely to have less impact upon the environment, and (more significant! 

here), more chance of being financially profitable. In some situations DoC ho 

placed limits upon the number of tourists wildlife viewing operations can tak 
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(such as at White Heron Sanctuary Tours, and upon the marine mammal based 

operations at Akaroa and Kaikoura). This may limit the ability of operators to 

make money from their operations. The reason for both of these actions is that the 

primary goal of the Department of Conservation is to conserve New Zealand's 

natural resources. 

While generally some economic rewards from tourism (which permits 

people to enjoy the resources) is important, this is secondary to the primary aim of 

conservation. While the link between administrators and operators is the most 

effective with respect to stimulating economic rewards, it really refers only to 

operations on protected land, and is tempered by the primary aims of the 

Department of Conservation. 

6.4 Protecting (Environmental) Resources 

6.4.1 Operators- Tourists 

As discussed in Section 4.3.1, two aspects of the viewing experience 

of particular importance to tourists were the natural surroundings and the proximity 

with which they were allowed to view the wildlife. Operators are therefore charged 

with balancing these aspects in order to satisfy tourists without harming the 

wildlife- a potentially difficult manoeuvre. Operators generally have two ways of 

controlling the impacts caused by tourists so that the environmental resources of an 

operation are protected. The first is by physically restraining their movements and 

behaviour, for example by requiring them to follow marked paths, or stand in 

viewing hides. The other is to influence their movements and behaviour by 

suggesting ways in which they might avoid impacts, for instance by being quiet, 

crouching near animals, or staying a set distance away from them. The importance 

of specific visitor behaviour may be simply and effectively conveyed in codes of 

conduct, or guidelines for tourists (Tables 5.2 and 5.3). One of the most important 

considerations in using codes of conduct or the like, is developing means of 

communicating them effectively to tourists. Pearce (1993) points out that while 

some operations (in this case, at an Orang-utan rehabilitation station and tourist 

attraction in Sumatra) may ·develop good guidelines, these are not necessarily 

viewed, let alone followed by tourists. Guidelines and codes of conduct must 

therefore be obvious to tourists, for example distributed on printed sheets or 

displayed on signs, for they are useless unless tourists are aware of them, 

understand them, and obey them. Almost every operation examined here provided 

guides for tourist groups. The guides can therefore convey rules or codes of 
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behaviour to tourists and ensure that they follow them. Unfortunately, unless th1 

tourists surveyed were just particularly forgetful, the results of the visitor surve: 

(Section 4.3.2) imply that operators or guides were not communicating their rule 

to visitors effectively, as most tourists could not correctly detail the rules whic 

governed their behaviour at the operation where they were questioned. Perhap 

such behavioural suggestions could be made more clear to tourists, or be mor 

effectively emphasized through the use of printed material or signs (means nc 

employed at most operations). At the commercial wildlife viewing operation 

studied here there is therefore a need for some codes of conduct in order t, 

reinforce the necessity of appropriate visitor behaviour. It is tourists participatin. 

· in independent wildlife viewing who are the most in need of codes of conduc1 

With the exception of the kayakers at Okarito, this independent viewing i 

generally conducted in areas where there are no commercial operators, s1 

administrators must be responsible for developing and communicating any conduc 

codes. This issue is examined in the next section. 

6.4.2 Administrators- Tourists 

As yet there have been no concerted attempts in New Zealand on th 

part of the administrators to exhort tourists to practice environmental friendl. 
tr,n,,,.1 rPn-:>rrll"'"" nf nrh-:>t n'Clrt1011l-:>r -:>rP-:><' r.r "'ttr-:10tinnc thP\T intPnrl to vi'<it Tn othf' 
'-.LUYV.J.., J.V0,'-4.-1.'---1.J.V;JiJ '\J'.l.. YY.1..1."L ,t'&..I..LLLVl...-1-J.~ 1..4..LVl.4.U '-J.I. "1,,'-..1.1.4'-"L.l.'-'J.LU \..1..1."""J .&..LA..,_.&&-"....., • .-.u.-.-• --- -----

countries attempts have been made to encourage environmentally responsibl 

travel, for example in Australia, Canada and the United States, where geneni 

guides to behaviour are available as well as ones which refer to wildlife viewin: 

(Appendix G). These guides were developed and publicised by administrators sue: 

as Australia's Department of Conservation and Environment, the Tourism Industr: 

Association in Canada and local non governmental conservation organisatiorn 

Other guides are also available such as Wood and House (1992) but were neithc 

initiated nor developed by tourism administrators. 

A general New Zealand guide would undoubtedly be of value, even. 

it conveyed idealistic rather than practical suggestions. The Department c 

Conservation has made progress in this direction by developing a general, yt 

practical Environmental Care Code for travellers in New Zealand (Table 6.1). Th 

code, and rubbish bags featuring the code, are available from department, 

information centres. The code represents a valuable attempt to educate touris1 

about how to avoid harming our environment, and is specifically geared towarc 

fre~ ip.dependent travellers who sometimes visit our natural areas without usin 

established operations, and may similarly stay in unofficial camping grounds sue 

as 'rest areas.' As such, they may potentially have the greatest impact on m 

environment. 
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Although many of the important wildlife populations in New Zealand 

have been afforded legal protection or are the subject of controlled tourism 

operations, a good deal of wildlife may be viewed in unprotected and uncontrolled 

situations, particularly birds such as the yellow-eyed penguins, which may be 

viewed by independent tourists at Sandfly Bay and other parts of the Otago 

Peninsula (if tourists know where io find them). This has the potential to be 

damaging, particularly if large numbers of tourists visit one specific area. A New 

Zealand wildlife viewing guide would help to mitigate the adverse effects of such 

visitation. The guide would probably have to be developed by the Department of 

Conservation, perhaps in conjunction with non governmental organisations such as 

the Ornithological Society and the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society. At 

present the department does not have the funds to enable it to embark on such a 

project and may not in fact feel that any such code is necessary. A possible 

solution to the problem of economics would be to gain sponsorship, as the 

Department of Conservation has already done in developing a Penguin Watching 

Guide (Section 5.3.2, Table 5.3). Codes of conduct which indicate what behaviour 

is expected of tourists who visit and view New Zealand's natural resources 

(including wildlife) would be valuable means of helping to protect these resources 

from damage associated with visitation. While progress towards developing some 
codes has occnrrecl, a~ yet no move~ haw~ hP:P:n marlP: tow!'.!rrl~ OflP: sper.ifir.a 11 y 

referring to wildlife. 

6.4.3 Administrators- Operators 

While administrators may encourage independent tourists to behave in 

an appropriate manner, the people with the most direct influence over tourists' 

behaviour at specific sites are the operators. The links between administrators 

charged with protecting New Zealand's natural resources, and the operators who 

provide tourists with access to them are therefore crucial to the effective protection 

of such resources. The extent to which administrators have contact with operators 

with a view to protecting the resources is at present highly dependent upon the 

ownership of resources or the land on which they are situated. This limits the 

amount of regulatory authority which the Department of Conservation has over an 

operation, and the amount of involvement the department has in its planning and 

management. As a result the link between administrators and operators with 

respect to protecting resources is somewhat tenuous. This situation is particularly 

evident when the environmental monitoring of operations and the limitation of 

tourist numbers are examined. 
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New Zealand 
Environmental 
Care Code 
1 O point checklist 

~ Protect Plants and Animals. 
~ Treat New Zealands forests and 

birds with care and respect. 
They are unique and often rare. 

Remove Rubbish 
Litter is unattractive, harmful to 
wildlife and can increase vermin and 

disease. Plan your visits to reduce rubbish, 
and carry out what you carry in. 

\It, Bury Toilet Waste. 
~ In areas without toilet facilities, bury 

your toilet waste in a challow hole well 
away from waterways, tracks, campsites, 
and huts. 

~ Keep Streams and Lakes Clean. 
~hen cleaning and washing, take 
the water and wash well away from the 
water source. Because soaps and 
detergents are harmful to water-life, drain 
used water into the soil to allow it to be 
filtered. If you suspect the water may be 
contaminated, either boil it for at least 3 
minutes, or filter it, or chemically treat it. 

\It, Take Care with Fires. 
~ Portable fuel stoves are less 
harmful to the environment and are more 
efficient than fires. If you do use a fire, 
keep it small, use only dead wood and 
make sure it is out by dousing it with water 
and checking the ashes before leaving. 

Table 6.1 The Environmental Care Code 

~· 

~ 
~ Camp Carefully. 

When camping, leave no trace of 
your visit. 

\U, Keep to the Track. 
~ By keeping to the track, where one 
exists, you lessen the chance of damaging 
fragile plants. 

\Ii, Consider Others. 
~ People visit the back country and 
rural areas for many reasons. Be 
considerate of other visitors who also have 
a right to enjoy the natural environment. 

\U, Respect Our Cultural Heritage. 
~any places in New Zealand have 
a spiritual and historical significance. Treat 
these places with consideration and 
respect. 

\lb Enjoy Your Visit. 
~ Enjoy your outdoor experience. 
Take a last look before leaving an area; will 
the next visitor know that you have been 
there? 

Protect the environment for your own 
sake, for the sake of those who come after 
you, and for the environment itself. 

Toitu te whenua 
(Leave the land undisturbed). 

Department of Conservation 1991. 

The operations where the effects of the tourism operation upon tb 

wildlife are specifically (and statistically) monitored are those where tb 

Department of Conservation is involved in management because of the land tenm 

or the Marine Mammals Protection Act 1978 (the Taiaroa Head albatross colon: 

Kaikoura Tours, White Heron Sanctuary Tours and the Black Stilt Visitor Hide 

At other operations monitoring is carried out on an informal and ad hoc basis. l 

fact due to the irregularities in the authority of the Department of Conservation ov1 

commercial wildlife viewing operations, all monitoring is ad hoc, as there is r 

general policy which advises operators of the types of monitoring which should l 

carried out. This is one of the most crucial aspects of the management of wildli 

viewing operations because of the fragility of the resource. In addition, touri 

numbers are only formally limited at operations where the Department , 

Conservation has strict administrative control (at Kaikoura Tours, Banks Peninsu 

Coastal Tours, Dolphin Encounters and White Heron Sanctuary Tours). At oth 
operations, tourists numbers are not subject to any regulation, and capacities a 

increased or decreased at the discretion of the operator. 
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The links between administrators and operators are as yet such that 

monitoring practices (and therefore environmental protection practices) may be 

insufficient to cope with any significant increase in the number of tourists 

participating in wildlife viewing. As such a growth is possible or even probable 

given the rise in environmental consciousness and associated trend towards 

environmentally oriented holidays, the administrator- operator link in wildlife 

viewing tourism needs to be strengthened considerably. Preferably this would be 

done by developing a nationwide wildlife viewing strategy, which took into 

account both comme~ial tourism operations and independent wildlife viewing, and 

dealt with issues such as the power of the Department of Conservation to prosecute 

tourism operators causing environmental impacts and the need for coherent 
monitoring practices. 

6.5 Conclusions 

With respect to all goals, and all relationships between the three 

parties involved in commercial wildlife viewing tourism, the links between 

administrators, operators and tourists are ad hoc and occasionally deficient. 

Although they have been examined individually here, all three links between the 

parties must be effective in order to achieve the goals of tourism planning and 

management. It is obvious from this investigation that the links associated with 

tourists are presently weak. This lessens the ability of administrators and operators 

to satisfy the tourists. The success of the three parties in achieving the goals of 

tourism planning and management also tends to be site specific rather than general. 

This stems, in part, from the lack of recognition of commercial wildlife viewing as 

a distinct form of nature based tourism. There are no administrative policies which 

focus solely on wildlife viewing and, as a result, the ways in which operations are 

run and managed are site specific rather than following a general pattern. 

The major determinants of the nature of management practices appear 

to be type of wildlife and the tenure of the land on which they are viewed. Results 

here have shown that marine mammal based operations are subject to considerable 

authority by administrators, so operator- administrator links are well established. 

With birds, however, administrators have little or no contact with operations 

situated on private land. The comparative approach utilised in this study has 

facilitated the identification of these differences in the management of operations 

based upon birds as opposed to mammals, in addition to identifying features 
common to the management of wildlife viewing operations, such as the need for the 

geographic monitoring of wildlife. 

The lack of coherence in planning and management strategies and 
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tendency towards independent management strategies which have been identifie 

here is unlikely to be of benefit to the operators, administrators or tourist 

Operators could learn much · to benefit their attractions by examining tr 

management techniques and monitoring strategies implemented at other operation 

As yet a holistic approach to planning and management has not been attempted, b1 

it would undoubtedly help commercial wildlife viewing operators, in conjunctic 

with administrators and tourists, to achieve the three major goals of touris1 

planning and management as proposed by Gunn (1988: 271 ): satisfying visitor 

stimulati!l,g economic rewards, and protecting the resources on which the operatio1 
• 

are based- the wildlife. 
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7 .1 Introduction 

Chapter Seven 
Conclusions 

The increase in demand for nature based tourism experiences whic 

has occurred in the last few years has led to a growth in tourism based upon th 

marine eif vironment, sports and adventure, science and research, agriculture an 

scenic observation. These v~ious types of ecotourism involve different levels c 

dedication and physical exertion on the part of the tourists (Ziffer 1989). Simila 

forms of tourism have developed and become increasingly popular in New Zealanc 

Nature based experiences form a major part of the New Zealand tourism industr_ 

and include activities such as bungy jumping, canoeing, caving, walking, whit 

water rafting and jet boating. As well as being endowed with the geography thr 

makes these activities possible, New Zealand also has unique biological assets, wit 

numerous species of birds and marine mammals inhabiting our forest, an 

coastline. These assets have recently become the focus of tour operators, an 

commercial wildlife viewing has hence been added to the list of nature base 

experiences available to domestic tourists and international visitors alike. 

Some of the forms of tourism already mentioned have attracted 

considerable amount of theoretical and practical research which examines both th 

supply and demand components of the tourism system. Despite this it appears th2 

wildlife viewing tourism is yet to have been the subject of comprehensive study i 

is own right and is usually seen as a component of nature based tourism rather tha 

as a distinct and different activity. Wildlife viewing tourism has, however, bee 

prominent in countries such as Kenya for a number of years and is an increasing! 

popular activity in many other parts of the world. For example Ethos Consulting { 

al (1991: 1) estimate that approximately 20% of the Canadian population undertak 

trips for the primary purpose of viewing wildlife each year, and that seventee 

wildlife viewing operations in various parts of the country earned Can$2.5millio 

in 1987 alone. Although there has been some literature which examine 

commercial wildlife viewing it is frequently practical and descriptive rather tha 

theoretical and · is for the most part fragmented; site specific and focussing upo 

either the demand or supply sides of tourism. 

This thesis has sought to build on the literature and theory th: 

presently exists with a view to providing a more comprehensive and integrate 

examination of commercial wildlife v1ewmg tourism. By examining both tt 
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demand and supply components of a range of operations in the South Island of New 

Zealand an attempt has been made to identify issues critical to the planning and 

management of commercial wildlife viewing tourism and provide solutions to 

problems found. While these apply in the first instance to the South Island 

operations analysed, they may have more general application given that birds and 

marine mammals are also the object of tourists' attention in numerous other 

countries. 

The stated aim of this thesis was to provide an understanding of the 

nature of commercial wildlife viewing tourism, and the way it is presently being ( or 

should be) planned and managed by investigating the planning and management of 

a number of commercial wildlife viewing operations which focussed on different 

species of wildlife and offered different experiences for tourists. At each operation 

the characteristics and actions of the three parties involved in tourism- the tourists, 

the operators and the administrators- were examined. In addition, research 

focussed on the way in which these three parties worked together to produce 

coherent planning and management strategies which attained the three goals of 

tourism planning and management: stimulating economic rewards, satisfying the 

tourists and protecting the resources. The theoretical framework for the 

comprehensive analysis of the operations, Figure 1.8, provided a basis for the 

collection of information on the characteristics and roles of the three parties. This 

systematic means of information collection facilitated the analysis and 

interpretation of this information and the identification of the general principles 

behind the planning and management of commercial wildlife viewing tourism in 

the South Island, the main findings of which will now be summarised for both 

components of the tourism system. 

7 .2 Demand for Commercial Wildlife Viewing Tourism 

In most cases research which investigates of the characteristics and 

attitudes of wildlife viewing (and indeed all nature based) tourists tends to be site 

specific and is often conducted in isolation from a comprehensive examination of 

the operations at which the tourists were surveyed. The visitor survey undertaken 

here was intended to provide an insight not oniy into the tourists themselves but 

also the planning and management of the wildlife viewing operations, with 

particular reference to the success of operators and administrators in achieving the 

goal of satisfying the tourists. 

One of the most important trends which this study identified was that 

within the population of wildlife viewing tourists there were significant variations 

not only in terms of socio-demographic and attitudinal characteristics but also in 
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terms of the tourists' level of interest in wildlife viewing per se. This latter aspec· 

was investigated in considerable detail in an attempt to operationalise Duffas anc 

Deardon's ( 1990) concept of the heterogeneity of wildlife viewing tourists. 

The tourists surveyed at commercial wildlife viewing operations hen: 

exhibited socio demographic characteristics similar to nature based tourist~ 

examined overseas. They had high levels of education and affluence and were 

frequently employed in either professional or managerial occupations. There was r 

predomimy1ce of females and a large proportion of those surveyed were middle 

aged or older. There were, however, considerable variations in the characteristics o1 

tourists between the different operations surveyed which appeared to be related to 

the nature of the experience offered: specifically the level of physical activity or 

excitement involved and the degree to which the operations focussed exclusively on 

wildlife or instead upon more general sightseeing. 

One third of wildlife viewing tourists surveyed were from New 

Zealand. The United Kingdom, Germany, the United States and Australia provided 

the greatest numbers of the international tourists. Compared to all international 

visitors to New Zealand, British and German tourists were considerably 

overrepresented amongst wildlife viewers while tourists from Japan and to a lesser 

extent Austraiia (both important sources of visitors overall) were considerably 

underrepresented. The length of time which international respondents spent in New 

Zealand was considerably longer than for the average international visitor. Wildlife 

viewing tourists appeared to be particularly interested in the whole natural 

environment and frequently intended to participate in nature based sightseeing or 

activities such as tramping or walking while in New Zealand. When questioned 

about all features of the natural environment, wildlife viewing tourists placed 

particular importance upon 'wilderness and undisturbed nature,' 'national parks and 

other protected areas' and 'forests and vegetation.' Interestingly enough, the tourists 

said that birds and mammals were less important and responses varied considerably 

more than for the other factors and between different operations. While some 

tourists attached great importance to these factors, others apparently saw wildlife as 

a relatively unimportant component of the environment. 

This suggested that in accordance with the theories of Duffas and 

Deardon (1990), there was a continuum of tourist types among the people who 

participated in wildlife viewing in the South Island: some of whom had a particular 

interest in wildlife while others had merely a casual interest. In order to determine 

more about the level of specialist interest which the tourists exhibited, several 
factors were examined: the tourists' membership of conservation organisations, the 

number of trips they had taken to view wildlife in the past twelve months, the 
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importance of birds and mammals as a feature of the natural environment, and the 

importance of wildlife in influencing their decision to visit the area in which the 

wildlife viewing operation at which they were surveyed was located. Each of these 

questions elucidated a range of responses from tourists. By cross tabulating the 

specialisation variables by socio demographic variables it was possible to 

characterise the tourists who appeared to be either 'novice generalists' or 'expert 

specialists.' The expert specialists were found to possess even higher levels of 

education and income than all wildlife viewing tourists, and as the level of 

specialisation increased so did the proportions of tourists from Britain and North 

America. More of the specialist viewers were older and a higher proportion were 

female. The relative proportions of specialists and generalists also varied between 

operations, with higher proportions of specialists being evident at White Heron 

Sanctuary Tours, the Black Stilt Visitor Hide, the black petrel colony and Kaikoura 
Tours. 

The heterogeneity of tourists participating in commercial wildlife 

viewing in the South Island reinforces the need for strong links between tourists 

and the other two parties involved in tourism planning and management- links 

which are at present somewhat deficient. Operators and administrators must 

undertake market research in order to identify the tourists visiting particular 

operations and ensure they are satisfied with their experience. For example, those 

identified as 'expert specialist' viewers here attached more importance to viewing 

wildlife in natural surroundings, and were more dissatisfied with this aspect than 

the casual viewers. 'Novice generalists!' on the other hand, felt it was important 

that operations offered good information to tourists. A predominance of one of 

these groups at an operation could therefore have important implications for 

management. 

7 .3 Supply Side Considerations 

7.3.1 Operations 

While based on different species of wildlife and providing different 

facilities and information to tourists, the operations studied here exhibit several 

similar characteristics. The majority are small scale, have been established in the 

last fl ve years and are owned and run by local families or partnerships. In addition, 

many were set up as a means of providing (local) employment for the operators. 

The viewing experience itself (in terms of facilities, natural 

surroundings, information, range and number of wildlife and costs) was dependent 

upon a number of factors- primarily the type of wildlife and their habitat, the ideas 
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and motivations · of the operators themselves and government policies an 

regulations. By limiting tourist numbers and tourist behaviour, conductin 

monitoring, and engaging in more direct actions (such as revegetating habitat c 

trapping for predators) operators have sought to protect the wildlife and thei 

habitat from the adverse effects of visitation. At these and other operation 

considerable efforts must be made to undertake such activities with a view t 

protecting the wildlife. One critical aspect of this is the need for effectiv 

monitoring programmes through which any disturbance of wildlife can b 

identified;md mitigated, or even avoided altogether. At the South Island operation 

monitoring strategies varied a great deal: from those that were statistical an( 

sometimes long term to merely the informal observation of wildlife. The nature o 

the monitoring programme depended a great deal upon the involvement of thi 

governmental agency charged with the conservation of New Zealand's natura 

resources- the Department of Conservation. At those operations where th1 

department participated in management, monitoring strategies were usually mon 

comprehensive than those elsewhere. A crucial point which the fragmented anc 

site specific studies conducted on wildlife viewing tourism in New Zealand so fa· 

have failed to identify is the fact that the authority which the Department o 

Conservation has over wildlife viewing tourism operations ( and therefore th< 

involvement it has in planning and management at those operations) varie: 

considerably according to the type of wildlife and the location of the operation. 

7 .3.2 Type of Wildlife 

The Department of Conservation is charged with the protection of al 

wildlife in New Zealand under the Marine Mammals Protection Act 1978 and tht 

Wildlife Act 1953. The former act has more recently been amended so as to giv< 

the department specific regulatory authority over all tourism operations based 01 

marine mammals. As a result, the Department of Conservation has played a ke~ 

role in determining the eventual character of marine mammal based operations 

governing the distance to which (and manner in which) people and boats ma: 

approach the mammals and the number of trips they can run per week. Tht 

department may also amend or refuse to issue permits to view the mammals if staf 

feel that the operation may have ( or is having) a detrimental effect upon tht 

wildlife. The department has also been involved in implementing monitorin! 

studies at both marine mammal- and bird- based operations where it ha: 

jurisdiction. In addition, the department has had input into the interpretatio1 

offered, the number of tourists allowed in to view the wildlife, and indeed th< 

nature of the entire viewing experience at the bird operations. 

Unfortunately the Wildlife Act 1953 has not been amended to refe 
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specifically to tourism operations. In addition, it does not give the department 

jurisdiction over the habitat of the wildlife to which it refers- mostly birds. In 

effect this means that if the development of a commercial wildlife viewing tourism 

operation based on birds entails the detrimental manipulation of habitat or causes 

long term, cumulative (as opposed to directly harmful) impacts on the wildlife, the 

department is powerless to intervene. This situation has also resulted in a number 

of privately sponsored conservation or commercially oriented operations such as 

the Black Stilt Visitor Hide (ECNZ) and part of the black petrel colony near 

Barrytown (Fletcher )fitanium and Forest and Bird). While not wishing to 

denigrate the present involvement of private (and often resource consumptive) 

companies in conservation, this market led approach to conservation could become 

difficult in future if the profit motive of the companies develops more importance 

than their conscience. 

With respect to bird operations the department only has practical and 

regulatory authority if the birds inhabit protected land. The tenure of the land 

therefore also has an important effect upon the eventual involvement of the 

department and hence the character of the operation. 

7.3.3 Land Tenure 

When the birds inhabit privately owne4 land, the Department of 

Conservation really only has the power to intervene if tourism operations are 

causing direct and obvious harm to the wildlife. If, however, the Wildlife Act 1953 

was amended like the Marine Mammals Protection Act 1978 to refer specifically to 

commercial tourism operations based on the wildlife this problem could probably 

be overcome and the department would gain more comprehensive and real 

authority over all bird based operations (just as it does over marine mammal based 

operations). The implications of such an amendment would of course be both 

positive and negative. The department would be able to ensure that no operations 

are set up ( or allowed to continue without modification) which cause damage to the 

wildlife and their habitat. On the other hand, any move to require all operators of 

commercial wildlife viewing enterprises to have a permit (as those who focus on 

marine mammals currently do) would probably be seen as invasive by people who 

are fortunate enough to have. wildlife living on their land and want to set up a 

commercial operation allowing tourists to view them. The implications of such a 

course of action would obviously have to be further investigated before any 

amendment to the act was undertaken. 
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7 .4 Conclusions 

The role of the Department of Conservation has had an important (and 

positive) effect upon the planning and management of those operations where it has 

authority over the operators or runs the operation itself. The extent to which 

governmental conservation or wildlife management bodies have authority over 

commercial wildlife viewing tourism operations in their respective countries may 

therefore be crucial to the effective planning and management of commercial 

wildlife viewing tourism enterprises. Ideally, these agencies should recognise 

commercial wildlife viewing as a distinct form of tourism which requires specific 

policy initiatives and regulation. As yet such recognition has not been forthcoming 

in New Zealand, although it has been achieved elsewhere, for example in Canada 

(Ethos Consulting et al 1991). If the numbers participating in wildlife viewing 

tourism in this country continue to grow ( as they are likely to do) this lack of 

specifically focussed policy and regulation may result in conflicts between 

operators and the Department of Conservation and may ultimately allow 

development which harm wildlife or habitat. Already comprehensive monitoring 

has identified adverse impacts at one of the most prominent wildlife viewing 

operations in New Zealand. The implementation of planning and management 

strategies (which include provisions for monitoring) are critical to the future 

success of commercial wildlife viewing tourism in this country. Without them 

planning and management will continue to be ad hoc and characterised by a lack of 

coherence. It is possible that while the economic significance of this form of 

tourism increases it may eventually result in visitor dissatisfaction and may cause 

harm to New Zealand's valuable and unique wildlife resource. 

The conceptual framework employed in this thesis (Figure 1.8) has 

facilitated the comprehensive examination of commercial wildlife viewing and the 

identification of the critical factors which govern the planning and management of 

this distinctive form of tourism. One aspect of this study that has contributed the 

most to an understanding of wildlife viewing tourism, has been the examination of 

both supply and demand considerations. If only one of these perspectives had been 

examined it would have been difficult to assess the success of the way in which 

tourists, operators and administrators had combined to achieve all of the goals of 

tourism planning. and management. An examination of all three of these parties 

(which comprise the complete tourism system) and the links between them has 

enabled the identification of the key problems associated with commercial wildlife 

viewing tourism planning and management. 

Indeed, one specific difficulty highlighted above was the lack of an 

effective link between a key administrator (the Department of Conservation) and 
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several operators focussed upon birds inhabiting private land. This investigation 

has also emphasised the weakness of the operators-tourists and administrators

tourists links which could be improved considerably through effective market 

research. By comparing the situation at a number of wildlife viewing operations 

with the theoretical situation as proposed in Figure 1.8, this research has been able 

to draw out critical aspects of, and difficulties associated with, the planning and 

management of these operations and has contributed to a more comprehensive 

understanding of the phenomenon of commercial wildlife viewing tourism. 

,:. 

Given the success with which a comprehensive comparative approach 

has been employed here, it may be profitable to extend such a study to other 

wildlife viewing sites in New Zealand and abroad: including a larger visitor survey 

over a longer time period. It would be interesting, for example, to investigate the 

situation in places such as Canada where the species of wildlife viewed are 

different and wildlife viewing tourism has been the focus of specific study by a 

governmental agency (the Ministry of Tourism). In addition, conducting such 

research with particular emphasis upon the visitors' perspective over a longer period 

of time would enable Duffas and Deardon's (1990) thesis to be tested further with 

respect to both the heterogeneity of wildlife viewing tourists and the evolution over 

time of tourist types at specific operations. 

Further research will undoubtedly help to provide an even greater 

understanding of this distinct and popular aspect of New Zealand's nature based 

tourism industry. Commercial wildlife viewing tourism in the South Island is based 

upon a number of different species of birds and marine mammals, several of which 

are endemic to New Zealand and are endangered. The fragility of the resources 

upon which this tourism depends therefore means that it must be planned and 

managed with the utmost care so as to avoid harming the wildlife and their habitat. 

Research which furthers our understanding of the way in which such development 

can occur will help to show the way forward for wildlife viewing tourism in this 

country. It is suggested that the administrators of tourism and conservation must 

cooperate in order to produce a coherent policy which provides guidelines for the 

development of commercial wildlife viewing tourism in New Zealand. This would 

facilitate the uniform and comprehensive planning and management of commercial 

wildlife viewing tourism development which stimulates economic rewards, satisfies 

visitors and protects the unique and valuable wildlife of New Zealand. 
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Appendix A 
Survey for Operators 

Operation .......................................................................................... . 
Telephone number, fax number ...................................................... . 
Address ..................................................................................................................... . 
Person(s) interviewed ............................................................................................... . 

Section I~ General information 
1. Ownership: -who owns this operation? 

-who owns the land on which the operation uses? 

2. Scale: -when did you set up this operation? 

-what is the volume of tourist numbers since then -per day? 
-per year? 
-increase since set up? 

-do tourist volumes vary seasonally? 
-how many people does the operation employ? 
-what assets does the operation own (boats, vehicles, buildings)? 
-what facilities does the operation provide for tourists (toilets, accommodatio 
shop etc)? 

3. Prices: -what is the cost per trip for visitors? 

4. History: 

-how long have you known about the resource upon which the operation is based? 
-how long after knowing about this resource, was the operation set up? 
-how did you go about setting up the operation (procedure eg. which counci 
boards did you approach; how was it financed: any grants/ privately)? 
-why did you set up the operation (protect a species/ create jobs/ responding to 
demand/ creating a product that creates a market/ lifestyle opportunity)? 
-what are your plans for the future of the operation: greater tourist numbe1 
character of the trip, more assets/ employees etc.? 

5. Marketing: 
-how has the operation been marketed so far (image/ medium/ scale at whic 
promotion took. place (local/ regional/ national/ international))? 
-how do you think tourists hear about your operation (a) domestic, and (1 
international? 
-do you receive any assistance in promotion and marketing from local, regional 1 

national agencies, such as regional council, tourist boards etc.? 

6. Resources: 
-what are the major resources on which this operation is based (wildlife species ar 
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numbers, land and vegetation, scenery? 
-on an average trip, what is the character of the wildlife seen at this operation in 
terms of the numbers of wildlife seen, the range of species seen, the proximity of 
the wildlife, and the 'naturalness' of their setting? 

7.Access: -can access to the wildlife only be gained via this operation or can it 
be achieved privately? 

8. Permit? -what type of permit do you hold in order to run the operation 
(concession/ permit, legislation under which permit was issued)? 

-how long is that permit valid for? 
-conditions of the permit (can I see it)? 

9. Do you know what attitude the authorities in this department of conservation 
conservancy have of your operation ( ever visit/ monitor operation, have any contact 
with you etc)? 

10. Do you know what the attitude of the regional tourism board 1s to this 
operation (any contact, consultation with them?) 

Section III: Goals of Tourism Planning 

11. Satisfying users: 
-are visitors generally satisfied with their experience at this operation? 
-what in particular are they enthusiastic about? 
-could you specify on a scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best), how satisfied the tourists are 
with 
-the proximity of the wildlife 
-the 'naturalness' of the setting 
-the facilities provided 
-the information provided 
-the range of wildlife seen 
-the cost of the trip 
-the number of tourists on the trip 

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[l] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 

12. Generating rewards for the owners: 
-what would you say are the major rewards which you get from running this 
operation (a living/ lifestyle etc.)? 
-is this operation financially self sufficient (breaking even/ profit)? 

13. Protected utilisation of resources: 
-do you think that this operation is having any negative effects upon the wildlife or 
their habitat (disturbed by visitor, trampling of ground, dropping of rubbish etc.)? 
-do the tourists who visit your operation know about the impacts they may 
potentially cause (how: told, or work out for themselves)? . 
-are the tourist told how to b~have in order to reduce these impacts? 
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-do you undertake to personally monitor the situation (how: casual or formalised)? 
-do you think that this operation has any positive impacts on the wildlife and the 
habitat? 

Section IV: Tourists- numbers and characteristics 
14. Limits on numbers: is there a set limit on the number of tourists who visit thi 
operation every day/ within any other space of time eg, every year? 
-how is this limit determined? 
-by management limitations eg. only a set number of spaces available in buse 
boats? . 
-by sociaf limitations eg. tourists do not like being crowded/locals object 
-by environmental limitations eg.you fear that the wildlife or their habitat may b 
disturbed and damaged if tourist numbers are too high or too many trips are taken? 

15. Characteristics of tourists:in your estimation, who are the tourists who vis 
your operation: 
-in terms of: -age 

-nationality 
-gender 
-occupation and education 
-income 
-membership of conservation or organisations (especially those 
oriented towards wildlife) 

-what do you think the tourists want from participating in this operation? 

-what do you think would be the nature of the average trip for the tourists: 
-international tourists 

-importance of wildlife to their trip (visiting other wv operations)? 
-experience at wildlife viewing? 
-time spent in the area? 
-repeat visitors 

-domestic visitors 
-length of their trip? 
-repeat visitors? 
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AppendixB 

Administrator survey: Department of Conservation 
Person(s) interviewed .............................................. position ..................................... . 
Telephone, fax number ............................................................................................... . 
Operation(s) .............................................................................................................. . 

Section I: Permit/ Concession 

I. Is the area on which the wildlife viewing operated protected? ie. does the 
operator have a concession, or just a permit. 

-under what legislation was the permit or concession allowed? 

2. What are the details of the permit/ concession? 
-length of time for which valid 
-renewal rights (what process must be followed in order to renew the permit/ 

concession)? 
-how much did the permit/ concession cost? 
-was oublic notice 2"iven before the oermit/ concession was allowed? .. '--' ... 
-what are the conditions of the permit/ concession? 
-was an environmental impact assessment completed before the permit/ concession 
was issued? (can I see it) 

3. Government administrators such as DoC have a particular role to play in 
ensuring the sustainable use of resources for tourism. The following goals have 
been mentioned by several writers. 

i. regulation: the development of standards, regulations, guidelines governing the 
operation of wildlife viewing tourism operators, and monitoring them to ensure 
they abide by these rules 
-how has the department fulfilled this in this conservancy, with particular reference 
to this operation( or operations)? 

ii. protection:the protection of certain environmentally sensitive areas to ensure that 
no unsound operations are set up there which could damage the wildlife or their 
habitat 
-how has the department fulfilled this goal in this conservancy, with particular 
reference to this operation (or operations) (was it DoC that initiated protection in 
this area if there is any)? 

iii. planning: developing a mission statement, national policy and goals related to 
the development of wildlife viewing tourism, and strategic plans which ensure the 
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safe development of tourism 
-how has the department fulfilled this role? 

iv. cooperation: with other relevant bodies (eg. tourism boards) in order to <level, 
integrated, comprehensive policies towards wildlife viewing tourism 
-how has the department fulfilled this role? 

5. Who should be responsible for: 
-regulation, protection, planning and cooperation which is at present not done I 
DoC? ,;. 
-monitoring the operation, conducting environmental audits etc.? 
-developing the interpretation for the operations? 
-calculating carrying capacities, limits of acceptable change for the operations? 
-making sure the operators are providing a quality ( of sufficient standar 
operation? 

Section III: Goals of Tourism Planning 

8. Satisfying users: 
-are visitors generally satisfied with their expenence at the operations m th 
conservancy? 
-what in particular are they enthusiastic about? 
-could you specify on a scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best), how satisfied the tourists a 
with 
-the proximity of the wildlife 

-the 'naturalness' of the setting 
-the facilities provided 
-the information provided 
-the range of wildlife seen 
-the cost of the trip 
-the number of tourists on the trip 

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[l] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[l] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[l] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[l] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[l] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[l] [2] [3] [4] [5] 

-do you see DoC as having any role in enhancing visitor satisfaction at th 
operation (or any other operation): what does DoC plan to do to ensure/ enharn 
visitor satisfaction? 
-have any visitor surveys/ market research been carried out in order to determi1 
the attitudes and satisfaction of tourists participating in wildlife viewing touris 
within this conservancy? 

6. Generating rewards for owners: 
-does the department benefit from the wildlife viewing operations within th 
conservancy? if so, how?eg. producing census information on numbers of wildlif 
channelling money back into conservation of the area 

7. Protected utilisation of resources: 
-do you think that this operation is having any negative effects upon the wildlife , 
their habitat (disturbed by visitor, trampling of ground, dropping of rubbish etc.)? 
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-does DoC give any guidance to operators in order to help them minimise/ mitigate/ 
avoid impacts? 
-does the department monitor the situation (how: casual or formalised)? .. 
-do you think that this operation has any positive impacts on the wildlife and their 
habitat? 

8. Limits on numbers: is there a set limit on the number of tourists who visit this 
operation every day/ within any other space of time eg. every year? 
-did DoC play any part in helping to determine this limit? if so, how? 
-if there is no such limit, is DoC playing any part in encouraging the operator to set 
such a limit? " 
-if there is no limit, how should such a limit be determined? 

9. Characteristics of tourists:in your estimation, who are the tourists who visit the 
operations in this conservancy: 
-in terms of age, nationality, gender, occupation, education, numbers travelling 
together, income, membership of conservation or organisations (especially those 
oriented towards wildlife) 

-what do you think the tourists want from participating in the experience offered by 
this operator (these operators)? 

-what do you think would be the nature of the average trip for the tourists: 
-international tourists: in terms of the importance of wiidiife to their 
trip to NZ, South Island,this area, time spent in NZ, South Island,this 
area, repeat visitors, experience at wildlife viewing? 
-domestic visitors: in terms of the length of their trip (day trip to area: 
where from, or longer trip), importance of wildlife to visiting this 
area, repeat visitors etc? 
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Appendix C 
Operation name: ...................................................................................... . 

Wildlife Viewing Tourism Survey (pretest) 
I am a geography student at Canterbury University researching my Maste 

thesis. My research investigates the planning and management of wildlife viewing touris 
in the South Island. I am particularly interested in the views of the tourists at wildli 
viewing operations. Your cooperation in helping me with my study is much appreciate 
Please feel free to write comments on the survey. The results of these visitor surveys w 
be kept confidential. 

.... 

Section I. Motivation and satisfaction 
(1). How important were the natural factors listed below in influencing your decision 
visit the South Island, or (for South Islanders), to take this trip? (Please circle ti 
appropriate box in each row). 
-forests and vegetation very important [ 5] [ 4] [3] [2] [ 1] unimportant 
-nat'l parks and other protected areas very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [l] unimportant 
-birds very important [5] [4] [3] [2] ['1] unimportant 
-mountains and glaciers very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 
-mammals veryimportant [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 
-coasts very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 
-wilderness and undisturbed nature very important [5] [ 4] [3] [2] [ 1] unimportant 
-anything else? specify ...................... :.,, .... . 
........................................................... very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 

(2). What other activities do you plan to participate in on this trip or holiday? (such 
rafting, shopping, sunbathing, tramping/ hiking) ................................................................. . 

(3). How important was wildlife viewing in influencing your decision to visit this are; 
(Please circle the appropriate number). 
1. sole reason for trip 2. major reason 3. minor reason 4. incidental 

(4). What made you decide to visit this particular operation? ............................................ .. 

(5). How many days in advance was your visit to this wildlife viewing operation booke 
(Please circle the appropriate number). 
1. >60 days (more than two months) 2. 30-59 days (one to two months) 
3. 14-29 days (two weeks to one month) 4. 7-13 days (one to two weeks) 
5. 2-6 days 6. booked the same day as visit 
-where was you~ visit to this wildlife viewing operation booked? .................................... . 
............ , ..................................................................................................................................... . 

(6). Was your visit to this wildlife viewing operation completed during one day? 
yes [ ] [ ] no 

-if your visit was longer than a day trip, how many days was it for? .................................. . 

(7). How did you hear about this attraction? (you may tick 'yes' more than once) 
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-from a travel agent? yes [ ] [ J no 
where? ......................................................................................... . 

-through a club/group? yes [ ] [ ] 
-who?, where? ............................................................... . 

-from a travellers' guide/ brochures yes [ ] [ ] no 
-company/ name of guide ..................................................... . 

-from friends/ relatives? yes [ ] [ ] no 
-where? ...................................................................................... . 

-from other tourists? yes [ ] [ ] no 
-where? ....................................................................................... . 

-at an information centre? yes [ ] [ ] no 
• 

-where? .............................................................................................. . 
-any other way? specify ..................................................................................... . 

(8). How important are the following factors in wildlife viewing? (Please circle the 
appropriate box in each row). 
-how close you were to the wildlife very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [l] unimportant 
-how natural the setting was very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [l] unimportant 
-the facilities provided very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [l] unimportant 
-the information provided (talks by guides, signs or brochures etc.) 

very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 
-the range (number of species) of wildlife 

very important [5] ( 4] [3] [2] [ 1] unimportant 
-the number of wildlife seen very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 
-anything else? specify .................................................................................................. . 

very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 

(9). How satisfied were you with the following aspects of this particular operation? 
(Please circle the appropriate box in each row). 
-how close you were to the wildlife too close [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] too far 
-how natural the setting was too natural [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] too artificial 
-the facilities provided too few [5] [ 4] [3] [2] [ 1] too many 
-the information provided too little [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] too much 
-the range (number of species) of wildlife too many [5] [4] [3] [2] [l] too few 
-the number of wildlife seen too many [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] too few 
-thecostofthetrip toocheap [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] tooexpensve 
-the number of tourists on the trip too few [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] too many 

(10). What did you most enjoy about the wildlife at this particular operation? 

(11). What would have enhanced your experience at this particular operation? 

·················································································································································· 

Section III: Travel experience of tourists 

(12). How many overseas trips have you made (during which you were away from home 
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for more than I week) in the last two years? ......................... .. 
-which countries (not including New Zealand) have you visited during the 

last two years? ................................................................................................................... . 

····················································································································· 
(13). Have you visited New Zealand before? I live in NZ [ ] yes [ ] [ ] no 

. h . " -1f yes, ow many times ........................... .. 

(14). How long do you intend to stay (in the following places) during this trip (in days). I 
the question is not applicable (i.e. you live in New Zealand, the South Island, or in the 
proximity of the operation), put 'na' in the space provided). 

,;, -in New Zealand? ............................................... . 
-in the South Island? ......................................... .. 
. h . . f h. . '> -m t e prox1m1ty o t 1s attraction ................... .. 

(15). Have you visited this attraction before yes [] [] no 

(16). During this stay and any previous stays in New Zealand, have you visited (or are yo1 
intending to visit) these other wildlife viewing attractions? Draw a line through the plact 
you are presently visiting, and tick the appropriate box if 'yes.' 

this visit 
-white herons at Okarito? 
-black stilts at Twizel? 
-penguins on the Otago Peninsula? 
-albatross at Taiaroa Head by boat or from the 

observatory? (please circle one) 
-swimming with dolphins at Banks Peninsula? 
-boat trips to see dolphins at Banks Peninsula? 
-whale watching at Kaikoura by boat 

or plane? (please circle one) 
-swimming with the dolphins at Kaikoura? 
-black petrels at Punakaiki? 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

previous visit 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

-any other commercial wildlife viewing operation? yes [ ] [ ] no 
-if so, where? ................................................................................................ . 

-have you participated in any informal wildlife viewing? yes [ ] [ ] no 
-if yes, please specify ................................................................................... . 

(17). How many trips have you made (within your home country or overseas) during the 
last twelve months in order to view wildlife? ........................ .. 

Section V: General information. The following are personal questions which will help t, 
give an indication of the characteristics of tourists participating in wildlife viewini 
tourism, and provide information on the trips which they take. Please tick the appropriat, 
box, or write on the dotted line. 

(18). What was your age at your last birthday? 
[] <18 [] 18-24 [] 25-39 [] 40-64 [] 65+ 
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( I 9). Gender [ ] male [ ] female 
(20). Place of residence ......................................................................................................... . 

city/ town/ locality country 

(21 ). What is your occupation? ............................................................................................. . 

(22). What is the highest ievel of education that you have completed? 
[ ] less than secondary school [ ] secondary school 
[ ] university degree [ ] diploma, certificate, other qualification 
[ ] postgraduate degree ; 

(23). Are you travelling 
[ ] alone [ ] with a partner [ ] with immediate family 
[] in a group of friends or relatives: how many? ............ . 
[ ] in a tour party: the tour company is .................................................................... . 

(24). What was your household income (in New Zealand dollars) during 1992? 
[ ]$0-$5,000 [] $20,000-$40,000 [] $60,000+ 
[ ] $5,000-$20,000 [ ] $40,000- $60,000 [ ] refuse to answer 
For your information, here are some rough exchange rates: 
Germany: 0.82 marks=NZ$ l United Kingdom: £0.33=NZ$ l 
United States: US$0.51=NZ$1 Japan: 64 yen=NZ$1 
Canada: Can$0.65=NZ$1 Australia: Aus$0.76=NZ$1 

(25). Are you currently a member of any conservation or wildlife viewing organisation? 
yes [] [] no 

-which organisation(s) .............................................................................. . 
(26). Have you supported any conservation or environmental group or activity during the 
last year: 
-at home? yes [ ] [ ] no 

-if yes, please describe the type of support ..................................... . 

-in New Zealand? yes [ ] [ ] no 
-if yes, please describe the type of support ..................................................... . 

Thank you very much for completing this survey- your information will be of great value 
to me and the overall results may also be helpful to the managers of the operation. 

Paula Wilson, Department of Geography 
University of Canterbury, Christchurch, NZ. 
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Appendix D 
Department of Geograph) 
University of Canterbury 

Christchurch New Zealanci 

Wildlife Viewing Tourism Survey (final version) 
I am a geography student at Canterbury University researching my Master~ 

thesis. My research investigates the planning and management of wildlife viewinf 
tourism in the South Island. I am particularly interested in the views of the tourists a; 

wildlife vi~wing operations. Your cooperation in helping me with my study is mucr 
appreciated. The results of these visitor surveys will be kept confidential. 

Operation name: ..................................................................................... •• 

Section I. Motivation and satisfaction 
(1). On this trip, how many days will you have spent in the following places? 

-in a town or city close to this days 
operation? (where: ................................................. ) .................. . 
-elsewhere in the South Island .................. . 
-in the North Island ................. .. 

(2). How important were the natural factors listed below in influencing your decision tc 
visit the South Island, or (for South Islanders), to take this trip? (Please circle the 
appropriate box in each row), 
-forests and vegetation 
-National parks and other protected areas 
-birds 
-mountains and glaciers 
-mammals 
-coasts 
-wilderness and undisturbed nature 
-anything else? specify ................................ . 

very important 

very important 

very important 

very important 

very important 

very important 

very important 

very important 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [I] unimportant 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [I] unimportant 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 

(3). What other activities do you plan to participate in on this trip or holiday? (such ai 
rafting, shopping, sunbathing, tramping/ hiking) .............................................................. .. 
........................................................................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
(4). How important was wildlife viewing in influencing your decision to visit this area~ 
(Please circle the appropriate number). 
l. sole reason for trip 2. major reason 3.rninor reason 4. incidental 

(5). Why did you visit this operation? .................................................................................. .. 

··············································································································································· ............................................................................................................................................... 
(6). How many days in advance was your visit to this wildlife viewing operation booked' 
(Please circle the appropriate number). 
1. >60 days (more than two months) 
3. 14-29 days (two weeks to one month) 
5. 2-6 days 

2. 30-59 days (one to two months) 
4. 7-13 days (one to two weeks) 
6. booked the same day as visit 
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-where was your visit to this wildlife viewing operation booked? ................................. .. 

(7). How did you hear about this attraction? (you may tick 'yes' more than once) 
-from a travel agent? yes [ ] [ ] no where? ............................................................ . 
-through a club/group? yes [ ] [ ] no specify ........................................................... .. 
-from a travellers' guide? yes [ ] [ ] no specify ........................................................... .. 
-from brochures? yes [ ] ( ] no 

where? ............................................................ . 
-from friends/ relatives? yes [ 

yes [ ] 

yes [] 

yes [ ] 

[ ] no where? ............................................................ . 
-from other tourists? ( ] no where? ............................................................ . 
-at an information centre? [ ] no where? ............................................................ . 
-any other way ( ] no specify ........................................................... . 

(8). What did you most enjoy about the wildlife at this particular operation? .................... . 

(9). What would have enhanced your experience at this particular operation? ................ .. 

( 10). How important are the following factors in wildlife viewing? (Please circle the 
appropriate box in each row). 
-how close you are to the wildlife 
-how natural the setting is 
-the facilities provided 
-the information provided (talks 

very important [5] [4] [3] [2] (l] unimportant 

very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [l] unimportant 

very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [l] unimportant 

by guides, signs or brochures etc.) very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [1] unimportant 

-the range (number of species) of wildlife very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [l] unimportant 

-the number of wildlife able to be seen very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [l] unimportant 

-anything else? specify ................................. . 
............................................. very important [5] [4] [3] [2] [l] unimportant 

(11). How satisfied were you with the following aspects of this particular operation? 
(Please circle the appropriate box in each row). 

-how close you were to the wildlife too close 

-how natural the setting was too natural 

-the facilities provided too many 

-the information provided too much 

-the range (number of species) of wildlife too many 

-the number of wildlife seen too many 

-the cost of the trip too cheap 

-the number of tourists on the trip too few 

Section II. Behaviour and impacts. 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [l] too far 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [l] too artificial 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [1] too few 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [l] too little 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [l] too few 

[5] [4] [3] [2] [l] too few 

[5] [4] [3] [2] (1] too expensive 

[5] [4] [3] [2) [l] too many 

(12). It is often important for visitors participating in wildlife viewing to behave in a 
certain way so as not to disturb the wildlife. Can you suggest any particular rules 
(including those specified by the guide and any others) that you think are important in 
governing the way visitors behave at this operation? (eg. keeping quiet) 

················································································································································ 
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(l 3 ). It has been found in some areas that wildlife viewing tourism attractions have r 
negative impacts upon the environment (eg. directly disturbing the wildlife or droppi 
rubbish that attracts predators) Do you think that this operation could be havinf 
negative impact upon 
-the wildlife? yes [ ] [ ] no 

.f I I h ? -1 yes, ow ...................................................................................... .. 

··················································································································· 
-the habitat of the wildlife? yes [ ] [ ] no 

-if 'yes' ,how? ..................................................................................... .. 
,:. ·················································································································· 

(l 4). It is also possible that the development of wildlife viewing tourism may hav( 
positive effect upon the environment. Do you think that this operation will have bene1 
for the wildlife and their habitat? 

yes [ ] [] no 
.f, , h ? -1 yes , ow .............................................................................................. . 

Section III: Travel experience of tourists 
(15). How many overseas trips have you made (during which you were away from home 
for more than 1 week) in the last two years? .......................... . 

-which countries have you visited during the last two years? ..................... .. 

( 16). Have you visited New Zealand before? yes [ ] no [ ] Ilive in NZ [ ] 

-if yes, how many times? ........................... . 

(l 7). Have you visited ( or are you intending 
attractions? Tick the appropriate visit if 'yes'. . 

to visit) these other wildlife viewi1 

this visit on a previous v1s1t 
-white herons at Whataroa? . . . . . . . 
-herons and other birds by kayak at Okarito? 
-black stilts at Twizel? . . . . . 

[ ] . 
[ ] . 
[ ] . 

-penguins on the Otago Peninsula? . [ ] . 
-albatross at Taiaroa Head by boat? . [ ] . 

from the observatory? [ ] . 
-birds and marine mammals in the Catlins area? [ ] . 
-swimming with dolphins at Banks Peninsula? . . . . . [ ] . 
-boat trips to see dolphins at Banks Peninsula? . . . . . [ ] . 
-whale watching at Kaikoura by boat? . . . . . . . . [ ] . 

or by plane or helicopter? . . . . . . . . [ ] . 
-swimming with the dolphins at Kaikoura? [ ] . 
-black petrels at Punakaiki? . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ] . 

. [ ] 

. [ ] 

. [ ] 

. [ ] 

. [ ] 

. [ ] 

. [ ] 

. [ ] 

. [ ] 

. [ ] 

. [ ] 

. [ ] 

. [ ] 

-any other commercial wildlife viewing operation? yes [ ] [ ] no 

-if so, where? ........................................................................................... . 
......................................................................................................................... 

-have you participated in any independent wildlife viewing? yes [ ] [ ] no 

-if yes, please specify ................................................................................. . 

······················································································································· 
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( 18). How many trips have you made (within your home country or overseas) during the 
last twelve months in order to view wildlife? ........................ .. 

Section V: General information. The following are pers~nal questions which will help to 
give an indication of the characteristics of tourists participating in wildlife viewing 
tourism, and provide information on the trips which they take. Please tick the appropriate 
box, or write on the dotted line. 
( 19). What was your age at your last birthday? 

[ J <18 [ J 18-24 [] 25-39 [] 40-64 [] 65+ 

(20). Gender [] male [] female 

(21 ). Place of 
residence ............................................................................................................................... . 

city/ town/ locality country 

(22). What is your occupation? ........................................................................................... . 

(23). What is the highest level of education that you have completed? 
[ ] less than secondary school [ ] secondary school 
( ] university degree [] diploma, certificate, other qualification 
[ ] postgraduate degree 

(24). Are you travelling 
[ ] alone [ ] with a partner [ ] with immediate family 
[] in a group of friends or relatives: how many? ............ . 
-are you travelling in a tour party? no [ ] [ ] yes 

the tour company is ........................... . 

(25). What was your household income (in New Zealand dollars) during 1992? 
[ ]$0-$19 ,999 [ ] $40,000-$59 ,999 [ ] refuse to answer/ do not know 
[] $20,000-$39,999 [ ] $60,000+ 
For your information, here are some rough exchange rates: 
Germany: 0.82 marks=NZ$1 United Kingdom: £0.33=NZ$1 
United States: US$0.51=NZ$1 Japan: 64 yen=NZ$1 
Canada: Can$0.65=NZ$1 Australia: Aus$0.76=NZ$1 

(26). Are you currently a member of any conservation, environmental or wildlife viewing 
organisation, association or club? yes [ ] [] no 

-specify .................................................................................................... . 
• •• • • • •••• • • •••• • • •••• ••••• •••••• • ••••••" ,..,~ • ., • """"e ••••••••••.,•••• • •• •••• • •• •• ••• •• • •••• •• • • • • • •• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • •• 

• e • • f 4. e I e e • • o e e • •• e I ••• e e e e • • t • e •• • e • • • • e • f • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t • • • • & • • • • • • • f • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o O • • • • • • • • 

Thank you very much for completing this survey- your information will be of great value 
to me and the overall results may also be helpful to the managers of the operation. 

Paula Wilson, Department of Geography 
University of Canterbury, Christchurch, NZ. 
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Appendix E 
CODE FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE TOURISM: Pacific Asia 
Travel Association 

The PAT A Code urges Association and Chapter members and their industry 
partners to: 

ADOPT the necessary practices to conserve the environment, including the use of 
renewab~ resources in a sustainable manner and the conservation of non-renewab: 
resources; 

CONTRIBUTE to the conservation of any habitat of flora and fauna, and of any 
site whether natural r cultural, which may be affected by tourism; 

ENCOURAGE relevant authorities to identify areas worthy of conservation and to 
determine the level of development, if any, which would ensure those areas are 
conserved; 

ENSURE that community attitudes, cultural values and concerns, including local 
customs and beliefs, are taken into account in the planning of all tourism related 
projects; 

ENSURE that environmentai assessment becomes an integral step in the 
consideration of any site for a tourism project; 

COMPLY with all international conventions in relation to the environment; 

COMPLY with all national, state and local laws in relation to the environment; 

ENCOURAGE those involved in tourism to comply with local, regional and 
national planning policies and to participate in the planning process; 

PROVIDE the opportunity for the wider community to take part in discussions and 
consultations on tourism planning issues insofar as they affect the tourism industry 
and the community; 

ACKNOWLEDGE responsibility for the environmental impacts of all tourism 
related projects and activities and undertake all necessary responsible, remedial anci 
corrective actions; 

ENCOURAGE regular environmental audits of practices throughout the tourism 
industry and to encourage necessary changes to those practices; 

FOSTER environmentally responsible practices including waste management, 
recycling, and energy use; 
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FOSTER in both management and staff, of all tourism related projects and 
activities, an awareness of environmental and conservation principles; 

SUPPORT the inclusion of professional conservation principles in tourism 
education, training and planning; 

ENCOURAGE an understanding by ail those involved in tourism of each 
community's customs, beliefs and tradition and how they relate to the environment; 

ENHANCE the appres;iation and understanding by tourists of the environment 
through the provision of accurate information and appropriate interpretation; and 

EST AB LISH detailed environmental policies and/or guidelines for the various 
sectors of the tourism industry. 

Pacific Asia Travel Association. 
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Appendix F 

Personal Communications 

Ken and Shirley Arnold, White Heron Sanctuary Tours, P.O. Box 19, Whataroa. 

Brian Betts, SeaCare (New Zealand) Incorporated, Kaikoura. 

Ron and Durelle Bingham, Canterbury Cat (Akaroa Harbour) Cruises, Beach 

Road, Akaroa. 

Colleen and Fiona Black, Monarch Otago Harbour Cruises, P.O. Box 102, 

Dunedin. 

Trish Blackstock, Conservation Officer, Black Stilt Visitor Hide, Department of 

Conservation, Twizel. 

Dennis Buurman, Dolphin Mary Charters, 58 Westend, Kaikoura. 

Jill Cameron, Tourism Development Officer, Tourism Dunedin, P.O. Box 5457, 

Dunedin. 

Scott Clarke, Penguin Conservation- Wild South Limited, P.O. Box 963, Dunedin 

Brian Dobbie, Principal Conservation Officer, Tourism (now Visitor Services), 

Department of Conservation, Head Office, Wellington. 

Barry Dunnett, Chairperson of the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society, 

Kaikoura section. 

Nigel Gee, Helitours Kaikoura, Caves Restaurant, Kaikoura. 

Richard Greenslade, Whale Watch Air, Kaikoura. 

Kathryn Groome, Senior Conservation Officer, Recreation/ Tourism Liaison, 

Department of Conservation, Private Bag 701, Hokitika. 

Mark and Marina Hanger, Nature Quest New Zealand, P.O. Box 6314, Dunedin. 

Diane Harrison, New Zealand Sea Adventures, P.O. Box 85, Kaikoura. 

Steve Hide and Janine Holland, Kaikoura Star, Kaikoura. 

John Hood, Scenicland Helicopters, Kaikoura. 

Dave Housto.1!_, Department of Conservation, Oamaru. 

Mike Howse, Whale Watch Kaikoura Limited, P.O. Box 89, Kaikoura. 

Warren Hurley, Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust, P.O. Box 5409, Dunedin. 

Hildegard Ltibcke, Wings of Kotuku, P.O. Box 8058, Dunedin. 

Sue Mcinnes, Kaikoura Information and Tourism Incorporated, P.O. Box 6, 

Kaikoura. 

Howard McGrouther, Penguin Place, Harington Point Road, R.D. 2, Dunedin. 
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Johnny McKellar, Peninsula Coastal Tours, Beach Road, Akaroa. 

Bruce McKinlay (Protected Speices), Owen Graham (Recreation and Tourism 

Planner), Steve Broni (Education Officer), Department of Conservation, P.O. 

Box 5244, Dunedin. 

Debbie McLachlan and Ian James, Okarito Nature Tours, P.O. Box 777, 

Hokitika. 

Gordon O'Callahan, Beach Road, Kaikoura. 

Tipene O'Regan, spo~sperson, Ngai Tahu. 

Brian Paton, Conservation Officer, Department of Conservation, Kaikoma. 

Brendon Peet, Air Tours Kaikoura, P.O. Box 68, Kaikoura. 

Peter Reilly, Market Coordinator (Product Development), New Zealand Tourism 

Board, P.O. Box 95, Wellington. 

_Shirley Russ, Southern Heritage Expeditions, P.O.J3ox22, Waikari, Christchurch:

Martin Rutledge, Protected Species (Marine Mammals), Department of 

Conservation, Christchurch. 

Tony Staniford, Outgoing Chief Executive, New Zealand Tourist Industry 

Federation, P.O. Box 1697, Wellington. 

Bruce Stuart-Menteath and Denise Saunders, Paparoa Nature Tours, P.O. Box 

36, Punakaiki. 

Mary and Fergus Sutherland, Catlins Wildlife Trackers, P.O. Box 2192, Dunedin. 

Murray Thomas and Chris Hickford, Department of Conservation, Franz Josef. 

Ian Wooster, Senior Executive, West Coast Tourism Council, P.O. Box 66, 

Greymouth. 
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I. 

Appendix G 
Codes of Conduct 

Tourism Industry Association of Canada, 

National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy. 

Code of Ethics for Tourists 

•' A high quality tourism experience depends on the conservation of ou1 
natural resources, the protection of our environment, and the preservation of our 
cultural heritage. The Canadian Tourism Industry has developed and adopted a 
Code of Ethics and Practices to achieve these objectives. You can help us in our 
continuing efforts to provide a high quality tourism experience for you and future 
guests by giving consideration to the following guidelines. 

1. Enjoy our diverse natural and cultural heritage and help us to protect and 
preserve it. 

2. Assist us in our conservation efforts through the efficient use of resources 
including energy and water. 

3. Experience the friendliness of our people and the welcoming spirit of our 
communities. help us to preserve these attributes by respecting our traditions, 
customs, and local regulations. 

4. Avoid activities which threaten wildlife or plant populations, or which may be 
potentially damaging to our natural environment. 

5. Select tourism products and services which demonstrate social, cultural and 
environmental sensitivity. 

We wish you a pleasurable and rewarding visit and look forward to welcoming you 
again soon. 

IL THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF 
ECOTOURISM 
Conservation and Environment, Victoria, Australia. 

1. Respect the frailty of the earth 

2. Leave only footprints, take only photographs 

3. Educate yourself about the ecology, customs, manners, and cultures of the 
regions you visit 
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4. respect the privacy and dignity of others 

5 .Do not buy products made from endangered plants or animals 

6. A;ways follow designated trails 

7. Learn about and support conservation-oriented programs and organisations 
working to preserve the environment 

8. Whenever possible, walk or use environmentally sound methods of 
. .. 

transportat10n 

9. Patronise those operators who are accredited and practice conservation 
principles 

10. Ask your travel agent to identify those organisations and operators who 
subscribe to these principles. 

III. British Columbia Wildlife Watch 

Wildlife Viewing in British Columbia 

It may seem odd to think that animals can be 'watched to death,' but overuse of 
wilderness areas and harassment by humans can harm wildlife. Always follow this 
code of conservation ethics when viewing wildlife. 

Keep all vehicles on designated roads 
Vehicles that wander off roads can destroy vegetation 

Keep to marked trails 
Using trails protects plant life and assists animals in adapting to human movement. 

Be considerate of wildlife 
Stress is harmful to animals. Use binoculars to view them from a distance rather 
than approach them closely. never chase or flush animals from cover. Always 
respect their nests and dens. 

Be considerate of others 
Respect the space of others who are viewing wildlife in the same area as you. 

Control pets 
pets are a hindrance to wildlife viewing. They may chase, injure or kill wild 
animals. Leave pets at home or keep them under control. 

Keep British Columbia clean . : 
Leave the environmental unchanged by you visit. Place garbage in receptacles, . 
where provided, or take your garbage with you. 
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Take only the right souvenirs 
Take home memories and photographs. leave flowers, plants, rocks, fossils, 
artifacts, shells and woods as you find them. never touch or feed wild animals. 
baby animals are seldom abandoned or orphaned, and it is against the law to take 
them away. 

Report environmental abuse 
if you see others abusing the environment or bothering animals, report their vehic 
license numbers to local authorities or the nearest conservation officer. 

Thank you 

IV. MONTANA WILDLIFE VIEWING GUIDE 

Target Group - general Public 

1. It's critical that wildlife watchers obey the rules at wildlife viewing sites and 
make sure others obey them as well. 
2. It's especially important for wildlife viewers to stay within designated areas and 
on specified trails. many wildlife species can adapt to human use-- even heavy 
human use-- if people's movements are routine and predictable. 
3. You're approaching too close when animals stop feeding, when they stand up 
after they've been resting, when they change their direction of travel, or most 
obviously, when they tum and start moving away. 
4. Be sure not to pick up any wild animals. They are usually not orphaned or 
abandoned. Also,, it is illegal to take home wild animals. 
5. It's important to understand that approaching wildlife too closely is dangerous, 
especially with large mammals such as bison, moose, and black or grizzly bears. 

V. UTAH OUTDOOR ETHICS-WATCHABLE WILDLIFE 

PROGRAM 

Honor the rights or private landowners. gain permission of private landowners 
before entering their property. 

Honor wildlife's requirement of free movement. feeding, touching, or otherwise 
harassing wildlife is inappropriate. Young wild animals that appear to be alone 
have not been abandoned; aUow them to find their own way. 

Honor the rights of others to enjoy their viewing experience. Loud noises, quick 
movements, or extraordinary behaviours that might scare wildlife is inappropriate. 
Wait your turn or seek another viewing opportunity. 

Honor your own right to enjoy the outdoors in the future. leave wildlife habitats in 
better condition than you found it. Pick up litter that you might encounter at a 
viewing site and dispose of it properly. 
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VI. ALBERT A POSITIVE WILDLIFE VIEWING 

Public interest in wildlife has never been greater. Bird watching alone has attracted 
nearly thirty million North Americans, and every year more than twenty-two 
percent of Canadians travel to observe and photograph wildlife. 

This interest, however, has had its consequences. Although people are more 
conscious of preserving wildlife, critical habitats have nevertheless experienced 
frequent harassment artd increasing pressure from humans. Consequently, some 
wildlife ranges have been reduced, and some species have even been dispersed. 

Modern wildlife viewing demands courtesy and common sense-- including respect 
for animals and their habitats, knowledge of local regulations, and consideration for 
private property and the activities of others. 

Today's ethics for the field include the following: 

Confine your movements whenever possible to designated trails, viewing platforms 
and blinds. 
Avoid nesting sites, and respect the resting periods of animals and birds. Never 
chase or flush wildlife. 
Keep a respectful distance, for the animai's sake-- and occasionally for your own. 
Leave viewing sites, including the flora as well as the fauna, undamaged by your 
visits. 

Respect and good judgement by today's wildlife watchers are essential to the 
preservation of Alberta's natural heritage for future generations. 

Source: Industry, Science and Technology Canada, Ministry of Development, 
Trade and Tourism, (1991), Developing a Code of Ethics: British Columbia's 
Tourism Industry, Economic and Regional Development Agreement, Vancouver, 
British Columbia. 
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